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Sweden

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

1. Sweden's trade policy régime is
generally open and liberal. In certain areas
such as agriculture, textiles and clothing,
Sweden has been in theforefrontamong OECD
countries in taking measures towards
deregulation and liberalization since 1990.
Thus, Sweden'sagriculturalreformprogramme,
adopted in 1990, aimed for deregulation of
domestic markets although, with a view to
membership ofthe European Union, theprocess
has slowed more recently. Sweden abolished
MFA and similar restrictions on imports of
textiles and clothing in 1991 and has also
liberalized imports of footwear. Participating
in the creation ofthe European EconomieArea
(EEA), Sweden has become part of a market
comprising more than 350 million people,
allowing free circulation of labour, capital,
services and goods covered by the Agreement.

(1) The Economic Environment

2. At the time of Sweden's first Trade
Policy Review in 1991, lhe economy showed
signs ofoverheating. However, the slow-down
in economic activity in mostindustrial countries
at the beginning of this decade hit Sweden
particularly hard; problems in tradeablegoods
sectors spread to domestically oriented sectors
and triggeredan abrupt endto the credit-driven
expansion. Real GDP declined in 1991, 1992
and 1993. Nevertheless, conditions for
exporting and import-competng enterprises
brightened during 1992, as marked increases
in labourproductivity were combined with wage
restraint. Thesharpdepreciation oftheSwedish
krona after itsfloating in 1992 set the stagefor
a significant revival in exporting industries in
1993 and 1994, when Swedish exportersappear
to have recaptured market shares lost in the
1980s and gained further ground in overseas
markets. The rise in imports has been more
subdued, bothbecauseofthekronadepreciation
and the persistent weakness ofdomestic demand.

3. Sweden appears now to be emerging
from its worst recession since the 1930s very
much as a 'dual economy', with prospering
producers of tradeable goods and a current
accountsurplus while domesticorientedactivity
is recovering moreslowly. In theyears to come,
the Government will walk a fine line in
reconciling efforts to reduce record levels of
unemployment with measures to control its high
fiscal deficit and maintenance of a
non-inflationary monetary policy.

(2) Institutional Framework

4. Parliament has ultimate responsibility
for tradepolicy under the Swedish Constitution.
The Trade Department, within the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, remains the centre of policy
formulation, complemented by the National
Board of Trade on a number of specific issues.
No major changes have occurred in the tasks
andfunctions of these two main administrative
bodies responsiblefor trade policy issues since
thie initial review.

5. Changes have, however, occurred with
respect to two autonomous agencies involved in
the implementation of tradepolicy. Following
a reorganization of institutions due to reforms
in agriculture, the SwedishBoardofAgriculture
has been the expert agency on agricutural
policysince 1 July 1991. On thesamedate, the
Swedish National Board for Technical
Development <NUTEK) wasformedthrough the
amalgamation of threeagencies, with a view to
managing industrial and energy policies more
efficiently. The rôle ofthe Ainistry ofIndustry
was broadened after the general elections in
September 1991; the tasks ofthe new Ministry
of Industry and Commerce include matters
related to domestic trade and tourism, market
and competition issues.

C/RM/S/l54
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(3) Trade Policy Features and Trends

6. The European Economic Area (ElA)
Agreement entered into force for Sweden: on

1 January 1994. Through this agreement,

Sweden andfour other EFTA countries, joined
with the European Union to form an entity

within which goods, services, persons and

capital are to move freely under equal conditions
ofcompetition. EFTAparticipantshavealigned
themselves to the existing body of EU law in

most areas concerned, notably with respect to

competition policy, State aids, public
procurement and harmonization of regulations
related to goods and services. The EEA does

not involve participation in a customs union,

andborderformalities, although simnplified, still

exmst beiseen Sweden and theEU Single Market.
The EFE4 Agreement does not cover agriculture

directly. but Sweden and the EU concluded a

bilateral agricultural agreement applied since

April 1993.

(i) Evolution since the initial review

7 With effectfrom 31 July 1991, Sweden

abolished ail MFA and similar restraint
agreements affecting imports of textiles and
clothing, leaving tariffs as the only policy
instrument affecting non-preferentialsuppliers.

Sweden 's importpattern has changed markedly

as a result of the liberalization. Importsfrom
South-EastAsiaand centraland easternEurope
have grown sharply, while purchasesfrom EU
and EFTA countries have decline. Competition

has increased both at the producer level and

among importers, while consumers appear to
be benefiting in terms of prices and wider

product choice; estimates suggest that Swedish
households saved some SEK 3 billion on

purchasesoftextiles andclothing duringthefirs t
year of deregulated imports. Import licensing

on leather footwear was removed on
I January 1992.

8. TneEFTA countries concludedfree-trade

agreements with the Czechi and Slovak

Republics, Hungary, Poland, Turkey, Israel,

Romania and Bulgaria in 1.992 and 1993.
Sweden concluded bilateral free-trade
agreements with Estonia, Latila andLithuania
in 1992. The agreements, covering trade in

industrial goods, are supplemented by special
arrangements concerning trade in agricultural
products. A Free Trade Agreement and an

Agricultural Agreement entered into force

between Sweden and the Faroe Islands on
I July 1993.

9. Ail these agreements generally provide
free and unrestricted access to the Swedish
market for manufactures and selected
agricultural products; in agriculture,
preferences are mainly implemented in theform
of duty- or levy-free tariff quotas. These
arrangements have brought a proliferation of

differentialtariffquotasandlevy reductions, not
accorded on an m.f n. basis, into Sweden's
trade régime over the last two to three years.

10. A new Swedish Competition Act,
modelled on Articles 85 and 86 ofthe Trea.y of
Rome, entered into force on 1 July 1993,
generally prohibiting anti-competitive co-
operation between enterprises and abuse of
dominant positions. Enterprises were given a

six-month transition period to terminate or

modify existing arrangements to qualify for
individual or block exemptions. the
enforcement agency in the area ofcompetition,
theSwedish CompetitionAuthority, has rejected
a numberofapplicationsfornegative clearance
or individual exemptions with regard to
recommended price lists issued by trade
associations for their members, formerly a

common practice. Purchase cartels are, unless

of minor importance. not allowed under the
Competition Act.

Il. Membership in the European Union will

grant Sweden access to thepolitical institutions
ofthe Union, including the European Council,
the Council of Ministers, the European
Parliament, the EC Commission and the
European Court of Justice. According to the
Swedish authorities, EU membership will give

C/RM/S/54
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Sweden more influence over the regulatory
framework affecting its economic and
commercial life relative to participation in the
EEA. Sweden is expectedto be a net contributor
to the EU budget; however, the charge on the
government budget will be larger than for the
nation as a whole since individuals and
organizations will become eligibleforpayments
under the Common Agricultural Policy and
regional development schemes.

(ï) Tvpe and incidence of trade policy in
struments

12. Changes in trade-related legislation in
Sweden during the lastfour years have mainly
been related to the entry intoforce of the EEA
Agreement. The main provisions of the
Agreement were incorporated into Swedish
legislation through the 'Act or the European
Economic Area" with an "additional package"
ofsome 400 to 500 new legal acts approved by
Parliament in late spring 1994.

13. Legal acts adopted by the Europear
Union after 1 January 1994 are added
continuously to the Agreement; new rides should,
in principle, enter intoforce simultaneously in
all participating countries. Sweden has been
accorded transitional derogations under theEEA
Agreement to allow rules stricter than EU
standards with respect to motor vehicles,
fertilizers and dangerous substances. In
addition, technical discussions have been held
regarding certainnew rules relatedto veterinary
regulations and the environment.

14. Tariffs, the principal import policy
instrument affecting mf.n. suppliers, are
generally low. The simple average of m.f.n.
tariffs in 1994 is 4.7percent. Rates are
predominantly ad valorem, although specificor
alternate ad valorem/specific (minimum or
maximum) rates affect around 370 of the
approximately 6,800 seven-digit lines in the
Swedish tariff. Seasonaltariffsapply on imports
of various fruits and vegetables. More
importantly, variable levies, applied on some

440 tariff lines, represent the main form of
border protectionfor more than 75 per cent of
Sweden 's production ofbasic commodities and
basic foodstuffs.

15. M.f n. tariffs are, on average, higher
for manufactures than for agriculture. In
practice, however, the majorityofmanufactured
products enterfree of tariffs since most imports
originate in Sweden's free-trade partners. A
potential exception to this rule is textiles and
clothing where, as noted above, m.f.n.
suppliers are gaining ground rapidlyfollowing
the abolition of import restrictions.

16. Import licensing is maintained on
imports, mainly from certain former State-
trading countries, of sensitive" goods, including
iron, steel,ferro-alloysandselectedagricultural
products. Licences are generally granted
automatically, but may be denied if import
prices are considered unacceptably low. Sweden
restricts trade with Angola, Haiti, Libya, Iraq,
and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro) in accordance with decisions
of the United Nations' Security Council.
Sanctions against South Africa were lifted in
1993.

17. Pursuant to an understanding between
the EC Commission and the Government of
Sweden, new regulations will be introduced to
replace the state monopolies on import, export,
wholesale trade and production of alcoholic
beverages with a licensing system from
1 January 1995. Remaining State-trading
activities relate to the implementation of
redemption schemes for grains and oilseeds;
trading operations in these commodities have
been executed by the Swedish Board of
Agriculturefollowing the abolition ofallmarket
regulation associations on 1 July 1991.

18. In 1990, Sweden increased indirect
taxation significantly, to compensate for
reductions in income taxes. In addition to the
value added tax, the most important sources of
revenue are taxes on energy, alcohol and
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tobacco. Reform of the system has resulted in
the elimination ofsome relatively low-yielding
and administratively burdensome taxes, while
introducing selective taxes related to factors
detrimental to the environment. Energy taxes
havebeen raised, but energy-intensiveindustries
and commercial horticulture benefit from tax
reductions.

19. Sweden adopted a new Public
Procurement Act in 1992, principally in order
to fulfil Sweden 's comnmitments under the EEA
Agreement. The Act applies to procurement by
the State, regionaland local entities with special
provisionsgoverning the award ofpublicsupply
contracts, public works contracts, public
contracts within the utilities sector and public
service contracts. The Act was amended in
December 1993, mainly to include provisions
on public procurement under threshold values,
and entered into force on I Januarv 1994.

20. Sweden applies no anti-dumping or
countervailing measures at present and has
never resortedto safeguardactions underGATT
Article XIX.

21. All exports to the Democratic People 's
Republic ofKorea must be licensed; exports of
scrap metals to countries outside the EU/EFTA
area are licensedand restricted. Fish exported
for sale inforeign auction centres is alsosubject
to licensing. Sweden is notparty to any export
restraint arrangements. Anti-competitive
behaviour by Swedish enterprises which affects
international trademay be sanctionedunder the
EEA Agreement. Competition cases may be
handled either by the EFTA Surveillance
Authority or by theEC Commission, depending
on which markets are affected. The Swedish
Competition Authority has also been assigned
specific tasks regarding the implementation of
competition rules under the EEA Agreement.

22. Following several years of losses on
export credit guarantees, the Swedish Export
Credits Guarantee Board has, since mid-1990,
distinguished between operations related to

previously issued guarantees and "new"
business. The accumulated deficit arisingfrom
"old' guarantees is to be restrictedto the extent
possible by loss-prevention actions and active
recovery measures with any final losses to be
charged tO the State budget. Operations relating
to 'new" business should in principle be self-
supporting. Outside the scope of other
operations, a guarantee scheme with a ceiling
of SEK 1 billion exists for Swedish exports to
and investments in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
and Russia. Government support to export
promotion activities undertaken by the Swedish
Trade Council is settofall by 50 per cent under
a three-year programme which began in
1992/93.

(iii) Sectoral development patterns

23. The recession has had a severe effect
on the private sector; industrial outnputfell by
nearly 10 per cent between 1989 and 1992.
Restructuring and retrenchment is reflected in
a rapidfall in employment, between 1990 and
1993. with the employment rate rising from
1. 7per cent to a record 8.2 per cent; in
addition, job-retraining rose from about zero
tosome 6 per cent ofthe workforce. However,
the authorities have not addressed these
difficulties by increasing selective aid; infact,
the few remaining firm- and sector-specific
support programmes were eliminated during
1992 and 1993. The Governmentdeclared that
financial assistance to enterprises should be
minimized and would, to the extent such
measures werestilljustified, begrantedthrough
industry-wide schemes.

24. Overall, State aid to Swedish industries
has increased during the recession, from
SEK 2.6 billion in 1990/91 to SEK 4.1 billion
in 1992/93, mainly due to higher payments
under vocational training and recruitment aid
schemes designed to raise the possibilities for
redundantlabour to attain regularemployment.
Governmentfundingfor technical researchand
development programmes has also increased

C/RM/S/54
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somewhat in recent years, while regional aid
to enterprises hasfallen.

25. Sweden 's Parliament adopteda newfood
and agricultural policy in 1990, aiming for
internal deregulation over five years.
Guaranteedinterventionprices were abolished,
together with the administrative structures and
regulatory measures employed to attain them,
including market regulation associations
previously administering export subsidies and
producer levies in efforts to dispose of surplus
production. New measures were accompanied
by commodity- and sector-specific transitional
arrangements to encourage retrenchment in
sectors with excess production capacity.

26. Border protection, mainly in the form
of variable import levies, was essentially
retained, pending the outcome of the Uruguay
Round, although levy amounts were reduced to
take account of the expected lover domestic
price level resultingfrom deregulatedmarkets.
Livestock farmers were to some extent
compensated through headage payments, to be
gradually reduced, and crop producers were
encouraged by direct income payments to
withdraw land from cultivation of price-
regulated crops such as grains and oilseeds.

27. In anticipation ofpossible accession to
the European Union and immediate full
integration of Sweden's agriculture into the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the move
towards deregulation has slowed. Redemption
pricesfor grains have been increased; export
subsidies for certain processed foods were
introducedin 1993; andsubsidiesforthe export
of beef and pork have been extended. After
several years of net capital outflows from
agriculture, renewed interest in livestock
production as from .1993 may have been
influenced by factors such as the possible
Swedish share ofthe EU milk quota. The land
conversion programme was adapted to the set-
aside programme of the CAP following the
conclusion of Sweden's negotiations on the
accession to the EU in March 1994.

28. Sweden's fisheries sector has been
contractingfor many years, affected by declining
stocks of commercial species andmarketaccess
constraintsfor the processing industry. Trade
and support measures applied by Sweden until
recently have mostly been eliminated under
commitments made in the EFTAframework and
the EEA Agreement. The agreements allow
government assistance to rationalize and
modernize the fleet and processing industries.
Sweden faces no restrictions on its exports of
fish and other marine products to other EFTA
countries, with the exception of import
restrictions on Baltic herring and salmon
maintained by Finland. The EEA Agreement
provides better access to the EU market,
although the agreed tariff reductions do not
include some products of major importance to
Swedish processors, notably herring, salmon,
mackerel and prawns.

(4) Trade Policies and Foreign Trading
Partners

29. Sweden participated actively in the
Uruguay Round, attaching importance to the
attainment of substantial results in all areas.
The outcome provides improved access for
Swedish goods and services on world markets
and increased intellectual property protection.

30. Sweden's simple average tariff on
imports of manufactures is set to declinefrom
5.2 per cent to 3.3 per cent when
Uruguay Routndtariffreductionshavebeenfully
implemented. Tariffs on agriculturalproducts
will initially rise, due to the tariffication of
bordermeasures, thesimpleaveragetariffrising
from 2.6 per cent to approximately 21.5 per cent
in 1995, an estimate due to the high incidence
of specific rates. However, once agreed
reductions have taken place, thesimpleaverage
of estimatedfinal bound rates is set to decline
.o 14.2 per cent on agriculturalproducts. The
incidence ofbound Swedish tariffs will increase
from just over 90 per cent to virtually
100 per cent as a resultofthe Uruguay Round;
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the only remaining unbound items concernfish
andfish products.

31. Swedish legislation will also be amended
in otherareasas a resultofthe Uruguay Round.
The new Agreement on Government Procurement
will increasethe numberofpublic entities whose
purchases wiil be subject to multilateral rules,
although Sweden would have preferred full
coverage at all procuring levels, in line with
existing Swedish procurement practices.
Furthermore, Sweden will adoptnew legislation
on border measures against imports of
counterfeit goods. Appealprocedures are to be
introducedwith respectto governmentdecisions
on anti-dumping and countervailing measures.

32. Since 1990, Sweden has moved closer
to the European Union with the entry intoforce
of the EEA Agreement and the application for
EU membership lodged in 1991. The accession
to the European Union was approved by a
referendum on 13 November 1994. The
conditions regarding figure access to the
Swedish market within the customs union are
likely to differfrom the Uruguay Round terms
grantedby Sweden priorto itsEU membership.

33. Domestic pricesforproducts originating
among third-countrysuppliersarein many cases
expected to rise due to generally higher EU
tariffs and the passage through trade control
systems technically different from, and more
complicated than, those currently applied in
Sweden. Adoption ofthe GSPscheme oftheEU
represents a major change from the unlimited
duty-free access accorded by the present Swedish
scheme. With reintroductionofMFA quotas and
other trade controls, the number of licence
applications in Sweden is expected to risefrom
a few thousand ai present to 60,000 to 80,000
peryear. The application in Sweden ofexisting
EUanri-dumping measuresfrom 1 January 1995
will contrastwilh the existingsituation, in which
Sweden applies no such measures.
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1. THE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

(1) Major Features of the Swedish -Economy

1. Sweden is one of the largest countries in Europe in terms of territory, but with a population
of less than 9 million has a fairly small economy. About 90 per cent of all Swedes live in its southern
part; vast northern areas are thus particularly sparsely populated.

Table 1.1
Major features of Sweden's economy, 1980-93

Population (million)

Growth of population (annual percentage change)

Share of value added at factor cost (per cent)
Agriculture'
Industry
of which: Manufacturing

Services
of which: Finance. insurance real estate. etc.

Share in employment (per cent)
Agriculture

Industry
of which: Manufacturing

Services
of which: Finance, insurance. real estate, etc.

Merchandise exports, f.o.b. (USS billion)
Merchandise exports to GDP ratio (per cent)

Merchandise imported f.o.b. (US$ billion)
Merchandise imports to GDP ratio (per cent)

Services exports (USS billion)
Services exports to GDP ratio (per cent)

M.J n.4 M.b 8.6 8.7

0.2 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.7

4.9
31.7
31.0
63.4
20.8

7.9
34.6
34.1
57.6
8.2

30.7
24.5
32.9
26.3

3.7
29.0
28.4
67.4
26.5

5.3
31.8
31.4
62.8
12.4

30.2
30.0
27.8
27.6

56.8
24.9
53.4
23.4

3.1
26.8
26.3
70.1
29.2

5.4
30.7
30.3
63.9
13.0

54.6
22.8
49.6
20.8

3.1
26.1
25.8
70.8
27.7

5.0
28.2
27.9
66.8
12.4

55.6
22.5
49.8
20.1

2.9
27.8
27.4
69.4
28.7

5.0
27.7
27.4
67.2
12.7

49.6
26.7
42.6
22.9

7.4 6.0 13.8 12.3 13.4 11.0
5.9 6.0 6.1 5.1 5.4 5.9

Memorandum item:
Official exchange rate. krona per US dollar' 4.23 S.60 5.92 6.05

1980-85 1985-90

Nominal GDP
Real GDP (1985 = 100)

Real GDP per capita (1985= 100)

9.9
1.8
1.7

Merchandise exports

Merchandise imports

Services exports

5.5

2.2
2.8

8.9
2.1
1.6

2.5
4.6
4.9

1990 1991 1992
(Percentage change)'

10.3 6.4 -0.5
1.4 -1.1 -1.9
0.6 -1.9 -2.4

0.4
0.7
9.6

-2.5

-5.0

-2.0

1.6
1.3

4.9

... Not available.

a Mid-year estimates.
b Including forestry and fishery.
c Period average.

d Annual average, based on data in krona.
e Fixed prices yearly.

Source: The Government ofSweden; International Monetary Fund. international Financial StatistÏcs. various issues; and OECD. Economic

Surveys - Sweden. 1991/1992.

1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993

5.82 7.78

1993

0.7
-2.1
-2.7

9.0
-0.4
-0.9
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2. Key natural resources - forests. iron ore and water power - were the basis for the historical
development of important industries producing paper, pulp and steel; the manufacturing base has been
widened to include a variety of high-technology engineering products. ln Sweden, as in otherdeveloped
countries. services account for the major share (over 70 per cent) of economic activity. Measured
in total employment and value added. service ;ectors grew particularly fast in Swedenduring the 1980s
(Table 1. 1). Primary sectors make a relatively modest contribution to the ovcrall economy. but are
important in maintaining settlements in some of the more remote areas.

3. Foreign trade is important to the economy; Sweden's merchandise trade to GDP ratio is close
to 25 per cent. The ratio fell steadily from 1985 to 1992. reflecting the stronger expansion of services
sectors relative to tradeable goods industries, but rebounded in 1993 due to higher experts.

(2) Recent Economic Performance

4. At the time of its first Trade Policy Review. in 1990. Sweden's economy faced capacity
constraints and showed signs of overheating: unemployment stood at approximately 1.5 per cent of
the labour force. and inflation was just over 10 per cent. However. the slow-down ofeconomic activity
worldwide at the beginning of the decade exposed Sweden's exceptionally high vulnerability te the
recession. Problems in expert and import competing sectors. identified as a 'cost crisis' in the 1980s'.
became more acute; the resulting puncture of Sweden's 'bubble economy", triggered an economic
downturn more severe than any experienced since the 1930s.2

5. The economic downturn revealed a number cf structural weaknesses in Sweden's economy.3
Sweden. from the 1960s onwards. followed high public expenditure and tax policies. geared to a generous
social securitysystem'; the period was marked by measure suchas theautonomous government-created
demand designed to avoid recessions in the 1970; (so-called bridgingn" policies.*. reliance on devaluation
te restore balanced external accounts. and an economy founded on a steady expansion ofemployment
in monopoly-oriented public sectors.' No decisive measures were taken to improve the efficiency and
the adaptability of the economy during the many years that Sweden's economicc growth rate lagged
behind that of most other developed countries. Moreover. regional imbalances served to exacerbate
the overheating of the economy that began to emerge after 1985.

'Nominal wage increases did not reflect increases in labour productiviy and the associated inflation was
not in line with the fixed exchange rate policy pursued by the Swedish authorities.

One major charteristic ofSweden's bubbleeconomy'. also appearing in many othercountries in the I980s.
was the focus on investment in real estate and speculative financial transactions.

3A critical! analysis of past policy decisions can bc found. for example. in the Economic Policy Statment
by the Swedish Government (January 1994).

Lind beck et al. (1993).

5Public sector employment expanded from 20 pe cent of the labour - 5 to 35 Per cent in 1985.
At the same time many large Swedish-based multinational corporations we, ions to othrr countries.
citing a scarcity of skilled labour in Sweden. low rates of returnon inv, nd thr nccd to protect
themselves against cycles in the .eal excbangc rate among the rcasonç f<e. .
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6. Private consumption and investment were particularly buoyant in the late 1980s due mainly
to vigorous credit expansion following deregulation of financial markets, low real interest rates and
a tax system favouring borrowing. Prospects for future increases in asset values waned as inflationary
pressures faded in 1990-9! following a progressive tightening of monetary conditions, while higher
real interest rates. coinciding with changes in tax regulations. suddenly favoured household savings
or debt reduction. The resultant surge in the savings ratio not only depressed domestic demand for
goods and services but also significantly slowed the flow of investment into residential and commercial
real estate. Coilapsing property prices contributed to massive credit losses in financial intermediaries.
prompting a major government rescue operation in 1992 to save the Swedish banking system from
bankruptcy.

7. Real GDP grew in 1990. but mainly as a result of higher government consumption (Table 1.2).
Declining exports and a sharp fall in gross capital formation were the main determinants behind the
fall in real GDP in 1991, which accelerated in 1992. Interest rates were maintained at a high real
level. principally in order to defend the value of the Swedish krona.6 However, the fixed exchange
rate came under increasing pressure in international financial markets and was finally abandoned on
19 November 1992 ' Prior to this, and to add credence to the defence of the krona, broad political
ageement had been reached on reductions in the public-sectordeficit in the orderofSEK 30 to 40 billion
(equal to 2 to 3 per cent ofGDP). The budget savings package was maintained. contributing to a further
fall in household consumption in 1993.

8. The krona float set off a major depreciation of the Swedish currency; by May 1993 the krona
had depreciated by around 20 per cent relative to its former fixed parity against the ECU; in real
effective terns. the krona depreciated by almost 25 per cent in 1993. The depreciation put an end
to the earlier cost crisis in tradeable goods sectors. amplifying the revival of exports that had begun
in 1992. while containing the rise in imports. However, with private consumption declining another
4 per cent in 1993, Sweden underwent its third year of deep recession, but in a pronounced
-dual econemy",with flourishingexport-oriented industriesagainstabackground ofdepresseddomestic
demand.

9. The economic crisis has had particularly dramatic consequences in the labour market. The
Governments has estimated that the fal! in industrial output of nearly 10 per cent between 1989 and
1992 represented a loss of same 220.000 job opportunities; total employment fell by almost 500P000
from 1990 to 1993.' Accustomed to a situation of virtual full employment for many years, Sweden's
number of registered unemployed exceeded 8 per cent of the labour force in 1993, despite active use
of training schemes and other government measures to contain tie rise in open unemployment. The
job creation programmes were stepped up ir, 1994. leading to a slight reduction in registered
unemplyment. However. the current number of jobless and people undrgoing training (about
14.5 per cent cf the workforce), indicates that Sweden will have a major unemployment problem for
many years to come even as the export-led recovery takes firmer hold of the Swedish economy.

'In May 1991. shortly before Sweden lodged its official application for EEC membership, the authorities
cleared that the krona would be unilaterally linked to the European Currency Unit (ECU).

'At the most intense moments of the currency crisis. Sveriges Riksbank (the central bank) underlined its
determination to maintain the krona-ECU parity by raising overnight lending rates tO 500 per cent (annualized
rate) to fend off speculators'. Although the parity objective was dropped in the end, the spectacular use of
interest instruments served to raise public awareness of theseverity oftheeconomiccrisis confronting Sweden.

'A side-effect of the economic downturn and a tightening of social benefits has been a significant reduction
in worker absenteeism: enteprises previously calculating regular non-appearance among workers of 10 per cent
or more intotheir manning requirements suddenly found :themselves overstaffed.
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Table 1.2
Swede's recent economic performance,1987-94
(US$ billion. percentage change and per cent)

|987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994'

(Percentage change)
Real GDP (1985=100) 2.8 2.3 2.4 1.4 -1.1 -1.9 -2.1 2.4
Private consumption 4.8 2.6 1.4 -0.1 1.1 -1.9 -3.8 1.2

Government consumption 1.1 0.7 2.1 2.6 3.2 -9.6 0.7 -1.6
Gross capital formation 7.9 6.0 11.7 0.7 -8.4 -11.0 -16.7 -5.5

Exports of goods and non-factor services 4.2 2.8 3.1 1.9 -2.4 2.2 7.2 10.0
Imports of goods and non-factor services 7.1 4.9 7.4 0.7 -5.0 1.3 -0.4 4.1

Consumer prices (CPI) 4.2 5.8 6.4 10.4 9.4 2.3 4.7 1.6

Real earnings 2.2 2.6 3.7 -0.9 -3.9 2.2 -1.4 2.4

Labour productivity 1.4 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.8 2.6 2.3
Unit labour costs 5.1 6.7 9.3 12.3 6.6 -2.8 -7.3 0.5

Employment 0.6 1.1 1.5 0.9 -1.5 -4.4 -5.3 -1.3

Unemployment (per c-nt) 2.1 '.8 1.5 1.7 2.9 5.3 8.2 8.0

Partcipation in job-creation programmes 2.'f 3.7 4.3 6.2
(per cent)

Terms of trade 1.1 1.8 1.5 -0.5 1.2 -0.8 -13.5 0.4
Real effective exchange rate' 0.0 3.7 6.4 0.8 -0.5 0.4 -24.1 ...

Money suppply (M2)d 4.9 8X3 10.7 0.8 4.5 3.0 4.4 ...

Interst rate (per cent)f 8.9 8.9 9.2 9.9 8.0 7.9 5.2 ...

Central Governament
Revenue 16.6 8.1 11.2 12.5 4.0 -10.0 -0.8 2.1

Expenditure 4.0 5.4 8.6 14.5 10.9 13.1 16.4 -6.2

Balance (per cent of GDP) 2.0 2.8 4.0 4.2 -1.2 -11.3 -17.3 -13.0

(US$ billion)
Balance of payments

Merchandise trade balance 4.5 4.9 4.0 3.4 5.0 5.9 7.1 11.1

Current account balance -0.1 -0.7 -3.3 -6.9 -4.4 -6.7 -0.3 4.1

Per cent of GDP -0.1 -0.4 -1.7 -3.0 -1.6 -2.7 -0.1 2.2

Overall balance -0.8 -1.7 1.0 7.3 .0.7 7.6 2.3

Total reserves minus gold 8.2 8.5 9.6 18.0 18.3 22.6 19.1 ...

In months of mports 2.5 '.3 2.4 4.0 4.5 5.6 5.4
Externaldebt 128.3 110.1 103.6 83.6 73.6 57.. ... ...

Gross domestic investment/GDP 19.5 20.2 22.4 22.3 20.7 18.7 16.0 15As
Gross national savings/GDP 17.8 18.3 18.8 17.1 15.1 14.5 13.4 14.4

. . Not available.

a Forecast. as prepared by the authorities.
b Basic hourty wages and supplements for overtime and shiftwork for workers in mining. quarrying and manufacturing, deflated

by the consumer price index.
c Period average. increase indicates appreciation.
d Based on year-end data.
e Year-end rate on one-year time deposits.
f Months of merchandise imports.

Source: The Govemnentof Sweden. International Monetary Fund. International Financial Statistics. various issues(including Yearbooks)
OECD OutIook 53. June 1993. and GATT Secretariatcalculations.
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10. A tax reform in 1990 shifted taxation from incomes towards consumption. The reform was
extended after 1991 with the objective of stimulating investment and job creatien in the private sector;
taxes on production decreased by about SEK 40 billion over the 1991 to 1993 period. However, the
protracted recession with corresponding weak domestic demand had a significant negative impact on
government revenue, while expenditures increased overall due to the impact ofextraordinary measures.
The central government budget swung from a surplus equal to 4 per cent ofGDP in 19 to a deficit
of around 17 per cent of GDP in 1993 (Table 1.2). The debt of the Centrai Government rose above
SEK 1,200 billion during 1994 and continues to grow, in proportion to Sweden's GDP, at a pace faster
than in any other OECD country. Taking account of the impact of economic cycles on public sector
revenue and expenditures, estimates by the authorities indicate the continuation ofan important structural
deficit in public finance in Sweden, caused in part by high transfer payments which are politically difficult
to touch.9

(3) Trade Performance

Il. Sweden's trade performance improved markedly during 1992 and 1993. Although exports
rose steadily until 1990. Swedish exporters had consistently lost market share. However, conditions
had already begun to improve in tradable goods sectors prior to the adoption of a floating exchange
rate policy; unit labour costs fell during 1992 as productivity rose significantly while wages increased
modestly. The combination of higher productivity and wage restraint was even more marked in 1993
when. in addition, enterprises were aided by lower payroll taxes and the sharp depreciation of the
Swedish krona.

12. The strong improvement in Sweden's competitiveness is reflected in a major jump in exports
in 1993 with a recovery of market share in developed countries and robust growth of shipments to
developing countries, especially in Asia. Forecasts by the authorities indicate a continued strong rise
in Swedish exports in 1994 and 1995. even with a slight appreciation of the krona. Idle production
capacity was brought back into use at the initial stage of the export boom. The limits to continued
export growth may be determined by short-term constraints on further expansion ofSwedish production
rather than by demand in overseas markets.

13. The severe recession in Sweden has naturally affected imports negatively. The export boom
appears, however, to have contributed to an increase in imports in 1993; this might be expected from
the very high share of intra-industry trade in key sectors such as chemicals, machinery, furniture and
transport equipment (Table 1.3). Substitution effects stemming from the kronadepreciation nevertheless
imply that the growth in imports is expected to lag the rise in exports. Eventually, a more robust
recovery iri the domestic economy will increase demand for imported final goods and services.

'During the late 1980s, high revenue from a booming economy masked underlying structural problems on
the expenditure side. Costs in important segments of social insurance, for example, health, occupational injury
and early retirement, rose almost out of control, with transfer payments increasing by 24 per cent in real terms
over a five-year period (1985-1990) in which Sweden's total production rose by 1 1 per cent.
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Table 1.3
Sweden's intra-industry trade with the world, 1980-92 by GATT Tariff Study Categories'

T.S Intra-industry trade (per cent)
Code Description 19 lu81985 19 1991 192

All categories 50.42 53.91 58.79 57.57 57.62

01 Raw hides and skins, leather and furskins 66.28 65.22 52.71 49.54 55.85
02 Rubber 49.08 48.08 49.04 48.70 51.90
03 Wood and cork 19.39 16.90 27.69 25.43 20.83
04 Pulp, paper and paperboard 18.58 19.05 23.04 23.08 23.73
OS Textiles and clothing 46.08 45.94 40.53 40.93 39.74
06 Mineral products and fertilizers 28.31 40.74 .53.20 55.08 57.80
07 Precious stones and precious metals 58.12 40.17 48.39 42.87 35.66
08 Ores and metals 57.21 53.69 63.41 63.23 65.55
09 Coal. petroleum. natural gas 27.07 40.12 31.74 35.79 35.06
10 Chemicals 60.25 62.51 71.30 70.83 70.04
I I Non-electrical machinery 76.22 77.57 74.02 70.78 68.96
12 Electrical machines and apparatus 64.80 65.58 71.77 71.74 71.00
13 Transport equipment 64.07 64.00 70.65 64.20 68.01

14 Professional. scientific and controlling 71.09 75.69 72.84 75.38 76.78
instruments, photographic apparatus. clocks
and catches

15 Footwear and travel goods 33.75 28.14 22.66 22.51 21.34

16 Photographic and cinematographic supplies 28.97 31.17 28.97 29.75 33.20

17 Furniture 78.15 63.48 95.31 96.03 90.06
18 Musical instruments. sound recording or 23.50 32.77 42.51 44.66 49.53

reproduction apparatus

19 Toys 63.96 74.92 60.66 56.40 56.70
20 Works of art and collectors pieces 36.60 42.44 59.41 43.05 21.34

21 Firearms, ammunition. tanks and other 39.13 45.10 60.85 60.36 56.40
armoured fighting vehicles

22 Office and stationery supplies 56.24 43.37 44.78 44.13 45.24
23 Manufactured articles not elsewhere 73.68 74.00 58.13 66.78 58.83

specified
24 Foodstuffs 28.81 33.12 40.27 39.84 43.91
25 Grains 13.08 10.44 13.76 10.71 20.44
26 Animals and products therof 56.92 42.95 51.13 39.56 30.70

27 Oilseeds. fats and oils and their products 18.17 19.74 29.82 34.71 35.84

2`8 Cut flowers. plants. vegetable materials 5.45 9.31 13.74 14.07 11.87
29 Beverages and spirits 6.73 22.77 28.50 28.55 33.60
30 Dairy productsrdh= 19.17 31.78 14.52 19.23 20.64
31 Fish. shellfish and products 49.89 54.74 52.50 50.59 42.75
32 Tobacco 20.68 21.24 27.21 28.84 28.02
33 Osher agricultural products of animalorigin 73.47 77.71 59.62 60.83 53.29

34 Other agricultural products of vegetable 20.70 26.09 30.51 29.33 26.25
origin

a Intra-industry trade isa measure of the extent to which trade takes place within rather than between industries. 'The usual measure
of intra-industry aide ranges between zero and 100 per cent. If all traded commodities in a sector are either only exported or
imported then the measure of intra-industry trade for that sector would be zero: if. on the other hand exports equal imports
in a sector then intra-industry tade is 100 per cent

Source: Calculations by GATT Secretariat using 4-Digit STTC Rev.1 data from UNSTAT. Comtrade database.
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(i) Commodity pattern of trade

14. As noted in the first Secretariat report on Sweden's trade policies, the long-term trend in
Sweden's export mix has been to move from raw materials and low processed products (paper pulp,
iron ore and steel) towards more highly processed goods. Engineering products, notably motor vehicles,
machinery and telecommunications equipment, are prominent export items (Chart 1. 1 and Table AI. 1).
Exports ofpharmaceuticals have done particularly well in recent years. In 1993, growth was strongest
in exports of consumer goods, markets for investment goods were less buoyant due to continued weak
investment demand in western Europe.

15. Sweden is also a major importer of engineering goods, notably motor vehicles and data
processing equipment (Table AI.2). Sweden is a substantial net importer of textiles and clothing, and
imports all its needs of crude oil and natural gas.

(ii) Regional Pattern of trade

16. The European Union (EU) remains Sweden's most important trading partner. accounting for
more than 50 per cent of both exports and imports (Chart 1.2). The share of trade with European
Free Trade Association (EFTA) partners is above 15 per cent, principally due to transactions with
neighbouring Norway and Finland. Exports to certain countries in Asia, notably China, are rising
particularly fast (Table AI.3). Sweden has traditionally not traded a great deal with formerly
centrally-planned economies in central and eastern Europe; this situation is. however, changing rapidly,
especially vis-à-vis Poland and Russia (Table AI.4). Closer contact with these economies exposes
Sweden's industries to considerable low-wage competition; however, Sweden is expected to benefit
strongly from economic growth in the Baltic countries and in central and eastern Europe because of
the relatively high proportion of investment goods in the Swedish export mix.

17. Although the major share ofSweden's foreign trade is conducted under free-trade arrangements,
the Uruguay Round agreements offer significantly improved access over the medium term in important
non-European markets such as Canada, Japan, the United States and the fast-growing economies in
the Asia-Pacific region.
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Chart I.1
Exports and imports of Sweden by major product
categories, 1993
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Chart I.2
Exports and imports of Sweden by country, 1993
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(4) Outlook

18. With a floating exchange rate policy resulting in a substantial currency depreciation, Sweden
has for some time run the risk of importing inflation; that this has not occurred to a significant extent
may be largely ascribed to the effects of the deep recession on demand. The rise in exports and
industrial production has been so marked that selective bottlenecks could occur, causing price rises
and setting off a new wage spiral, even against the background of high generai unemployment. The
authorities consider a quick and dramatic rise in investment as a necessary condition to avoid short-term
overheating and satisfactory growth in the longer term. The Government is also prepared to tighten
monetay policy, potentially bringing the fragile domestic economic recovery to a halt, in order to
keep inflation low. The Riksbank has formulated an inflation target of 2 per cent (with a one percentage
point band) for 1995 and thereafter.

19. Interest rates, which originally fell steeply as the krona was floated, have gradually been
increased, driven higher each time the krona has come under pressure in foreign exchange markets.10
The krona's exchange rate has been particularly sensitive to news regarding the strong measures required
to avoid Sweden's national debt rising out of control. During 1993 and 1994 broad political agreement
existed concerning the overall reduction needed in the public sector deficit, but the Government and
the opposition differed with respect to the mix of required expenditure cuts and revenue enhancing
measures. Prior to the general elections in September 1994, Parliament agreed on measures estimated
to reduce the public sector deficit by some SEK 20 billion annually.11The social-democratic Government
taking office in October 1994, stating the restoration of sound public finances and reduced unemployment
as its main immediate priorities, has announced the introduction of a "Savings Plan", involving a
further reduction of some SEK 61 billion in the deficit.

20. The new savings package is divided roughly equally between expenditure reductions and tax
increases. Spending on defence will be cut. subsidies to agriculture and housing are also set to fall
in 1995. Tax increases involve reintroduction of double taxation on dividends, higher wealth taxes
and a temporary increase in taxes on above-average incomes. The Government intends, however,
to preserve the main elements of the comprehensive Swedish welfare State.12

10While Sweden is likely to keep a floating exchange rate régime for some time, the authorities continue
to want a fixed exchange rate for its relatively small, trade-dependent economy. Sweden feels that its trading
partners demand compensation, resulting in higher prices and interest rates, for the uncertainty arising from a
floating exchange rate. The authorities therefore emphasize Sweden's reintegration in a fixed exchange rate régime
in the longer term; the exact timing of the return will, however, be determined by developments in Sweden
as well as in the rest of Europe.

11Moreover, the budget process in Parliament has been reformed to ensure a more predictable, sustainable,
and stable fiscal policy. Another important institutional change involves the extension of the interval between
parliamentary elections by one year, to four years. The reforms are in line with proposals tabledby a Parliamentary
Committee of Enquiry, appointed to examine the origins of the economic crisis and to recommend short-run
stabilization measures and changes that could improve the performance of Sweden's economy in the longer term.
A summary of the report of the Committee can be found in Lindbeck et al. (1993).

12The public sector is large in Sweden compared to other OECD countries and its share of GDP increased
furtherduring the severe recession, notably due to the significant increase in expenditure on unemployment benefits
and training programmes. Public expenditure in relation to GDP exceeded 73 per cent in 1993 and is scheduled
to fall to 66 per cent in 1995.
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21. Large imbalances are expected to persist in the Swedish economy for some time to come.
According to the authorities, macroeconomic policy therefore has to tread a fine line between resolving
the public sector deficit and allowing economic growth to recover. The striking counterpart to the
large public sector deficit is the high level of savings in the private sector; households and corporations
are expected to add another SEK 200 billion, equal to 13 per cent ofGDP, to their holdings offinancial
assets during 1995. However, the high level of private savings has yet to translate into a boom in
private investment. On the other hand, the significant recent impro ement in the competitive strength
of domestic enterprises is reflected in Sweden's external payments position; the Government expects
a current account surplus of around SEK 40 billion in 1995.
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Il. TRADE POLICY REGIME: OBJECTIVES AND FRAMEWORK

(1) Overview of Developments since Sweden's last Trade Policy Review

1. No major changes have occurred in Sweden's central trade policy objective - a general
commitment to open trade with particularly close ties with European countries - since the last review.
However, rapid and significant political and economic change in Sweden's vicinity in recent years
has spurred a re-examination of options in the pursuit of these objectives. Closer trade relations with
European partners have been achieved with the entry into force of the European Economic Area (EEA)
and free-trade agreements with countries in central and eastern Europe, the neighbouring Baltic States,
Israel, Turkey and the Faroe Islands.

2. The EEA Agreement, establishing free circulation ofgoods, services, persons and capital among
participating countries, was concluded in May 1992 after nearly two years of complex negotiations.
The Agreement entered into force on 1 January 1994. covering the EU and all members ofthe European
Free Trade Association (EFTA) except Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Sweden and the EU have also
established a Protocol to facilitate the exchange of certain agricultural products in parallel with the
EEA Agreement.

3. The Government submitted an application to join the EC in 1991. The two parties agreed on
the terns of accession in March 1994; the agreement was accepted in a Swedish referendum in
November 1994. Sweden will accordingly accede to the European Union on 1 January 1995.

4. Sweden was an active participant in the Uruguay Round negotiations, and signed the Final
Act in Marrakesh on 15 April 1994. For Sweden, the Uruguay Round results will provide improved
access for its goods and services on world markets and increase intellectual property protection. In
Sweden, results will be reflected in tariffication of variable import levies and other charges on agricultural
products, in tariff reductions, amendments to legislation pertaining to anti-dumping and government
procurement, and in the introduction ofborder measures against imported ofcounterfeit goods. However,
as Sweden will adopt the trade régime of the European Union from its day of accession, the conditions
regarding future access to the Swedish market may differ from the Uruguay Round terms originaily
granted by Sweden prior to its EU membership.

(2) Trade Policy Objectives

(i) General trade policy objectives

(a) Agriculture

5. Political support for a regulated agricultural system began to wane in the mid-1980s, and Swedish
agriculture has been subject to substantial deregulation since 1990 (Chapter V). However, although
some adjustments have been made in variable levies to take account of lower domestic prices, the
system of border protection for agriculture was left essentially unaltered, pending the outcome of the
Uruguay Round. With the results of the Round, Swedish agriculture will continue to benefit from
substantial border protection; tariffication of variable levies and other import charges will result in
new and higher Swedish tariffs. Tarifflevels vary, but bound rates will exceed 100 per cent on certain
products in important commodity sectors such as beef and veal, pork, poultry, dairy, eggs, starches,
oilseed, sugar and albumen.
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6. Sweden grants preferential access for certain commodities and processed agricultural products
to regional trading partners under reciprocal arrangements. Relations with the European Union are
aimed at progressive liberalization ofagricultural trade, including elimination oftechnical barriers such
as those stemming from the application of sanitary and phytosanitary rules. Sweden has also exchanged
trade preferences for agricultural products with various countries under recently concluded free-trade
agreements. These arrangements have brought a proliferation of tariff quotas and levy reductions,
not accorded on an m.f.n. basis, into Sweden's trade régime over the last two to three years.

(b) Industry

7. In industry, import restrictions on textiles, clothing and leather footwear have been eliminated
in line with, or ahead of, intentions highlighted during the first Trade Policy Review of Sweden. This
was in accord with the main economic policy objective of the Government that took office in
September 1991, which was to re-establish industrial growth and initiative, emphasizing private
enterprise, reductions in taxes, deregulationand privatization. The authorities have notdesigned policies
for individual industrial sectors; emphasis has rather been directed towards horizontal measures such
as better-functioning markets and stimulation of competition, improved infrastructure, and measures
to strengthen Sweden's technological base.' For Sweden's industries generally, the main challenge
in recent years has been to reverse the slide in productivity growth recorded in the 1970s and 1980s;
in 1991, an Advisory Panel on Productivity pointed out the need to improve the business climate.

8. Sweden's policies regarding State aid to industry have undergone substantial transformation
over the last decade. The net cost to Government of aid to manufacturing and mining amounted to
SEK 17 billion (current prices), equal to 11 per cent of industrial value added, in 1983. Selective aid
to enterprises in shipbuilding, steel and forest industries, aimed at gaining time for restructuring,
comprised about 70 per cent of support. In the mid-1980s, aid was sharply reduced and is currently
distributed across sectors to encourage, for example, research and development, the promotion ofsmall
and medium-sized enterprises and regional development. Recruitment aid and assistance to vocational
training has been stepped up recently due to the severe recession.2

(ii) The Uruguay Round

9. The Government submitted a Bill to Parliament to ratify Sweden's acceptance of the results
of the Uruguay Round in October 1994. Ratification is expected to take place before the end of 1994.
The Bill includes an evaluation of the results, a list of tariffbindings and a proposed new customs tariff,
an account of the major reductions in Swedish tariffs and of tariff reductions in other countries of
particular interest to Sweden, and a summary of the exchange of concessions in services. Sweden
attached great importance to reaching substantial results in all areas of the Uruguay Round, including
reductions in tariffs and non-tariff barriers, a strengthened GATT system, and multilateral agreements
in the new areas of services, intellectual property and investment measures.

1The Government also viewed membership in the European Union as a means to promote a more competitive
environment in Sweden.

2Measures to slow the rise in unemployment are the principal factors explaining the recent increase, from
SEK 5.1 billion in 1990/91 to SEK 6.5 billion in 1992/93, in estimated (net ) government assistance to industry.
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10. In negotiations on tariffs, Sweden promoted substantial cuts across the board as well as sector-
specific duty eliminations, seeking in particular duty-free access for pharmaceuticals, medical instruments,
construction and agricultural equipment. Sweden also supported tariff eliminations in discussions
regarding a Multilateral Steel Agreement. Reduced tariffs are of particular interest for Swedish exports
of wood-based products and motor vehicles.

11. In negotiations on public procurement, technical trade barriers and anti-dumping and
countervailing practices, Sweden sought to reduce the impact of some of the major non-tariff impediments
encountered by its exporters. Discriminatory procurement policies are considered major trade distortions
especially in investment-intensive areas such as telecommunications, and powergeneration, transmission
and transport. Identified technical barriers concerned national requirements on performance, design
or other product characteristics, national standards that do not comply with prevailing international
standards, and special testing, certification, approval or marking procedures. Notable problems related
to dumping or subsidization investigations concerned the very low threshold for initiating such procedures
in certain countries, the frequently permanent nature of "temporary" duties, and difficulties for affected
companies to have measures reviewed when market conditions change.

12. The authorities feel that the need to strengthen the protection of intellectual property rights
has become increasingly important for companies making considerable investments in research and
development. Sweden therefore sought an appropriate Uruguay Round agreement in this area. According
to the authorities, Swedish companies have encountered problems in both industrialized and developing
countries, ranging from the most elementary types of "counierfeiting" to almost exact copying of
industrial installations. In the negotiations on trade-related investment measures Sweden noted that,
according to Swedish industry. measures distorting and interfering with legitimate trade covered
requirements concerning local content, local manufacturing and export performance.

13. In the area of services, Sweden's priorities centred on restrictions to the establishment of
companies, entry visas and/or work permits, currency regulations and measures similar to those restricting
trade in goods. The General Agreement on Trade in Services is. in the view of Sweden, one of the
major achievements of the Round and an important step towards liberalization of trade in services.
Sweden hopes that continuing negotiations will further liberalize the sector, particularly in the areas
of telecommunications and finance.

14. According to the Swedish authorities, the Round met their aspirations to a large extent regarding
market access for industrial goods. However, certain disappointments were recorded, notably with
respect to motor vehicles, crystal glass and the non-inclusion of white alcohol in the zero-duty sector
'beer and alcoholic beverages". Moreover, Sweden regrets that the Round did not succeed in prohibiting
export performance requirements under the agreement concerning Trade-Related Investment Measures.

15. In the area of government procurement, where negotiations ran in parallel to the Uruguay Round,
the Swedish authorities are satisfied with the broadened scope of the new Agreement as it extends to
services and works; however, they would have preferred full coverage of all procuring levels, thereby
including purchases by utilities and regional and local bodies, in line with existing Swedish procurement
practices. The authorities also consider the reciprocal m.f.n. exceptions underlying the new Agreement
on Government Procurement a serious limitation of its scope and coverage.
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(3) Trade Agreements

16. Sweden is convinced that regional integration and global trade liberalization are complementary
and mutually reinforcing processes. A strong and continuously developed multilateral trading system
ensures, according to the authorities, that regional trading entities are not transformed into inward-looking
trading blocs.

17. Since 1990, Sweden has moved closer to the European Union with the entry into force of the
EEA Agreement and the application for EC membership lodged in 1991. EFTA countries have also,
in parallel with EU agreements, concluded free-trade agreements with a number of countries. Sweden
has not taken any initiatives towards countries in the Pacific region, but favours closer economic and
trade co-operation between countries in that region.

(i) Relations with the European Union and EFTA partners

(a) EFTA and the EC free-trade agreements

18. Sweden was a founding member of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) in 1960,
gradually establishing free trade in industrial products with the United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway,
Portugal, Austria and Switzerland.3 Members introduced more limited preferences for agricultural
products and food preparations; from 1 July 1990, free-trade provisions applied generaily also to fish
and fish products.

19. The Swedish authorities kept open the possibility ofjoining the European Communities (EC)
between 1967 and 1971, but membership negotiations never got under way. Instead, Sweden and the
EC concluded a free-trade agreement with regard to industrial products in 1972 with a separate agreement
covering coal and steel products. The free-trade agreement did not include agriculture and fish, but
in annexed letters. Sweden granted the EC preferences for fish, fish products, certain horticultural
products and wine while receiving improved access for Swedish exports of fresh bovine meat. Under
a 1986 agricultural agreement. concluded after the accession of Spain and Portugal to the EC, the EC
opened tariff quotas for frozen peas and certain fishery products from Sweden in return for certain
fishing quotas.

20. EC and EFTA countries signed the Luxembourg Declaration in 1984, creating the basis for
closer integration among the parties. Formal negotiations to establish a common European Economic
Area (EEA) commenced in 1990. The EEA Agreement was signed in Oporto on 2 May 1992; the
entry into force of the agreement was, however. delayed until 1 January 1994 due to the renegotiation
of certain elements in the agreement and renewed ratification procedures.4 The free-trade agreements
between the EC and participating EFTA countries remain valid but the EEA Agreement prevails to
the extent that it governs the same subject matter.

3Finland and Icelandjoined EFTA later: Liechtenstein, having acustoms union with Switzerland, has become
an EFTA member in its own right.

4Switzerland's participation in the EEA was rejected in a national referendum in December 1992.
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(b) The European Economic Area

21 The objective of the Agreement is to form a "homogeneous European Economic Area" that
embraces the free movement of goods, persons. services and capital throughout the EEA territory under
equal conditions ef competition. EEA rules correspond to the EU acquiscommunautaire, i.e. the existing
body of EU law, in all areas concerned, including competition policy and State aid as well as related
policies such as company law, statistics and relevant social and environmental legislation.5 The
Agreement also facilitates closer cooperation in areas such as research and development, education,
small and medium-sized enterprises, consumer protection. audiovisual matters and elements of
environmental and social policy.

22. The institutional framework of the Agreement comprises an EEA Council at Ministerial level,
an EEA Joint Committee, an EEA Joint Parliamentary Committee and an EEA Consultative Committee
comprising representatives of social groups. The Joint Committee is responsible for the effective
implementation and operation of the Agreement.6 The EEA Council is expected to provide political
impetus and lay down guidelines. EFTA countries have established an EFTA Court of Justice and
an independent Surveillance Authority to parallel EU institutions.

23. With respect to trade in goods. the EEA Agreement reduces the list of excluded industrial
projects (HS Chapters 25-97) to only casein. certain albumins and dextrin, and technical barriers
to trade are eliminated as Sweden and other EFTA participants apply EU legislation relating to the
free movement of goods. including the principle of mutual recognition. This development could be
of particular importance in certain sectors, such as construction materials. where national standards
have tended to prevail. The EU acquis aIso applies to Swedish public procurement and purchases and
marketing conditions of State monopolies of a commercial character.

24. Anti-dumping measures, countervailing duties and measures against illicit commercial practices
may, under certain conditions. no longer be applied among EEA participants. On the other hand. EU
disciplines with regard to antitrust, merger control and State aid currently apply throughout the EEA,
the EFTA Surveillance Authorityhaving functions similar to those of the EC Commission. Strengthened
competition rules in the coal and steel area have allowed elimination of export restrictions on metal
scrap. Participating EFTA States have joined the EU Patents Agreement and adjusted to EU levels
regarding protection of intellectual, industrial and commercial property rights.

25. The EU acquis, including public procurement, also applies in various services sectors, including
baking, insurance. transport and telecommunications. Capital movements are liberalized throughout
the EEA. Free movement of persons implies the right of establishment and employment for citizen
of EEA countries. recognition of diplomas and non-discriminatory application cf social security
regulations.

'The EE A Agreementincluding 49 Protocols and 22 Annexes comprisessome 1.200 pages.A brief summary
of the agreement was circulated to the Contracting Parties. in GATT Document L/7048, 17 July 1992.

Decisions are taken by consensus. The EU is represented by the Commission, and EFTA countries must
speak with one voice.

'The basis is the ruling of the EU Court of Justice in the "Cassis de Dijon" case.
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26. The EEA Agreement does not cover agriculture difecity, but introduces an evolutionary clause
aimed at progressive liberalization of agricultural trade.8 Price compensation arrangements for
agricultural raw materials included in processed products have been reviewed, resulting in their abolition
for certain products. Sweden and the EU have concluded a bilateral agricultural agreement, in force
since 15 April 19939. covering arrangements concerning trade in beef (including cooked preparations)
and spirituous beverages, as well as reciprocal tariff quotas and unilateral reductions in Swedish tariffs
on some products.

27. Trade in fishery products has also been liberalized. EFTA members have eliminated all tariffs
on imports of fishery products, but the EU will continue to apply tariffs on a number of such products,
including some of major interest to Swedish processors.

28. The EEA Agreement provides for safeguard measures in the event of "serious economic, societal
or environmental difficulties of a sectoral or regional nature liable to persist" (Article 112), and in
case of balance-of-payments problems. Measures must apply to all other EEA partners. Proportionate
"rebalancing" measures may be taken by any other party if its rights or obligations under the Agreement

are affected. The safeguard measures and any subsequent actions must be notified to the Joint
Committee. where consultations are to be held to find commonly acceptable solutions.

29. In the process leading to the EEA Agreement, Sweden and other EFTA participants adapted
their legislation to numerous legal acts of the EU. After the entry into force of the Agreement,
procedures ensure. in principle. simultaneous introduction ofnew EU legislation throughout the EEA.
FFTA States are not required to accept new EU rules automatically, however, failure to adapt to EU
legislation on the EFTA side may eventually result in suspension ofthe affected parts ofthe Agreement.10

30. Contrary to EU membership. the EEA does not involve entry into a customs union. Sweden
has retained its treaty-making power and remains autonomous in its relations with third countries, thus
maintaining its own import tarifs, non-tariff measures and bilateral trade arrangements. On the other
hand, the guarantee of free circulation of imported goods existing within the EU is now extended fully
to the EEA. Although rules oforigin have been simplified and relaxed, and provisions grant complete
cumulation (EEA origin), border controls remain between Sweden and EU countries. The EEA
nevertheless goes a long way toward granting Swedish enterprises access to the EU single market on
terms equivalent to those offirms located in the EU . EFTA members in return pay annual contributions
to EU funds and institutions for a period of five years. The early EEA participation fee,paid by
the Swedish Government, amounts to around SEK 800 million.

31. Questions have been raised concerning the stability and permanence of the EEA Agreement
given that all EFTA countries. except Switzerland, Iceland and Licchtenstein, have concluded agreements
on their accession to the European Union. Moreover, rarticipants may withdraw from the EEA
Agreement on one years notice.

*EU sanitary and phytosanitary legislation is, in principle, extended to the EFTA area, but EFTA countries
are not obliged to harmonize their legislation with regard to third-country imports.

'The agreement was applied on a provisional basis until the entry into force of the EEA Agreement.

10Procedures regarding elaboration and adoption of new legislation in the EEA is explained in further detail
in Chapter IV (2)(iii).
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(c) Accession to the European Union

32. Sweden's commitment to remain a neutral, non-aligned country - a foreign policy applied since
the early 19th century - was until recently seen as incompatible with full membership of the EU.
However, as the end of the 1980s marked the end of the Cold War, opening prospects for wider
European integration, Sweden's accession to the EC became a realistic option, and on 1 July 1991,
the Swedish Government submitted an application to the Council of the European Communities for
Sweden's membership in the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the European Economic
Community (EEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC). Negotiations commenced
in February 1993, and the accession agreement, finalized in March 1994, was approved in a Swedish
referendum in November 1994.11 Sweden wili accordingly join the European Union on 1 January 1995.

33. Membership grants Sweden entry into EU political institutions such as the European Council,
the Council of Ministers (4-5 votes), the European Parliament (21-25 seats). the European Commission
(one commissioner), the European Court of Justice (one Swedish judge), the Economic and Social
Committee ( 1- 12 seats) and the Regional Committee (11-12 seats). The EU civil service will absorb
approximately 1.000 Swedish citizens. The Swedish authorities are of the view that EU membership
will increase Sweden's influence with respect to standards, norms and regulations affecting the operations
of Swedish enterprises relative to participation in the EEA.

34. Accession to the EU is likely to imply further strain on the Swedish budget. Although the
negotiations resulted in a phase-in (until 1999) of Sweden's membership contributions, the net charge
on the State budget amounts to SEK 19 billion in 1995 according to government calculations.12 In
the long run, certain taxes may also need to be reduced to bring Swedish taxation levels closer to the
EU average. Sweden's net contribution will, however, be smaller than the charge on the Government
since individuals and organizations will receive payments from the EU budget, for example under the
Common Agricultural Policy or as regional support. 13 The Swedish authorities estimate that the annual
compensation to farmers will be some SEK 6 billion higher with membership than under Sweden's
current agriculture reform programme.

35. The Swedish food processing industry is expected to benefit from membership since raw materials
wilI be available at lower prices while no restrictions will apply on exports of finished products to
other EU markets. Transaction costs will generally fail in trade with EU members with the eliminiation
of intra-EU border controls. On the other hand. the Swedish domestic price of certain imports from
third countries is likely to increase with Sweden's entry into the EU customs union and its generally
higher tariffs and quantitative restrictions on certain items such as textiles and clothing.14 In addition,
efficiency losses are possible given that the EU has a significantly higher resort to anti-dumping and
countervailing measures than Sweden has had in the past.

11The accession negotiations were based, from 1 November 1993, on the Maastricht Treaty, thus involving
membership in the European Union.

12Utrikesdepartmentets Handelsavdelning (1994).

13The authorities have also argued that membership should have positive effects on investment and economic
growth in Sweden.

14According to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, savings in intra-EU trade may amount to SEK 4 to 7 billion
per year, while the cost increase vis-à-vis third countries may be in the order of SEK 2 to 2.7 billion.
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(ii) Central and eastern Europe Turkey and Israel

36. As relations between countries in western and eastern Europe are changing in character, Sweden
has been concerned that old barriers should not be replaced by new walls separating wealth and poverty.
EFTA countries began establishing joint sub-committees to conclude free-trade agreements with countries
in central and eastern Europe in 1990. Agreements with Bulgaria, the Czech and Slovak Republics,
Hungary. Poland and Romania were finalized during 1992 and 1993. Details concerning dates of
signature and entry into force of the agreements are provided in Table Il. 1. Sweden and other EFTA
members have also concluded free-trade agreements with Turkey and Israel15, paralleling EU agreements
with these countries.16

Table II.1
Free trade agreements between EFTA countries and central and eastern European countries

Country Agreement signed Date of entry into force

Czech Republica 20 March 1992 1 July 1992

Slovak Republica 20 March 1992 1 July 1992

Romania 10 December 1992 1 May 1993

Poland 20 December 1992 15 November 1993b
Bulgaria 29 March 1993 1 July 1993

Hungar; 29 March 1993 1 October 1993

a The original agreementwas concluded with Czechoslovakia a Protocol on succession for the Czechand Slovak Republics entered
into force on 19 April 1993.

b The free-trade agreement with Poland was applied provisionally from 15 November 1993 entering fully into force on
1 September 1994.

Source: Goverrment of Sweden.

37. The agreements vary with respect to product coverage and the extent oftariff reductions. While
most industrial goods are admitted duty free (or at reduced tariffs), trade in agricultural products is
covered partly by these agreements, partly by bilateral agreements between Sweden and the respective
country. The trade preferences are described in further detail in Chapter IV(2)(ii)(g).

(iii) Baltic States

38. Sweden attaches priority to the establishment of democracy and market economies in former
Sovie. republics, and their subsequent integration with the rest of Europe. Given historical ties and
their geographical proximity to Sweden, relations have become particularly close with Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania (the Baltic States). EFTA ministers signed ajoint declaration on cooperation with their
Balti counterparts in December 1990, and Sweden concluded bilateral free-trade agreements with these
countries in 1992 (Chapter IV(2)(iii)).17 In addition, Sweden's Parliament authorized a special export
and investment guarantee facility towards the Baltic States and Russia in 1993 (Chapter IV(3)(vii)).

15Sweden applies free trade unilaterally to exports from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

'Swedenhas implemented the recent free-trade agreements through Ordinaces 1993:715, 1993:716, 1993:1059,
1993:1106, 1992:188, 1993:58. 1993:71, 1993:312 and 1993:988.

"Sweden's trade preferences are implemented through Ordinances 1992:926, 1992:927 and 1992:935.
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(iv) Other countries

39. A free-trade agreement and an agricultural agreement with the Faroe Islands entered into force
on 1 July 1993. In accordance with Ordinance 1993:965, most industrial products and some goods
falling within HS Chapters 15, 16 and 22 originating in the Faroe Islands and Greenland are imported
into Sweden free of duty.18

40. Sweden signed agreements on investment promotion and protection with Chile and Vietnam
in 1993.

41. Sweden, together with neighbouring countries. has taken particular interest in the economic
development of countries bordering South Africa. The Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden) signed a joint declaration with the nine members of the Southern African
Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) inJanuary 1986. 19 The Swedishauthorities consider
the Nordic/SADCC initiative an innovative mea are in expanding commercial and cultural relations
between the two regions, acknowledging, however, that the initiative has had "a long initial phase".
At present, co-operation is centred on two projects; the Nordic/SADCC Trade Advisory Group,
primarily dealing with studies on how to promote and expand intra-regional trade, and the Norsad Fund,
a revolving fund established to facilitate Nordic investment in southern Africa.

42. Economic links with South Africa are currently being resumed; restrictions on trade and
investment were lifted in the second halfof 1993. The Trade Advisory Group and Norsad Fund projects
have been extended to South Africa, which together with ten other members has formed the
Southern African Development Community (SADC).

(4) Structure of Trade Policy Formulation

(i) Institutional structure

43. The Trade Department, within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the National Board ofTrade
(Kommerskollegium) continue to be the main administrative bodies responsible for trade policy issues.
No major changes have occurred in their tasks and functions since the first Trade Policy Review of
Sweden: the Ministry handles all aspects of Sweden's international trade; the Board reports to the
Trade Department on trade policy issues of relevance to Sweden. The National Board of Trade is
also entrusted with specific tasks such as import and export licensing of industrial goods as well as
the conduct of anti-dumping and countervailing investigations.

44. Changes have taken place, however, in other parts of the administration involved in the
formulation of trade policies, notably with respect to agriculture and industry. The Ministry of
Agriculture continues to be the key authority regarding policies for primary sectors, but its main affiliated
agency is currently the Swedish Board of Agriculture (SBA), replacing the National Agricultural Market
Board and the National Board of Agriculture,effective 1 July 1991. The SBA is now the Government's
expert agency on agricultural policy. The agency monitors and evaluates developments in agriculture.
horticulture and reindeer management and may take. or propose, measures to implement the food policy

"Sweden has an agreement with Greenland that has the content of a free-trade agreement but is not so named.

19GATT (1992).
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established by Parliament.20 Local agricultural boards, providing extension services, information and

administrative services re!ated to agriculture and rural development, have been amalgamated with the

county administrations.

45. With the formation of the Government after the elections in September 1991, the Ministry of

Industry became the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. Among the responsibilities of this Ministry

are matters related to domestic trade and tourism, market and competition issues and certain aspects

of government policy towards construction. The structure of the Ministry is presented in Chart Il. 1.

Effective 1 July 1991, the National Industrial Board, the National Board for Technical Development

and the State Energy Agency were merged with a view to administering industrial and energy policies

more efficiently. The new agency is named the Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical

Development (NUTEK).

Chart II.1

Organigramme of the Swedish Ministry of Industry and Commerce

AdministrativeSecretariax

Futer prise Market and Research and Technological Energy State-owned

Development Competition Development lnfrastructure Market Enterprises

Divisions

Source Tue Swedish NationalBoard or Industrial and Technical Development,

Swedish Industry and IndustrialPolicy 1993 Stockholm1993

20Relations between the authorities and interest groups have also changed as a result of agricultural reforms.
According to the Federation of Swedish Farmers, its contacts with the Government and the administration are
now closer and of a broader charatcterthan in the past, when discussions focused on six-month price regulation
negotiationsThe Federation of Swedish Farmers(1994)).
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46. A plan to sell State shares in 35 companies was authorized by Parliament in 1991.2
Subsequently, major enterprises in steel (SSAB Svenskz Stal AB), engineering (Celsius AB), forestry
(AssiDomân AB), the pharmaceutical industry (Pharmacia) and petroleum products (24 per cent of
OK Petroleum AB) have been privatized, and shares have been sold in a number of smaller companies
such as Svensk Avfallskonvertering AB, Nordiska Satellitbolaget AB and Svalof AB. Certain public
utilities, such as the Swedish State Power Board, have been converted to limited liability companies
as a first step towards privatization. Plans exist to use the same method for parts of the
telecommunications and civil aviation authorities. Privatization of the first 16 enterprises raised
SEK 13 billion for the Government; the revenue was used to reduce the budget deficit.

(ii) Independent review bodies

47. Sweden does not have an official independent body conducting reviews of public assistance
matters. However, the main tasks ofthe Swedish Competition Authority (Konkurrensverket), replacing
two former authorities as from 1 July 1992, include a mandate to examine, on its own initiative,
restrictions on competition caused by public regulations.22 The Authority may propose changes in
administrative regulations that would. in its view, eliminate or reduce such distortions, the final decision
to amend legislation or public regulations rests, however, with Parliament and the Government. The
Swedish Competition Authority has also been assigned an important rôle in analysing and evaluating
aspects ofgovernment deregulation; studies have been carried out with respect to telecommunications,
energy and aviation services. The organization of the Swedish Competition Authority is presented
in Chart II.2.

48. As noted in the first Secretariat report on Sweden's trade policies, all government bills are
circulated to relevant ministries and agencies before being presented to Parliament. The Governnent
may also appoint special ad hoc commissions to review existing policies or formulate alternative policy
options. The reports of such commissions are published and may form the basis for broad public
debate.23

21At the time, some 60 enterprises were wholly or partly owned by the State.

The chief assignment of the Authority is to survey domestic markets and enforce competition legislation,
but the agency is also entrusted with wider tasks such as proposaIs to increase efficiency and competition in the
public sector, notably with respect to public procurement; the promotion of a competition-oriented attitude in
private and public sectors in general; the stimulation of research in competition policy matters; the review of
international developments with respect to competition; and participation in international initiatives in fora such
as the OECD and UNCTAD. The Authority has been assigned specific tasks regarding implementation of
competition rules under the EEA Agreement.

23Sweden has applied a policy of openness in public administration matters for more than two centuries.
The non-secrecy provisions. established in Chapter 2 of "Tryckrhetsförordningen grant media and interested
individuals or groups accessto relevant material underlying administrative decisions. including in trade-related
areas, that may be far more detailed than in many other countries.
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Chart II.2
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49. The authorities normally seek to form a wide consensus among political and economic interest
groups before deciding on initiatives that affect international relations, including foreign trade. Interest
groups are well organized in Sweden and some of the major non-governmental organizations such
as the Swedish Employers' Confederation (SAF), the Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO), the
Federation of Swedish Industries and the Federation of Swedish Farmers possess expertise that may
be consulted in trade policy matters.24

24For example, in 1992 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs published a report concerning the implementation
of the EEA Agreement, inviting comments from some 70 public authorities and more than 60 non-governmental
organizations.The responses were later issued as a separate document.

C/RM/S/54
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(5) General Trade Laws and Trade Legislation

50. Revisions of trade-related legislation in Sweden during the last four years have mainly occurred
as a result of the entry into force of the EEA Agreement. The latter brought the need to align Swedish
legislation with some 2,000 legal acts developed by EU institutions. The main provisions of the
Agreement have been incorporated into Swedish legislation through the "Act on the European Economic
Area" 25 The Act also covers the main provisions of the agreement establishing the EFTA Surveillance
Authority and the EFTA Court of Justice as well as a number of related protocols, including Protocol 1
to the Standing Committee Agreement.2

51. An Ordinance provides for free trade between Sweden and the other EEA members and includes
provisions concerning the abolition of customs duties.2' The ordinance transforms Protocol 3 to the
EEA Agreement (arrangements concerning trade in processed agricultural products), as far as it is
applicable, into Swedish legislation and also incorporates the rules of origin established in Protocol 4
to the Agreement.8 The existing Swedish customs procedure law and ordinance,- supplemented by
provisions issued by the Board of Customs, have been considered sufficiently flexible to allow the
agreed simplification of customs inspections and formalities in respect of carriage of goods (Protocol 10).
Provisions for mutual assistance in customs matters (Protocol 1 1) have been incorporated in a separate
ordinance.30

2The Act ("Lagen om ett europeiskt ekonomiskt samarbeisomrdde (EES)") was published in the Official
Swedish Gazette (SFS 1992:1317).

26The protocols to the EEA Agreement covered by the Act concern references to internal EU procedures
in legislation adopted under the EEA (Protocol 1), the exclusion of certain products from the Agreement
(Protocol 2), state trading in wine (Protocol 8(2)), anti-dumping (Protocol 13), trade in coal and steel products
(Protocol 14), circumvention of restrictions vis-à-vis third countries (Protocol 17), competition rules (Protocols 21-
25), and the definition of the term "ECU" (Protocol 39).

27Förordningen om frihandel i varuutbytet enligt avralen om Europeiska ekonomiska samarbetsomrddet
(EES)" (SFS 1993:1648).

28The EEA rules of origin, although simplified and streamlined compared to the provisions applying under
the Sweden/EEC Free Trade Agreement, are still detailed and are expected to be subject to frequent changes;
therefore the Swedish authorities preferred their incorporation into Swedish legislation by ordinance rather than
by law. Transitional arrangements apply concerning Protocol 4 origin rules; for a certain period of time the
competent customs authorities in participating countries may validate origin documents issued in accordance with
Protocol 3 of the Free Trade Agreements between the EEC and the respective EFTA countries.

29Tuilagen (SFS 1987:106-) and tullöôrordningen (SFS 1987:1114).

'Förordningen om tillcmpning av ett i EES-avaiet intaget protokoll om ömsesidigt bistdd i tullfragor
(SFS 1993:1166).
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52. The so-called 'additional package", covering some 400 to 500 new legal acts adopted by the
EU between 31 July 1991 and 1 January 1994, was approved by the Swedish Riksdag in late Spring 1994.
Most of the new legislation concerned technical regulations related to the free movement of goods,
but important new rules also emerged with respect to road and air transport, financial services, the
environment and social security. Sweden had no difficulty accepting the vast majority of the new
regulations; however, technical discussions were requested regarding certain new rules related to
veterinary regulations and the environment.31

53. Legal acts adopted by the European Union after 1 January 1994 are added continuously to
the EEA Agreement; new rules should, in principle, enter into force simultaneously in all participating
countries.

54. Swedish legislation will be amended to effect domestic implementation of the resuits of the
Uruguay Round. The main required legislative changes relate to the Customs Tariff Act, which will
be adjusted to reflect new tariff rates; introduction of new legislation concerning border measures
against imports of counterfeit goods; and changes in the ordinance on dumping and countervailing
investigations, creating appeals procedures in the event that Sweden should impose new anti-dumping
or countervailing measures. In addition, to implement the new Agreement on Public Procurement,
legislative changes will be required in the area of procurement, reflecting an increase in the number
of procuring entities. The required legislative changes depend to a very large extent on the outcome
of the referendum on Sweden's membership in the EU.

55. Sweden's Instrument ofGovernment allows Parliament, by means ofa single decision, to confer
limited powers to enact laws to an international organization for peaceful co-operation.32 Formal
requirements are less stringent with respect to transfers of more limited judicial and administrative
functions, otherwise vested in Swedish bodies, to a foreign authority. However, Sweden's accession
to the EU requires a larger transfer of powers from the Swedish State than that authorized under the
current Instrument ofGovernment. The Government accordingly presented a bill to amend the Swedish
Constitution to Parliament in December 1993. Following the September 1994 elections, final approval
of the amendment is expected by the new Riksdag in late 1994.33 The amended Constitution will allow
Sweden to entrust decision-making powers to EU institutions to the extent necessary for the Swedish
accession to the EU, as long as the EU provides for the proper protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms as indicated in the Europe Convention.

310ne act containing veterinary requirements for an animals, semen, embryos and eggs not regulated in other
EC legislation (Council directive 92/65/EEC) has not been incorporated into the EEA Agreement. Sweden has
a transitional period, until 1 July 1995, to implement veterinary requirements for products not intended forhuman
consumption (Council directive 92/118/EEC). The EU has postponed its harmonized import control procedures
on products from third countries until 1 March 1995.

32The organization may not be entitled to enact fundamental laws or laws affecting citizens' fundamental
rights or freedoms. The decision to transfer legislative functions is adopted in the same way as formal amendments
to the fundamental laws. Alternatively, such a decision may be approved by a minimum five-sixths majority
of the voting members of Parliament, representing at least there quarters of the total membership of the Swedish
Riksdag.

33Fundamental laws can only be enacted by means of two Riksdag decisions of identical wording, and a
parliamentary election must take place between the decisions of the "old" and the newly-elected Riksdag.
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(6) The Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)

56. The status of certain countries under Sweden's GSP scheme has changed since the last review;34
Benin, the Solomon Islands, Uganda, Zaire and Zambia have been reciassified as least developed
countries, following United Nations' practice, and all their exports may thus benefit from preferential
treatment. Brunei Darussalarn has been included in the GSP scheme since the beginning of 1993.
Most of the successor republics of the former Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia have been added to
the list ofbeneficiaries - Croatia and Slovenia as from 1 March 1992, and the former Yugoslay republic
ofMacedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina since 1 April 1993. Albania was added to the list ofbeneficiaries
as from 1 July 1994. GSP treatment previously extended to Bulgaria, Israel, Romania and Turkey
have been replaced by the provisions of the free-trade agreements with these countries.

57. The value of imports covered by Sweden's GSP scheme rose from SEK 8.2 billion in 1992
to SEK 10.5 billion in 1993; Sweden actually accorded duty-free treatment under its GSP scheme
to imports worth SEK 5.2 billion and SEK 6.7 billion in the respective years. The major beneficiaries
in 1993, by import value, were China (SEK 2.4 billion) and the Republic of Korea (SEK 1.3 billion);
the growth in GSP imports was particularly marked vis-à-vis Malaysia, India, Thailand, Singapore
and Slovenia.

58. Entry into the European Union implies certain changes in access to Sweden's market for
developing countries. with Sweden's GSP scheme to be replaced by the EU régime. Exotic fruits and
vegetables, including citrus fruits. most of which are currently imported free of tariffs on an m.f.n. basis,
will be subject to more complicated regulations with zero-duty tariff quotas linked to product, season
and trading-partner preferences. Product- or country-specific preferences will also govern trade in
manufactured goods. Limited duty-free volumes may become available for certain textiles and clothing
articles, but access is likely to become more restricted with the reintroduction of quotas under the
Multifibre Arrangement. The Swedish authorities stress, however, that quantitative restrictions applied
at the EU level will be adjusted to reflect current Swedish imports from the developing countries
concerned, and that such quotas will leave room for growth.

34GATT document L/7075 4 September 1992 and addenda 1 and 2 of 3 June 1993 and 1 November 1993.
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III. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND TRADE

1. Sweden traditionally has had net foreign direct investment outflows, leading to a high stock
of capital abroad. In 1990, this stock was about SEK 286 billion compared with a foreign capital stock
in Sweden of some SEK 68 billion. Sweden is home to several major multinationals, concentrated
in manufacturing.1 Sweden has over a hundred firms with foreign production facilities but activity
is dominated by a few firms of long-standing.2

2. Studies indicate that Sweden's multinational corporations have normally developed their
competitive strength from technological advances originally stemming from the exploitation ofdomestic
natural resources.' Foreign affiliates have been established principally to reduce transportation costs,
avoid trade barriers and discrimination against foreign producers, such as in public procurement, or
to develop closer relations with customers.4 Access to foreign raw materials or cheap labour seems
to have been a less important investment motive. except in the clothing industry.5 The international
specialization of the production process in Swedish multinationals increased, however, during the 1980s.6

3. In contrast to the generally high levels of expenditure on research and development in Sweden,
it would appear that increased foreign production by Sweden's multinationals has been accompanied
since the early 1980s by lower skill requirements in home-based production. Swedish multinationals
continue to perform their most knowledge-intensive tasks and research in Sweden, but, although evidence
is iimited, there is a suggestion that Sweden's multinationals tend to export research results for use
in foreign affiliates, basing home production on intermediate goods with relatively low value added
and high raw material content.8 The phenomenon may be a reflection of the deterioration in the
conditions for industrial production taking place in Sweden in the 1970s and 1980s. Intra-firm deliveries
of intermediate products to foreign affiliates rose markedly between 1986 and 1990. At the same time,
Swedish enterprises upgraded activities in plants located in the EC; these affiliates thus became less
dependent on supplies from their Swedish parent companies.9

1Seventeen Swedish firms are ranked among the 500 largest in the world.

2IKEA and Tetra Pak are the only entrants among major Swedish multinationals since the 1960s.

30lsson (1993) identified two development paths for Sweden's multinationals. One group based its
competitiveness on local raw materials (such as wood and ferrous metals) and has remained close to this original
activity. The origins of technologically advanced industries in machinery and transport equipment is traced,
on the other hand, to traditional metal manufacturing, which emerged from the exploitation of high-quality iron
ore. Some firms have also been successful in launching new products through an established sales network,
having originally marketed another technological asset.

'Jordan and Vahlne (1981).

5Swedenborg (1979).

6Andersson, Fredriksson and Svensson (1994).

Statens offentliga utredningar (1983).

8Blomström (1990).

9Anderson and Fredriksson (1993).
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(1) Swedish Investment Abroad

4. Sweden's outward direct investment rose almost fivefold from the first to the second half of
the 1980s, fuelled by a strong krona, the high liquidity of many of Sweden's firms and the removal
of domestic restrictions on international capital movements.10 Moreover, a shortage of labour and
increased production costs made it difficult for firms to expand operations in Sweden. At the peak
in 1990, direct investments from Sweden exceeded US$14 billion, equivalent to about 6 per cent of
GDP (Chart.III. 1). The increase was particularly marked towards European Communities (EC) members,
whose share of Swedish outward investment rose from just under 50 per cent during 1982-85 to
80 per cent in the period 1988-91.11 This increased Swedish outward investment to the EU was caused
in part by expectations regarding the emerging Single Market and uncertainty concerning Sweden's
relationship to it, but also in part by Sweden's liberalization of investments in foreign real estate.12

5. In 1990. employment in Sweden's foreign subsidiaries was some 590,000. with about 85 per cent
in industrial groups. The total ofemployees in Swedish manufacturing abroad doubled in the late 1980s,
in part due to acquisitions. Manufacturers ofmachinery have traditionally been Sweden's main investors
abroad. both in terms of assets and employment, but the foreign expansion of pulp and paper industries
has also been substantial in recent years. Foreign direct investment is also important for the Swedish
chemical, metal and motor vehicles industries. During the period 1985 to 1991, with large investment
flows from Sweden to the EC. Sweden's intra-industry trade with the EC rose from some 51 to over
56 per cent, with fairly marked increases in the chemicals, transport equipment and furniture sectors. 13

6. The severe recession experienced in Sweden since 1991 has been accompanied by drastic
reductions in domestic and outward direct investment.14 Data from Sweden's Central Bank indicate
that a net inflow of investment would have occurred in 1992 had Sweden's investments in foreign
commercial property not remained at the high level ofSEK 9.2 billion. Non-property direct investments
appear to have recovered during 1993, although current Swedish outward investment is running far
below pre-recession levels.15

10Blomströn and Kokko (1994).

11Statistics on investment flows indicate that Swedish firms also maintained a substantial volume ofinvestment
in the United States and Norway in the latter period. while flows were more erratic towards other non-EC countries.

12Exchange controls restricting investment in foreign real estate were lifted on 1 January 1989. Facing high
domestic real estate prices, liquid Swedish investors purchased properties in various European markets on the
expectation that prices would continue to rise abroad. By 1991, acquisitions of foreign meal estate had reached
US$6 billion (OECD (1993)). According to sector-specific valuations ofSwedish foreign direct investment stock
(1990), investments in real estate (43 per cent) and manufacturing (33 per cent) dominated, although the value
of investments in financial and other services grew significantly from 1989 to 1990.

13Calculations by the GATT Secretariat. based on UNSTAT, Comtrade database.

14The low level ofdomestic investment in the early 1990s is subject to an on-going public debate (Blomström
and Kokko (1994); while the röle of the recession is acknowledged it is also thought that the contraction has
in part been due to the late 1980s' boom in foreign direct investment, which left Swedish multinationals heavily
indebted.

"Proponents of European integration might tend to argue that the political or strategic motivation for investing
in the EU has been reduced. at least temporarily. with the entry into force of the EEA Agreement and completion
of negotiations regarding Sweden's accession to the EU.
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Chart III.1
Direct investment flows from and into Sweden, 1985-93
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Source: Government of Sweden, Sveriges Riksbank and GATT Secretariat estimates.

7. The authorities see a close, positive link between the existence offree-trade areas and the interest
of enterprises to invest. The potential for further expansion may be particularly promising vis-à-vis
countries in central and eastern Europe, which at present account for no more than 3 per cent of Sweden's
total trade. The deregulation of foreign trade in these States has been accompanied by free-trade and
investment agreements as well as new transport links with Sweden and other countries in western
Europe. 16

(2) Foreign Direct Investment in Sweden

8. Sweden's attitude towards inward direct investment appears to have changed somewhat in
recent years. While foreign investment was generally welcomed in the 1970s and1980s, legislation
reflected concerns about possible negative aspects of such acquisitions, for example parent company
transfers ofactivities out of Sweden. Accordingly, foreigners needed permission to purchase real estate,
transact business or to acquire shareholdings above established limits. However, experience has suggested
that problems associated with foreign ownership were exaggerated and controls proved difficult to
enforce. The push for regulatory reforms gained further momentum as Sweden prepared for participation
in the European Economic Area. Liberalization of direct investment applies equally to all investors,
regardless of national origin.

16A special arrangement applies ro trade and investment with the Baltic States and Russia, where the Swedish
Export Credits Guarantee Board has been commissioned to issue guarantees within a SEK 1 billion provision
since 1992/93 (Chapter ,V(3)(vii)).
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9. Foreign access to the Swedish banking sector was liberalized in 1990, and extended to other
financial services in 1991. Differential legal treatment of foreigners with respect to business transactions,
commercial real estate, mining and shares in Swedish firms was eliminated in 1992. The Government
also presented deregulation plans for railways, telecommunications, postal services and the State
monopoly of labour-market institutions, thus broadening the scope for investment. As from
1 January 1993, the authorities lifted restrictions on foreigners engaging incredit information activities,
purchases of non-commercial real estate (except secondary residences) and restricted-share provisions
in corporate by-laws were declared null and void.17 Under the OECD Code on Liberalization ofCapital
Movements, current Swedish reservations on inward direct investment are limited to secondary-residence
property; commercial fishing; transport and communications, including air and maritime transport;
and military equipment.

10. Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Sweden grew steadily in the 1980s, although from a relatively
modest level.18 The growth in FDI resulted almost entirely from takeovers. Subsidiaries of
foreign-based companies had nearly 230.000 employees in Sweden in 1991, equal to about 10 per cent
of total private sector employment.19 Since 1980, most FDI has come from northern EU members
and from Finland. Norway and Switzerland. Investment from other large industrial countries such
as Japan and Italy has been negligible, the share of U.S. subsidiaries in Swedish employment has
declined.

Il. Total inward investment was negative in 1992 but recovered strongly in 1993 to exceed outward
investment for the first time in many years. The strong depreciation of the krona since November 1992
may have contributed to the turnaround. although an exact link is difficult to establish. While the krona's
depreciation has strengthened the competitiveness and profitability of Swedish industries generally,
foreign investments are frequently motivated by longer-term strategic considerations in which currency
fluctuations may play a minor rôle.

12. The authorities consider inward investment an important part of present industrial and regional
policies. Investment promotion activities include "Invest in Sweden" - a presentation initially directed
towards the United States, Japan, the United Kingdom and Germany. The authorities emphasize that
the recent reforms in taxation of working capital, income and assets, in combination with a competitive
cost level, a highly qualified labour force and a generally positive business environment should encourage
FDI. Efforts to attract foreign investment are to be stepped up. and the Government intends to add
a regional dimension to these activities using funds earmarked for regional development.20

17'Companies listed on the Stockholm stock exchange may issue A or B shares, which differ with respect
to voting power. Regulations currently stipulate that new issues of B shares must be given a voting value of
no less than one tenth of one vote. No such requirements existed previously.

18The relatively high level of inward investment of US$5.7 billion in 1991 reflects two large acquisitions
(Chart III.1).

19The foreign share of employment in manufacturing was about 16 per cent.

20An existing project is, for example, directed towards Swedish expatriates and other potential investors
abroad.
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13. Leading Swedish business circles have regularly argued that Sweden's integration into the EU,
preferably through membership, would be a necessary prerequisite for further or increased investments
in Sweden. One study has suggested that. compared to a scenario based on free-trade-agreernent
relations, the EEA Agreement might narrow the net Swedish deficit in foreign direct investment by
0.5 to 1.3 per cent ofGDP and that EU membership could narrow the gap further, for a total reduction
equalling 1.7 to 2.5 per cent of GDP.21

21Andersson and Fredriksson (1993). The net investment outflow averaged 2 per cent ofGDP between 1981
and 1991.
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IV. TRADE POLICIES AND PRACTICES BY MEASURE

(1) Overview

1. Sweden's trade policies have undergone significant modification over the last few years, resulting
from unilateral liberalization and Sweden's participation in the European Economic Area (EEA.) and
a number of free-trade agreements. Implementation of the Uruguay Round results and Sweden's entry
into the European Union will further alter Sweden's trade régime.

2. Sweden's m.f.n. tariff is relatively uniform and transparent. The simple average tariff is below
5 per cent; the average applied rate is considerably lower, as most of Sweden's imports receive
preferential treatment either under free-trade agreements or the Generalized System of Preferences.
Under the Uruguay Round results, Sweden's trade-weighted average industrial tariff wili decline by
33 per cent to 3.1 per cent; in agriculture, all variable levies will be tariffied, bringing an increase
in average m.f.n. tariffs for the sector but not in protection. The Round will also lead to changes in
Sweden's legislation, notably on intellectual property rights and on anti-dumping and countervailing
measures, which Sweden uses very sparingly. The new Agreement on Government Procurement will
increase the number of public entities whose purchases will be subject to multilateral rules.

3. The range of import licensing was considerably reduced with Sweden's unilateral renunciation
of the Multifibre Arrangement (MFA) and similar restraints in 1991 and the elimination of restrictions
on imports of leather shoes in 1992. However, licensing remains in place on imports from certain
countries of "sensitive" goods, including iron, steel, ferro-alloys and some agricultural products.

4. Since 1990, agriculture in Sweden has been subject to phased deregulation which has brought
greater market orientation to the sector. The functions of a number of market regulation associations
have become redundant, although the Swedish Board of Agriculture has taken control of trading
operations in grains and oilseeds. Variable levies remain in place but some reductions have been made.
Nevertheless, in anticipation of accession to the European Union, and the full integration of Sweden's
agriculture into the Common Agricultural Policy, the move towards deregulation has slowed: redemption
prices for grains have been increased; export subsidies for certain processed foods were introduced
in 1993; and subsidies for the export of beef and pork have been extended. Sweden applies duty-free
treatment, often in combination with tariff quotas, on its imports of a number of agricultural products
under free-trade agreements, including with the Baltic States, and central and east-European countries.

5. With the entry into force of the EEA Agreement in January 1994, Sweden accepted the principles
of free movement of persons, goods, services and capital throughout the area and adapted its legislation
to most of the acquis communautaire related to the Single Market. Areas that have been particularly
affected include technical regulations, public procurement, State trading, competition policy and subsidies.
The EEA did not affect Sweden's trade policies vis-à-vis non-EEA members.

6. Sweden's entry to the EU will require a number of modifications to its trade régime; these
are set out in separate boxes in this chapter.
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(2) Measures DirectIy Affecting Imports

(i) Registration and notification requirements

7. Most goods imported into Sweden are cleared through the immediate release system, introduced
in 1974. On arrival of the imported goods in Sweden, the importer or his agent registers the goods
with the customs authority. The importer or his agent is then required to submit a written declaration,
with commercial invoices and movement certificates appended, to a controlling customs house.
Registered goods may be released and sold immediately. Import duties and other taxes are assessed
on the basis of the written declaration, which may be submitted up to 15 days after the goods have
been imported and registered.

8. The customs authorities are responsible for the levying of duties and certain other taxes, fees
and charges as well as the supervision of compliance with regulations concerning the importation and
exportation of goods.1 Border controls may also be carried out by other authorities, for example.
the Swedish Board of Agriculture regarding sanitary and phytosanitary regulations.

(ii) Tariffs

9. Sweden has applied the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) since
1 January 1988. The 5,019 six-digit HS code descriptions have been divided into about 6,800 seven-digit
tariff lines in the Swedish Customs Schedule.

(a) Average tariff levels

10. The structure and level of Swedish tariffs is essentially unchanged since the 1990 Trade Policy
Review of Sweden.2 Secretariat calculations show that the simple average m.f.n. tariff in 1994 was
4.7 per cent. Average tariffs were lower for agricultural products, at 2.6 per cent, than for manufactures,
4.9 per cent.3 The average of applied tariffs (defined as duty collected divided by imports) is
considerably lower, since most imports receive preferential tariff treatment through free trade agreements
or the Swedish generalized system of preferences.4

11. Government revenue from tariffs has been reiatively stable over the last five years, around
SEK 3.2 to 3.4 billion per July/June fiscal year, equal to about 0.5 per cent of budgetary revenue.

'Customs valuation decisions are primarily made by local customs authorities. Issues of principle or general
importance are decided by the Tariff Division of the Swedish Board of Customs.

2GATT (1990).

3These averages do not take into account the ad valorem equivalents of variable levies; these levies apply
exclusively to agricultural and related imports.

4Imports under the GSP scheme accounted for 3.2 per cent of total Swedish imports in 1993. According
to the authorities, estimates of preferential imports under free-trade agreements are not available.
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(b) Form of tariffs5

12. Swedish m.f.n. tariff rates are predominantly ad valorem. In a total of some 6,800 7-digit
tariff lines, 135 bear specific rates and 237 have alternate ad valorem/specific (minimum or maximum)
rates. Specific tariffs are applied mainly to beer, wine and spirits, but also to certain other agricultural
items (fresh flowers, apples, pears, cigars and cigarettes) and selected manufactured goods (cement,
certain fertilizers, gelatin, some starches, fibreboard, fishing nets, ferrosilicon and metal filament lamps).

13. The textile and clothing sector accounts for four fifths of the tariff lines subject to alternate
specific minimum tariffs; other affected products include some fresh vegetables, rubber tyres and ceramic
tableware. Alternate specific maximum tariff rates apply to only 12 tariff lines: handbags, headgear
and pianos.

14. Seasonal tariffs apply to nearly half the tariff lines in HS chapters 7 and 8, including potatoes,
tomatoes, onions, cabbages, lettices, grapes, melons, apples. pears, cherries, plums and most berries.
High rates generally apply during the marketing season for Swedish produce; the differential with
off-season rates exceeds 10 percentage points for about two thirds ofthe products or product categories.6
In addition, variable levies apply to some 440 agricultural and related tariff lines (Chapter IV(2)(v)).

(c) Tariff escalation and dispersion

15. Swedish tariffs are relatively uniform, with a standard deviation of just under 5 per cent.
Exceptions to the low-tariff rule nevertheless exist, notably in textiles and clothing where import duties
normally range between 13 and 17 per cent.'

16. Nor is there a high incidence of escalation in the Swedish tariff. Approximately 30 per cent
of tariff lines provide for duty-free entry (these apply to most raw materials but also to basic chemicals,
newsprint, pig iron and finished products such as ships and aircraft). Further, the majority of
semi-manufactured and final industrial goods bear m.f.n. import tariffs of 5 per cent or less. Particular
sectors where there is a certain escalation in m.f.n. tariff protection include leather, where average
import duties on raw materials are zero but rise to over 11 per cent for footwear; textiles and clothing,
with average rates rising from under 1 per cent for most primary inputs to almost 14 per cent on clothing
and accessories; and certain chemicals such as plastics, where rates range to over 8 per cent. However,
for industrial products, the effect of escalation in the tariff is rather to differentiate among import sources
than to protect domestic industries, since nearly all manufactured items may be imported duty free
from major trading partners under free-trade agreements. The Swedish automobile industry, for example,
has no tariff protection against imports from the European Union but motor vehicles imported from
Japan or the United States are subject to a 6.2 per cent tariff.

17. Calculations also indicate low tariff escalation and dispersion in agriculture. However, tariffs
play a minor rôle in these sectors as production is more effectively assisted by variable import levies
or price compensation measures applicable on processed foods subject to "free" trade.

5For a complete analysis see GATT (1990), op. cit..

6Seasonal tariffs are frequently specific and calculations thus refer to ad valorem equivalents.

7Tariffs have gained importance as a trade instrument in this sector with Sweden's unilateral elimination
of MFA restrictions and similar import restraints in 1991.
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(d) Tariff bindings

18. Sweden has bound just over 90 per cent of its tariff lines. For industry (HS chapters 25 to 97)
some 96 per cent of all tariff lines are bound while in agriculture 57 per cent of lines are subject to
bindings. Remaining unbound rates for industrial products (HS chapters 25 to 97) mainly concern
shoes and certain textiles and clothing items. All agricultural products currently, or until recently,
subject to market regulation, accounting for the principal Swedish agricultural items, have tariff rates
that are unbound.

19. Upon implementation of the results of the Uruguay Round, virtually all Swedish tariff lines
will become subject to bound rates; the only unbound rates will be in 90 lines concerning fish and
fish products.

(e) Generalized system of preferences

20. Sweden's Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) scheme was introduced in 1972. The scheme
has accorded duty-free treatment to all goods originating in least-developed countries since 1987.8
Other developing countries may receive duty-free treatment, with no quotas or ceilings, for goods covered
by the scheme. Preferences apply to most industrial goods except various textiles, nearly all clothing
and footwear items, and certain lamps and light fittings.9 "Sensitive" agricultural commodities, including
meats, cereals and sugar are not covered by the scheme. Fresh carnations and roses are eligible for
GSP treatment during fairly short periods of the year. Grapes, honeydew, ogen, watermelons and
quinces are eligible for GSP treatment throughout the whole dutiable period (seasonal duties).

21. A narrower list of eligible goods is applied to China. The main items affected are certain iron
and steel products, rubber tyres and items in the textiles and clothing sector. According to the
authorities, these imports from China do not receive GSP treatment in order not to disturb the relevant
Swedish market. Special regulations apply also to hand-woven cotton cloth of a certain quality from
Brazil, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.10

22. No changes have occurred in the rules of origin provisions in Sweden's GSP scheme during
the last five years. Products must either be wholly obtained in the beneficiary country or have undergone
sufficient working or processing in that country. Cumulative origin may be granted to amember country
of a regional economic grouping; at present this rule is applied only to ASEAN countries. Goods
must in general be transported to Sweden directly from the exporting beneficiary country.

23. Sweden's GSP scheme has a safeguard clause, under which the Government may suspend
preferences "in critical circumstances ofmarket disruptions, or threat ofmarket disruptions". However,
this clause has not been applied to date.

8Notification procedures, particularly with regard to the authorities issuing Certificates of Origin, must be
observed to obtain beneficiary status. As per 24 August 1994, 61 countries, of which 23 were least developed,
had not completed these procedures and thus could not claim GSP treatment.

9In 1994, certain cloth under HS headings 52.08 and 55.13, weighing not more than 170 g/m2 was deleted
from the list of exceptions.

10As free-trade agreements have been concluded with Bulgaria, Israel, Romania and Turkey, these countries
have been deleted from the Swedish GSP scheme.
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(f) Concessional rates

24. No major changes have occurred in the tariff suspension scheme since 1990. Under Section 12
of the 1987 Customs Duty Exemption, etc. Act, the Government may exempt or suspend duties on
goods for which there is little or no domestic production. Duty exemptions are limited to a period
of three years but are often prolonged. Under the Act, the Government may also grant suspensions
for specific deliveries (suspensions "in casu").

25. All goods covered by the exemption scheme are either materials or machinery for domestic
manufacturers.11 At present more than 370 products, mainly chemicals, plastics and machinery, are
covered by the scheme. The list of items is altered at regular intervals, normally twice a year.

26. The Government can authorize drawback of customs duty to Swedish manufacturers under
Sections 18-19 of the Customs Duty Exemption, etc. Act. Duty drawback is mainly available on
imported materials to produce exports; in the shipbuilding and aviation industries; and on goods that
are subsequently re-exported in an unchanged state. These types ofdrawback require prior authorization
from the Board of Customs.

27. Special drawback provisions may apply for produces that are re-exported without having been
used, e.g. faulty products returned to the seller. Reduced drawback provisions may apply for re-exported
products .mported for temporary use in Sweden. Such drawback payments amounted to
SEK 12.041 million (special drawback) and SEK 0.707 million (reduced drawback), respectively, during
the 1993/94 budget year.

(g) Tariff quotas

28. Sweden applies a number of tariff quotas. normally with zero in-quota duties, on agricultural
products under preferential trading arrangements. Sweden maintains duty-free quotas on imports of
certain fruit juices and margarine, and levy-free quotas on mutton and lamb and certain horses, from
EFTA countries. Ten tariff-free import quotas also exist for Swedish imports of certain meats, meat
products, margarine and cheeses from Finland under a bilateral agricultural agreement.

29. Under a bilateral agreement between the EU and Sweden, linked though not formally part of
the EEA Agreement, Sweden opened zero-duty tariff quotas in April 1993 for imports from EU members
of fresh or chilled beef and cooked beef preparations, certain cheeses and vegetables, margarine, prepared
or preserved mushrooms, citrus marmalades, certain jams, fruit juice mixtures and petfood.

30. Sweden's bilateral agreement on trade in agricultural products with the Czech and Slovak Federal
Republic (CSFR), which entered into force on 1 July 1992, established tariffquotas, at reduced variable
levies, for imports into Sweden of CSFR preserved hams and unroasted malt, and duty-free quotas
for preserved cucumbers and applejuice. Since 1 July 1993, separate agreements exist with the Czech
and the Slovak Republics; the quotas have been divided between the two countries according to their
expressed wishes.

'Eligible products are listed in an Ordinance annexed to the Swedish Customs Schedule.
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31. In accordance with its bilateral agreement with Poland. Sweden in November 1993 opened
duty- or levy-free quotas for Swedish imports of certain edible offal of bovine animals, onions,
cauliflowers and headed broccoli, brussels sprouts, celery, frozen beans, carrots, onions and shallots,
preserved cucumbers and apple juice. The variable import levies are reduced by 50 per cent on
1,500 tons a year of frozen, boneless beef cuts, and 400 tons a year of certain preserved beef products,
from Poland.

32. On imports from Romania, Sweden applies an annual zero-duty quota on 200 tons of prepared
or preserved mushrooms and a levy-free quota on 300 tons of prepared hams. Swedish imports from
Hungary are subject to annual duty- or levy-free quotas for (with tonnage in brackets): fresh or chilled
beef (400); frozen beans (1,000); other frozen leguminous plants (500); frozen cauliflower (200);
sausages (300); preserved hams (400); preserved cucumbers (1,000); preservedbeans (400); preserved
peas (500); jams (200); applejuice (200); and other fruit juices (200). Sweden applies annual duty-
or levy-free quotas to its imports from Bulgaria of cheese ofsheepmilk (100 tonnes; preserved gherkins
(100); and preserved mushrooms (300). Sweden also has an annual zero-duty tariff quota for imports
from Israel of 10 tons of fresh adiantum/asparagus (parts of plants suitable for bouquets or for ornamental
purposes).

(h) Uruguay Round results

33. The Uruguay Round undertaking on the tariffication of all agricultural border measures will
bring significant change to the Swedish agricultural tariff, particularly as some 440 variable levies will
be replaced by tariffs. The change will be particularly pronounced for Sweden's imports of meat,
dairy products, cereals, milling products, sugar, cereals preparations and food-industry residues, where
the average new tariff will exceed 30 per cent (Chart IV. 1). 12 However, the highest tariffs will also
be subject to the largest reductions during the Uruguay Round implementation period; tariffs on dairy
products are scheduled to fall by 41 per cent and on meat by 33 per cent. Calculations by the Secretariat,
based on tariff line estimates provided by the Swedish authorities, indicate that, taking the tariffication
of variable levies into account, the average agricultural tariff is 21.5 per cent, which is to decline to
14.2 per cent upon full implementation of Uruguay Round tariff reductions.13

34. Implementation of Uruguay Round tariff reductions on industrial imports (HS chapters 25-97)
will reduce Sweden's (simple) average industrial tariff from 5.2 per cent (including 1988 ad valorem
equivalents of specific rates) to 3.3 per cent, an average reduction of 37 per cent. As before, the highest
tariffs will prevail in textiles and clothing, plastics and organic chemicals (Chart IV.2).

12The highest rate at present is the 380 per cent ad valorem equivalent of a specific tariff on beef imports;
this rate is estimated to decline, with full implementation of the Uruguay Round results, to an ad valoremequivalent
of 266 per cent, as the bound specific rate is reduced from SEK 18.98 to SEK 13.2 a kilogram.

13The rate of 21.5 per cent compares with an average of 2.6 per cent when variable levies are not taken into
account (Chapter IV(2)(ii)(a)).
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Trade Policies Review Mechanism

Chart IV.1
Swedish tariffs on agricultural products, before and after
Uruguay Round reductions

Per cent

24
HS chapter

a Rates are for the period 1986-88; they take into account the ad valorem equivalents, as
estimated by the authorities, ofvariable levies.

Source: GATT Secretariat calculations.

Chart IV.2
Swedish tariffs on manufactured products, before and after
Uruguay Round reductions a

Per cent

HS chapter
a Rates include 1988 ad valorem equivalents of specific rates.

b Rates are for the period 1986-88.

Source GATT Secretariat calculations.
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35. According to the authorities, Sweden's trade weighted average tariff will decline by about
one third with the implementation of Uruguay Round commitments; above-average reductions will
apply for metals, non-electric machinery, leather, rubber, footwear and chemicals. Secretariat
calculations, using Sweden's ad valorem equivalents of variable levies and 1988 ad valorem equivalents
of specific rates, suggest that the (simple) average tariff will decline from 7.9 to 4.9 per cent with
full implementation of Uruguay Round tariff reductions. Sweden has accepted zero tariffs on imports
of pharmaceuticals; construction, farm and medical equipment; steel; furniture; and toys. Sweden
also agreed to the tariff harmonization proposals for chemicals and non-ferrous products.

(iii) Regional and bilateral trade

36. Sweden's free-trade agreements with the European Economic Community and the European
Coal and Steel Community were replaced by the EEA Agreement on 1 January 1994. The EEA
Agreement extends the principles underlying the single market of the EU to six EFTA countries, i.e.,
the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital. In order to create equal conditions of
competition within the EEA, participating EFTA countries have aligned their competition policies to
the rules, regulations and case law developed in the EU. The EEA Agreement also imposes disciplines
on government measures that may distort competition or restrict circulation in the single market, notably
subsidies, public trading monopolies, public procurement or measures having effects similar to
quantitative import restrictions. The free flow of goods and services has also implied major work on
the harmonization of regulations, standards, and technical requirements, including the principle of mutual
recognition. Details concerning Swedish efforts in these areas are reported under the relevant headings
in this Chapter.

37. New EU legislation is incorporated into the Agreement through decisions taken by the EEA
Joint Committee, with a view to ensuring simultaneous application in the entire EEA. In the preparation
of new legislation the European Commission is to be engaged in a continuous information/consultation
process with Sweden and other EFTA participants. Consultations may also be held in the
EEA Joint Committee at significant stages prior to formal decisions being taken by the European Council.
However, the EU remains fully autonomous in its decision-making. EFTA members disagreeing with
new EU legislation can refuse national implementation by blocking the required decision in the EEA
Joint Committee. This option, and failure to agree on other alternatives, for example, recognition
of equivalent legislation, could ultimately lead to suspension of the affected parts of the Agreement.

38. The EEA Agreement does not cover agriculture and Sweden accordingly does not participate
in the Common Agricultural Policy of the EU. Sweden also maintains its own trade policy measures
and preferential trading arrangements vis-à-vis third countries, since the EEA is not a customs union.
Sweden's free-trade agreements with the Baltic States, for example, preceded the EU equivalent by
about two years. On the other hand, the negotiations on EFTA free-trade arrangements with countries
in central and eastern Europe were closely co-ordinated with similar EU efforts.

39. EFTA countries concluded free-trade agreements with the Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary,
Poland, Turkey, Israel, Romania and Bulgaria in 1992 and 1993. The agreements provide duty
exemptions or reductions in various degrees for imports into Sweden of products originating in those
countries. Duty-free admission is accorded for most industrial products, while agricultural trade is
covered partly by these agreements and partly by bilateral agreements between the respective country
and each member of EFTA. The preferences granted by Sweden cover tariff reductions or exemptions
as well as the tariff quotas mentioned above (Chapter IV(2)(ii)(g)). Some of these countries have in
return granted Sweden preferential treatment for a few products, notably margarine and vodka.
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40. Sweden concluded bilateral free-trade agreements with the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania) in 1992.14 The agreements, which cover trade in industrial products (HS chapters 25-97),
abolish tariffs and charges with an equivalent effect, and generally prohibit quantitative restrictions
on imports and exports.15 The free-trade agreements are supplemented by special agreements concerning
trade in agricultural products. Duty-free treatment is also provided for a number of processed agricultural
products, including provisionally preserved vegetables, dried vegetables, provisionally preserved fruits
and berries, preserved mushrooms, prepared or preserved vegetables, and fruits.

41. The Baltic States grant duty-free treatment to specific Swedish food products, with the coverage
in Lithuania being somewhat more extensive than in Estonia and Latvia.

42. A Free Trade Agreement and an Agricultural Agreement between Sweden and the Faroe Islands
entered into force on 1 July 1993. The list of processed agricultural products covered by the free-trade
agreement is identical to Protocol 2 of Sweden's free-trade agreement with the EU. The agricultural
agreement includes reduced Swedish tariffs on its imports from the Faroe Islands of beer made from
malt, waters and other non-alcoholic beverages (excluding fruit and vegetable juices).

(iv) Customs valuation and clearance

43. According to the authorities, no changes have occurred in customs valuation and clearance
procedures since the first Trade Policy Review of Sweden, in 1990.

(v) Variable import levies and similar measures

44. Sweden adopted a new food policy in 1990, which brought major changes in levels and forms
of assistance to its agricultural sector. Variable import levies, the key measure of border protection,
were nevertheless maintained, as Sweden awaited the outcome of the Uruguay Round negotiations on
agricultural support. Some 440 tariff line items, representing more than 75 per cent of Swedish
production ofbasic commodities and processed foodstuffs, thus continue to be subject to variable levies.
However, the calculation system for the levies has been changed to reflect domestic deregulation, and
levy amounts have subsequently been adjusted in response to the generally narrowing wedge between
domestic and world market prices.

45. Until mid-1991, variable levies (for animal products and certain vegetables) equalled the
difference between the expected import price and a middle price determined by the targeted wholesale
price in the Swedish market. Levy amounts were adjusted when actual wholesale prices moved outside
upper or lower limits around the middle price. The import levies were also adjustable on 1 January
and 1 July, when the market situation was subject to review. Under the current system, the Government
establishes reference prices for products subject to variable levies. The levy charged equals the difference
between the reference price and the expected world market price.

14The agreements have been notified to the GATT; GATT document L/7036, 3 July 1992.

15Sweden may continue to apply restrictions on ferrous waste, scrap and certain HS chapter 72-73 items used
for manufacturing new metal.
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46. The reference prices introduced on 1 July 1991 were below the previous middle prices for
most products, as agricultural reforms were designed to lower domestic prices and hence reduce the
need for import protection. Except for sheepmeat,16 reference prices remained unchanged until
1 July 1993, when the abolition of variable levies on protein feeds was accompanied by lower reference
prices for pigmeat, poultry meat and eggs.17

47. The trend towards falling import levies, and thus lower nominal protection, is evident for most
major agricultural products in Sweden (Table IV. 1). However, Sweden's farmers continue to benefit
from significant levy protection, notably in the production ofbeef, eggs and pigmeat. For dairy products
and certain meats, including cut beef, poultry, mutton and lamb, reductions can be attributed mainly
to adjustments made in response to the sharp depreciation of the Swedish krona in late 1992 and early
1993.18

48. Variable levies imposed on many processed foodstuffs are linked to price compensation measures
applicable under EU/EFTA arrangements. In order to avoid free-trade provisions for processed goods
undermining the domestic price level for agricultural raw materials, imported foodstuffs are subject
to variable levies calculated either on the basis of standard recipes or a declaration of the quantities
of agricultural raw materials actually used in the production process.19 Compensation measures cover
yoghurts, sweetened fruits and nuts, various food preparations falling within HS chapters 16 to 21,
mineral waters, been, cider and perry.

49. Government revenue from agricultural levies peaked at SEK 2.1 billion in 1991/92. Collected
levies amounted to less than SEK 800 million for the last six months of 1993.

16Reference prices and thus import levies were increased on sheepmeat and lamb on 1 July 1991 and again
on 1 July 1992, to compensate producers for simultaneous reductions in State-financed price supports.

7Variable levies on protein feeds were first reduced by 30 per cent on 1 January 1993.

8The krona depreciation was not accompanied by across-the-board reductions in import levies; for example,
the levies applied on beef and veal carcasses in November 1993 were identical to the levies established before
the krona float.

19For example, the standard recipes for pizza and quiche specify the proportions of wheat flour, butter, cheese,
beef and pigmeat.
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Table IV.1
Nominal rates for variable levies on Swedish imports of major agricultural commodities, 1990-93
(SEK per 100 kg. and per cent)

Commodity 1 January 1990 1 January 1992 1 July 1993

Regulated Import Nominal Reference Import Nominal Reference Import Nominal
domestic levyb ratec priced levy rate priced levy rate

pricea

Cereals

Wheat 139 70 101 150 85 131 150 75 100

Rye 150 82 121 160 12(0 300 160 110 220

Barley 139 72 107 145 85 142 145 85 142

Oats 139 72 107 145 90 164 145 90 164

Dairv

Butter 2,187 1.345 160 2,078 1,185 133 2,078 1,135 120

Cheese 3.010 1,.330) 79 3.096 1.44) 87 3,096 1,040 51

Milk powder 1,986 1.130 132 1.887 1.280 211 1,887 1,080 134

Fluid milk 378e 305e 418e 456 350 330 456 255 1-7

Livestock

Poultry meat 1.980 1.400 241 2.072 1,325 177 2.022 1,115 123

Pork 2.137 1.460 216 1,961 1.250 176 1,381 1,170 165

Beef 3.027 2,000 195 2,957 1,730 141 2.957 1.930 188

Veal 3,342 1,670 100 3,272 1.600 96 3,272 1,400 75

Sheepmeat 2.787 1,450 108 2,917 1.530 110 3.117 1.380 79

Other

Table 118 56 90 1 1-R 0 0 118' 55 87
potatoes

Potato starch 418 250 149 388 210 118 388 200 106

Vegetable oil 923 655 244 858 6049 n.a. 858 613E n.a.

Eggs 1,171 880 302 1.185 795 204 1,165 755 184

Sugar 463 236 104 443 260 142 443 215 94

n.a. Not applicable.

a The "middle price" set by the authorities, which was in principle the desired domestic price: for fluid milk. upper price limits
were used.

b Normal import levies applying to imports. Where a range of levies applied, the mid-point level was used.
c The import levy expressed as a percentage of the domestic price that would apply without assistance, i.e., the regulated price

less the amount of the import levy.
d Prices for cereals and table potatoes refer to "border protected prices". i.e. the reference price plus a trade margin and quality

adjustments.
e Milk containing 3 per cent fat
f Average price for the year.
g The fat levy is also applied on domestic production.

Note: Reduced border protection for the 1993 harvest of cereals took effect from 1 October 1993.

Source: GATT (1990): Swedish Board of Agriculture. and GATT Secretariat estimates.
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Box IV.1: Implications of Sweden's EU membership on trade policy instruments

Tariffs on imports will generally increase as a result of Sweden's accession to the EU; the simple
average of EU tariffs was 7.3 per cent in 1992 against the current Swedish average of 4.7 per cent.
Swedish tariffs are lower than EU tariffs in all major Tariff Study categories except textiles, clothing and
rubber; the difference is more than 10 percentage points for a number of food items including fruits,
prepared vegetables, coffee, coffee and tea extracts, cocoa and cocos preparations, vegetable oils,
beverages and spirits, tobacco, fish, fish products and crustaceans. Tariff increases will be particularly
marked in tropical products, where there is no domestic Swedish production and virtually all items enter
duty free and unrestricted.

Tariff differentials between Sweden and the EU are smaller in manufactured than agricultural products,
but may nevertheless be of importance for products with significant third-country imports such as
automobiles, metals, chemical components and telecommunications apparatus. A present, the largest
differential is in pulp and paper where import tariffs are 2 per cent in Sweden and 7.4 per cent in the
EU.

Sweden will need to adopt EU trade control systems that are technically different from, and more
complicated than. those applied now in Sweden. Introduction of EU anti-dumping measures from
1 January 1995 would involve a major change compared to the present situation where no anti-dumping
measures are applied by Sweden. Adoption of the EU GSP scheme, including its limited duty-free
quotas and ceilings, represents a major change from the unlimited duty-free volumes accorded for
products covered by the parent Swedish scheme. However, the Swedish authorities state that EU quotas
will be increased by current Swedish imports from the developing countries concerned.

Sweden's agriculture will have to return to a system with more comprehensive market regulations
including administered prices, export subsidies and intervention measures. Such measures have to a large
extent been abandoned under the Swedish food policy reform.

While current Swedish tariffs on textiles and clothing are higher than in the EU, Swedish imports have
been freefrom quantitative restrictions since 1 August 1991. Membership implies integration into the
EU MFA régime. EU import quotas under the régime will be increased in line with Sweden's trade
performance, according to the authorities. Sweden's National Board of Trade has estimated that the re-
introduction of import licensing requirements for textiles and clothing plus other licensing needs, will
increase the number of licence applications in Sweden from the present annual level of a few thousand to
60,000 to 80,000 a year.

Other important policy areas such as public procurement and subsidies will be less affected by the
accession since Sweden is already subject to common disciplines through the EEA Agreement. However,
with EU membership, Swedish projects may qualify for EU support and/or national support subject to
EU approval.
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(vi) Levies and other charges

50. A major feature of Sweden's tax reform in 1990 was a significant increase in indirect taxation,
to compensate for reductions in income taxes. Of total taxes in Sweden, just under 30 per cent is
currently derived from taxes on goods and services, including the value added tax (VAT).

51. VAT was levied at three different rates from its introduction in 1969 until 1 January 1991,
when the reduced rates were abolished.20However, the uniform and broadened 25 per cent VAT,
introduced in 1991, accentuated Sweden's position as a high-cost country and had an immediate negative
impact on earnings from tourism. The VAT on foodstuffs, non-alcoholic beverages, domestic transport
and services provided by restaurants and hotels was accordingly lowered to 18 per cent on
1 January 1992, only to be increased to 21 per cent a year later as fiscal policies were tightened.
However, as difficulties in the tourism sector continued, on 1 July 1993, VAT was cut to 12 per cent
on accommodation, camping and passenger transport.

52. Revenue from various excise taxes amounts to more than SEK 60 billion, the most important
sources being taxes on energy, alcohol and tobacco (Table IV.2). The 1990 overhaul of the tax system
resulted in the elimination (from 1 January 1993) of some relatively low-yielding and administratively
burdensome taxes. notably on perfume, chocolate, biscuits. videotapes and videorecorders; it also
introduced selective taxes related to factors detrimental to the environment.

53. Taxes on fuels and other energy amounted to nearly SEK 38 billion in 1993, the excise tax
on petrol alone yielded SEK 17.5 billion. The carbon dioxide tax, levied since 1991, affects all fossil
fuels: a sulphur charge applies on oil, coal and peat.21 On the other hand, the general energy tax
on fossil fuels, for oils differentiated in three environmental categories according to factors such as
sulphur and aromatic hydrocarbon content, was reduced by 50 per cent at the first stage of the tax
reform when the carbon dioxide tax was introduced. The overall tax burden on energy was thereby
raised. energy-intensive industries and commercial horticulture benefited from tax reductions. In 1993,
this system of "concessions" was reformed (Chapter IV(4)(iii)).

54. High indirect taxes on beer, wine, spirits and tobacco are partly motivated by a desire to restrain
consumption for health reasons, but fiscal considerations also play a rôle in determining tax rates.
Taxes on tobacco products increased by 35 per cent on 1 December 1992, yielding an additional
SEK 1.9 billion a year in fiscal revenue. Beverage taxes were revised in mid-1992. New tax rates
based solely on alcohol content resulted in major changes in the relative prices of certain products.
Some minor changes in taxes on alcoholic products occurred on 1 May 1993.

20During this period rates rose from the initial 11.11 per cent general rate and 6.38 and 2.04 per cent reduced
rates to 25, 13.64 and 4.17 per cent, respectively on 1 July 1990. The low rates applied to certain services,
namely construction, hotel accommodation, restaurantsand consultancy services.

21Rates on oil products are differentiated in order to encourage consumption of less environmentally harmful
varieties, for example, in 1993, energy taxes amounted to SEK 3.88 per litre on unleaded petrol and SEK 4.39
on other petrol. Taxation of diesel fuel was changed on 1 October 1993, with a special tax of SEK 1.3 per litre
replacing a tax based on distance driven. Environmental considerations have also influenced the nature of the
sales tax on new motor vehicles.
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Table IV.2
Revenue from indirect taxes in Sweden, 1989-93
(SEK million)

Object of taxation 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Petrol (gasoline) 15,806.3 17,159.4 14,537.9 14,344.1 17,553.6
Energy tax on fuels and electric power 14,688.4 15,185.1 10,488.5 9.545.9 7.875.1
Carbon dioxide tax on petrol 0.0 0.0 5,189.7 5,850.6 6,568.5

Carbon dioxide tax on fuel 0.0 0.0 2,966.7 3,342.9 4,073.2

Special tax on diesel oil 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 371.4

Sulphur tax on fuel 0.0 0.( 299.3 190.1 190.5

Special tax on oil products and coal 1,222.4 1,173.9 138.7 116.6 116.3

Acidification 67.1 57.5 73.2 63.6 58.1

Hydroelectric power 1,026.5 1,017.6 896.0 1,029.9 1.026.4

Tobacco 5,142.0 5,634.1 5,688.7 6,360.1 6,179.9
Alcohol 6,086.6 6,204.9 6,230.6 5,984.7 5,747.9
Wine 2,648.4 2,922.1 3,040.8 2,987.4 2.786.8
Beverage 2.151.9 2,271.1 2,508.4 2,627.2 2,632.0

Sales tax on motor vehicles 2,355.1 1,925.4 1,494.2 1.386.7 1,256.6
Special commodity tax (sweets and toiletries)' 1,007.8 1,022.7 1,040.5 972.2 92.9
Video taxa 82.8 188.4 i75.6 126.7 5.6

Cassette tapesa 154.5 175.0 180.8 168.8 14.5
Pesticides. herbicides. etc. 22.9 22.3 17.1 14.1 12.6

Totalizator tax 562.2 616.0 655.0 2,385.3 2.720.3
Lottery prize tax 1.627.8 1,547.2 1.535.9 283.0 137.4

Gambling tax 84.7 87.3 98.1 109.1 115.9

Special tax on company group life insurance 0.0 0.0 778.4 1,215.8 1,064.2
Stamp tax on shares 766.3 1.249.9 680.! 896.4 765.8
Securitiesb 5.810.4 6,108.4 3,889.9 267.5 49.0
Prizes from savings 0.0 0.0 0.0 232.7 212.8
Premium payments on foreign insurance 0.0 0.0 0.4 23.3 11.7

Advertising 896.5 984.2 936.0 904.2 84&.8
Charter flight 416.9 394.0 344.7 364.0 206.7
Environmental tax on domestic air traffic 33.2 27.2 156.0 168.0 190.2

Other selective taxes (not specified) 774.1 851.7 1,470.3 787.0 505 5

Total 63.534.8 66.825.2 65,511.6 62,748.0 63,390.3

a The taxes were abolished on 1 January 1993.
The tax on securities was eliminated on 1 November 1991.

Note: The tax on charter flights was abolished on 1 October 1993, and a packaging tax on beverages was eliminated on 1 May 1993.
Levies on fertilizers and pesticides. raising SEK 249 million in 1991/92 for market regulation of grains. were removed on
2 December 1992, but environmental taxes were retained on these products. The environmental tax on fertilizer is administered
by the Swedish Board of Agriculture.

Source: Swedish Taxation Administration. Special Tax Office.
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55. Special legislation is required in Sweden for the introduction of each individual tax, while
administrative procedures are regulated by one common law. Excise duties are normally levied at
specific rates; inflation has thus required separate decisions to maintain tax levels in real terms. The
reconstruction programme presented by the Government in its 1993 Supplementary Budget Bill, aimed
at improving the budget for the consolidated public sector by SEK 81 billionduring 1994-98, introduced
indexation of certain taxes. Excises on mineral oils (except petrol and diesel taxes), electricity, alcoholic
beverages and tobacco increased by 4 per cent on 1 January 1994, and subsequent annual automatic
adjustments in these taxes (including on petrol and diesel) will equal the change in the consumer price
index. The authorities expect highe: excise duties to increase budget revenue by SEK 6.7 billion a
year by 1998.

56. Domestic manufacturers of taxable commodities are obliged to register with a special tax office
within the tax authorities, allowing them to maintain untaxed stocks. Importers of taxable goods may
be liable to pay the tax to the customs authorities in accordance with the Customs Act, which in some
cases requires them to pay the tax in advance of delivery or payment for resold goods. However,
in order not to discourage imports, most selective tax statutes include provisions offering major importers
the opportunity to apply for registration with the tax authorities, and thus be treated in the same way
as domestic manufacturers.

(vii) Import prohibitions

57. Sweden has sanctions in force on trade with Iraq and the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro) in accordance with decisions by the United Nations' Security Council.22Regulations
prohibiting trade with South Africa were abrogated in September 1993.23 Sweden also maintains
restrictions on trade with Angola, Haiti and Libya through measures established in accordance with
decisions made by the United Nations' Security Council.

'Implementing regulations include Ordinance (1992:470) concerning certain sanctions against the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia.

'A ban on Swedish investments in South Africa was lifted at the end of November 1993.
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Box IV.2: Sweden's EU membership and indirect taxation

Preparations for the single market within the EU have included efforts to harmonize the fisc. 1 tégimes of
member countries with respect to the tax base, taxation rates (minimum rates or ranges) and calculation
procedures. Sweden already taxes a broad range of goods and services and EU membership does not
require the introduction of new taxes. Current Swedish tax rates are also above most minimum levels
specified in EU legislation. Harmonization thus mainly concerns differences in the construction of
Swedish and EU taxes, and the maintenance of some rather high Swedish taxes in a market where goods
in principle flow freely among member States.

Sweden's VAT covers the same goods and services as in the EU, with some minor exceptions such as
cinema tickets. The 25 per cent VAT general rate is, on the other band, 7 to 8 percentage points higher
than the EU average. The authorities nevertheless do not consider this differential to pose any risk of
extensive cross border trade both because of Denmark's experience with significantly higher VAT than
Germany and because the recent krona depreciation has brought Swedish consumer prices closer in line
with levels prevailing in other northernEU members.* The authorities reimburse Swedish VAT on
exported products, and will continue to do so during a transitional period, until 1 January 1996,
Thereafter, a narrowing VAT differential or a clearing bouse system could be required to avoid playing
Swedish exporters at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis their EU partners.

Sweden will have to change the construction of its excise duties on alcoholic beverages to conform with
current EU regulatiens. Taxes are well above stated minimum EU levels; the potential for cross-border
trade is thus significant. Travellers' tax-free allowances for spirits, wine and tobacco will be stricter than
otherwise permitted in the EU during a transitional period, of two plus two years. Realigning Swedish
tobacco taxes with EU regulations will increase the tax burden. Cigarette prices are already high in
Sweden both because of the 25 per cent VAT and because retailers' margins are more than twice as high
as in other EU countries.

Sweden readily meets the minimum levels of excise duty on mineral oils requested by EU regulations.
However, the special tax on new motor vehicles may be modified with regard to the time of
imposition.** The tax on general advertising will need to be revised to avoid circumvention through the
single market or allegations of subsidy because of the present differentiated rates.

* Special rules will apply regarding VAT on imports for private use of new motor vehicles, ships,
boats and aircrafts.

** Collection at the time of registration would be in line with the practice in, for example,
Denmark.
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(viii) Import licensing

58. Sweden's basic regulations on import and export licensing are contained in the 1984 Ordinance
for the Regulation of Imports and Exports, as most recently amended in 1992. Regulations may be
applied for special trade policy reasons including: the risk of disruption of the economy or for national
supply purposes; in order to protect the prices of agricultural products; or to regulate prices of fish
products.

59. The administration of licensing is divided between the National Board of Trade, for
non-agricultural goods, the National Board of Fisheries, for fish and fish products, and the Swedish
Board of Agriculture. Concerning industrial products, Sweden abolished import licensing in 1991
for iron and steel products from EU and EFTA countries and for various items from State-trading
countries, including certain chemical products, porcelain, pig iron, brass rods, certain aluminium products
and electric motors. Licensing requirements on imports of textiles and clothing disappeared with the
unilateral liberalization of such imports on 1 August 1991. Imports of leather shoes were liberalized
on 1 January 1992, one year ahead of schedule.

60. Currently, the National Board of Trade issues licenses for imports of wood fibreboard and
most ferro-alloys from Belarus, China, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Kazakhstan, the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, Poland. the Russian Federation, the Slovak Republic and Ukraine. Iron
and steel imported from non-EU/EFTA countries are also under licence. These licences by the National
Board of Trade, which issues about 1,000 a year, are said by the authorities to be maintained for
surveillance purposes and to be granted automatically in most cases.

61. Imports of herring and herring products into Sweden remain generally subject to licensing;
imports from EEA countries, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Faroe Islands, Hungary, Israel, Poland,
Romania, the Slovak Republic, Switzerland and Turkey are exempt from the requirement. Under the
EEA Agreement, licensing applies to Sweden's herring imports from Finland (Chapter IV(2)(ix)).

62. Seeds of lupin, grafted cherry trees, plum trees, pear trees and apple trees require licences
when imported from countries other than those that have concluded free-trade agreements with Sweden.
Licensing is also applied to imports of certain meats and meat products, eggs (not in shell) and egg
yolks originating in Albania, China. the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Vietnam
and former members ofthe Soviet Union except the Baltic States. In order to comply with the statistical
requirements attendant on Sweden's membership in the 1992 International Sugar Agreement, import
licensing is required for all imports of cane or beet sugar, chemically pure sucrose (in solid form),
molasses (except for animal feeding), syrup and other solutions of cane or beet sugar. The Swedish
Board of Agriculture freely grants licences for sugar imports; it grants licences for the other imports
noted in this paragraph automatically in most cases, as licensing is maintained for surveillance purposes.
Licences have been denied on imports from the countries mentioned above on some occasions due
to too low import prices.

(ix) Import quotas

63. Trade in fish products among EFTA countries has generally been free since 1 July 1990.
However, under transitional arrangements operating until 31 December 1993, Sweden was allowed
to apply quantitative restrictions to imports of fresh or chilled herring or cod (excluding fillets) when
necessary to avoid serious disturbances in the Swedish market.
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64. Under the EEA Agreement, Sweden may continue to apply quantitative restrictions on imports
of herring from Finland as long as Finland maintains its present régime with regard to Baltic herring.
The Government of Finland has decided to remove its present exemptions on Baltic herring and salmon
by 1 January 1997, and consequently Sweden will abolish quantitative restrictions on herring from
Finland on that date.

(x) Import surveillance

65. Import licences issued by the National Board ofTrade are required, according to the authorities,
to gain early information about imports to which the Swedish market is "sensitive" due, for example,
to low prices. Surveillance licensing affects nearly all iron and steel products falling under HS headings
72.08-72.16, 72.19-72.22 and 72.25-72.28; it was introduced on imports from State-trading countries
more than twenty years ago and with respect to non-EU/EFTA exporters as from 15 February 1978.
Licencing on ferro-alloys (ferro-manganese, ferro-silicon, ferro-silica-manganese, ferro-chromium and
ferro-silica-chromium) originating in present and former state-trading countries has also been in effect
for more than twenty years; licensing requirements on certain wood fibreboard from these countries
are, however, more recent, i.e. from 1 June 1991.

66. The authorities state that licensing of agricultural products serves mainly to supervise imports,
especially low-price imports, of certain products. The products are listed at the end of
Chapter IV(2)(viii)).

(xi) State trading

67. Sweden has a longstanding policy of State trading in alcoholic beverages. The Swedish Wine
and Spirit Corporation (Vin & Sprit AB) has the exclusive right to import alcoholic beverages and is
also the sole domestic producer of spirits. The company is also the sole exporter of such goods, except
strong beers, where private breweries account for the entire domestic production. A State-owned
company (Systembolaget) holds a monopoly on retail trade in spirits, wine and strong beers.

68. The compatibility of these arrangements with the EEA Agreement has been called into question,
and the issue was subsequently discussed in the negotiations on Sweden's accession to the European
Union. Accordingly, the Government presented a Bill to Parliament in February 1994, proposing to
amend the Act on Trade in Beverages to replace the State monopolies on importation, exportation,
wholesale trade and production with a licensing system.24 The granting oflicences, including for exports
and imports, within the new legal framework, expected to be approved by Parliament in the autumn
of 1994, is to be based on transparent and objective criteria, and will provide for legal remedies for
discontent applicants. Existing exclusive rights held by Vin & Sprit AB will continue until the entry
into force of the new system, expected on 1 January 1995; Sweden intends to maintain the State
monopoly on retail trade in spirits, wine and strong beers until further notice.25

24The proposal stems from an understanding between the European Commission and the Government of Sweden,
reached on 21 December 1993, regarding the adaptation of the Swedish monopolies to the stipulations of the
Treaty of Rome.

25Systembolaget changed the size of its spirits bottles to the EU standard (700/350 ml) in 1992 to comply
with the EEA Agreement. The monopoly plans to introduce test sales in some 40 stores, featuring products
Systembolaget expects not to be in sufficient demand to warrant inclusion in the regular product range, to meet
EU requirements regarding non-discrimination (Systembolaget (1993)).
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69. State-trading activities are applied in connection with the redemption systems for grains and
oilseeds. When the food policy reform was implemented on 1 July 1991, and all market regulation
associations were abolished, a new government authority, the Swedish Board of Agriculture (SBA),
took over the trading operations of the Swedish Grains Trade Association and the Swedish Oilseed
Co-operation.

70. Redemption prices for grains are established by parliamentary decision and are valid on
1 November in the respective years. Wholesalers must report their surplus to be redeemed by the
SBA at latest by this date.26 Redemption prices apply for a minimum quality, but quality premiums
do not exist. Prices are valid only at four locations (export harbours in Stockholm, Norrköping/Djurön,
Helsingborg and Uddevalla), but grains rnay be bought elsewhere provided the total export cost is lower.
Parliament originally envisaged phasing out the redemption system by 1 July 1994, but due to
preparations for Sweden's accession to the EU, the system has been extended until 30 June 1995 or,
to the date when Sweden becomes a member of the EU if this is earlier.27

71. TheSBA established prices for oilseeds and bought virtually all domestic production in 1991/92
and 1992/93. The SBA sold the crop to the domestic crushing industry and exported the surplus.28
The pricing system was replaced by a tendering scheme for 1993/94, with the SBA accepting tenders
for 300,000 tons of rapeseed, with 8 per cent water content, to be resold to Swedish crushers. Traders
(and farmers) have to export any surplus production at their own expense. The tendering scheme is
to be replaced in 1994/95 by a redemption price (and acreage payments) set by Parliament, and the
SBA will be obliged to purchase all rapeseed offered for redemption; excess production will be exported
by the SBA.

(xii) Import cartels

72. A new Swedish Competition Act entered into force on 1 July 1993. The Act is modelled on
Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty of Rome, generally prohibiting anti-competitive cooperation between
enterprises (Sections 6 and 7) and abuse of a dominant position. Cartel arrangements, except resale
price maintenance and collusive tendering, were not illegal per se under the former competition law,
but could be prohibited if found contrary to public interest.29Under the new Act, enterprises were
allowed a six-month transition period to terminate or modify existing arrangements in order to qualify
for individual exemptions or block exemptions, regarding for example exclusive distribution
arrangements, patent licensing and franchising.

26SBA clients receive compensation for trade margins as well as for interest and storage costs for grains
delivered after 1 November; wholesalers may change reported quantities until 15 February of the next year,
but at a price discount.

27Swedish grain prices would, with the intended elimination ofredemption prices, in all likelihood have fallen
to world market levels, unlike the conditions prevailing in the EU.

28Planned budgetary expenditure on oilseeds exports increased from SEK 334 million in 1992 to
SEK 595 million in 1993.

29One of the former competition authorities kept a public cartel register.
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73. The Competition Authority has rejected a number of applications for negative clearance or
individual exemptions with regard to recommended price lists issued by trade associations for their
members, formerly a common practice. Such lists are currently only allowed if the enterprises and
their combined market shares are small. The new Competition Act has also led to revisions in selective
distribution systems for certain products, for examplejeans and cosmetics. According to the authorities,
no import cartels of any importance exist in Sweden. Purchase cartels are, unless of minor importance,
not allowed under the Competition Act.

(xiii) Countertrade

74. Offset arrangements continue to apply with regard to procurement of military equipment. Recent
contracts have involved MBB of Germany in 1992, for dispenser weapon systems to a contract value
of SEK 331 million, Krauss Maffei for a DM 1.02 billion contract for main battle tanks and Agusta,
for a SEK 104 million contract for helicopter components.

(xiv) Standards and other technical requirements

(a) Technical regulations

75. The Swedish authorities have strengthened their control of technical rulemaking in recent years.
Participation in international co-operation on rulemaking and standardization has become an integral
part of the activities of the authorities concerned. An Ordinance in 1990 on technical rules provides
clear and detailed provisions limiting the autonomy of technical bodies in these matters. Government
authorities are now under stricter obligations to investigate consequences of technical rules and to take
particular account of European harmonized rules and standards. Relations between these authorities
and the National Board ofTrade, the authority responsible for notifying proposed technical regulations,
have also been clarified.30

76. International agreements particularly relevant in recent Swedish work on technical regulations
have been the Tokyo Round Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade; Article 12 bis and Annex H
ofthe EFTA Convention; and a 1989 Agreement between the EC and EFTA States concerning exchange
of information, which was subsequently replaced by the EEA Agreement.

77. Free movement of goods under equal conditions of competition is one of the fundamental
objectives of the EEA Agreement. Members of the Agreement seek to attain this objective by
establishing EEA rules that correspond to relevant EU rules, including their interpretation in the European
Court ofJustice. The Swedish authorities established an inventory oftechnical regulations for the EEA
negotiations. Subsequent elimination of technical barriers has followed the EU approach with regard
to harmonization oftechnical regulations and standards, and on the application ofthe principle ofmutual
recognition.

78. EU directives implementing the new approach cover a wide range of products including
machinery, construction products, personal protective equipment, medical equipment, telecommunications,
terminal equipment, toys, simple pressure vessels and low voltage equipment. Products satisfying
directive requirements carry an EU marking allowing free circulation throughout the EEA; additional
third-party testing and certification performed in one EEA member is recognized by all other participating

30The National Board of Trade has issued new regulations concerning the execution of the 1990 Ordinance.
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countries .31 The EEA Agreement generally also provides free circulation of goods for which technical
regulations have not been harmonized.

79. Under the EEA Agreement, Sweden has been accorded transitional derogations to allow rules
stricter than Community standards with respect to motor vehicles, fertilizers and dangerous substances.
The objective in relation to chemicals is to apply the provisions of the EU on the classification of
dangerous substances by 1 January 1995.32 EFTA States were allowed to limit market access in
accordance with their legislation at the date of entry into force of the Agreement with respect to certain
enumerated products such as cadmium, batteries and PCP. However, the Agreement prescribes that
a joint review of restrictions on dangerous substances and preparations take place in 1995.

80. EFTA countries are to grant EU type approval for motor vehicles from 1 January 1995, and
may thus apply national legislation until then. A government report on conditions of competition in
various domestic sectors has noted that Swedish regulations on emission standards and the costs of
mandatory tests on parallel-imported vehicles have contributed to higher average motor vehicle prices
in Sweden than in EU countries.

81. Nordic countries applied mutual recognition of construction materials on a temporary basis
between 1 July 1989 and 31 December 1993. The arrangement expired when the EEA Agreement
came into force.

(b) Standards

82. Sweden's policy with regard to standards is that Swedish norms should be identical with or
based on international or European standards. This was the case with respect to over 90 per cent of
the 800 standards implemented in 1991 and 1,000 standards introduced in 1992.

83. National implementation of international standards is voluntary. International standards are
transposed into Swedish standards when interested parties in Sweden consider it appropriate for the
users. The authorities have found no specific areas in which international standards have been deemed
inappropriate for implementation in Sweden. In the past, international standards were modified to
some extent for implementation in Sweden, but they are now generally adopted as Swedish standards
without modifications.

84. European standards are transposed into Swedish standards according to mandatory regulations
on national implementation. An A-deviation is included in the European standard ifconflicting Swedish
technical regulations exist. It is legally impossible to implement a European standard nationally if
conflicting technical regulations have not been inciuded as A-deviations.33

31According to Sweden's experience, the introduction of mutual recognition has posed some difficulties with
respect to construction products and simple pressure vessels. France is for example said to cause technical
trade barriers to Swedish exporters of forestry tractors. Outside the EEA Swedish exporters have encountered
burdens and high costs in meeting technical requirements in Hungary, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Mexico,
Russia and Turkey.

32A review of proposed solutions and remaining problems is to take place during 1994.

33The CEN/CENELEC International Regulation defines an A-deviation as a national deviation from a European
standard due to regulations the alteration of which is for the time being outside the competence of the
CEN/CENELEC member. When requesting an A-deviation, the member must make exact reference to the legal
requirements and the reasons for them.
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85. Swedish food legislation, covering all foods and ingredients, corsists of food laws, decrees
and ordinances with regulations. The National Food Administration is in most cases the competent
authority on food regulations. Thus, the Administration is responsible for all regulations concerning
public health in the veterinary field as well as all regulations concerning other kinds of foodstuffs.
Food legislation has been subject to substantial revisions due to the EEA. In the public health field
these revisions cover hygiene for establishments dealing with foods of animal origin (slaughterhouses,
cutting establishments, dairies, etc.) as well as residues of veterinary drugs in foods. Due to the
harmonization to EEC directives, regulations were arnended in areas such as food standards, additives,
labelling, pesticide residues, foods for special nutritional uses, drinking water and official control.

(c) Sanitary regulations

86. Sweden has been able to maintain high standards with regard to animal health due both to import
restrictions and its benign geographical location. Control measures are applied on imports of live animals
and animal products to protect Swedish livestock against contagious diseases such as foot and mouth
disease, classical swine fever, newcastle disease and salmonella. Imported breeding stock is subject
to strict rules to avoid importation of genetic defects and hereditary diseases.

87. In its accession negotiations with the EU, Sweden requested additional guarantees that imported
live animals be free from a number of contagious diseases, in order to maintain the present satisfactory
situation. Sweden proposed that EU establishments carry out controls on meat products and eggs in
accordance with Swedish standards, so that each consignment could, if passed, be issued with a
clean-health certificate. The Swedish authorities would then carry out non-discriminatory on-the-spot
checks with respect to infections such as salmonella. The question ofmaintenance ofSwedish veterinary
and phytosanitary controls on EU exports has not yet been settled. Negotiations were still being held
in September 1994.

(d) Phytosanitary regulations

88. The Division for Plant Protection Service of the Swedish Board of Agriculture and the Swedish
Seeds Testing and Certification Institute examine plants and, if necessary, control organisms.
Phytosanitary regulations aim at preventing the introduction and spread ofharmful organisms on plants
in Sweden. Certain very harmful organisms (quarantine organisms), such as beet necrotic yellow vein
virus, tomato spotted wilt virus, fireblight, potato ring rot, potato brown rot, potato wart disease, root
rot on raspberry, Bemisia tabaci and colorado beetle, are to be reported and controlled according to
the Swedish legislation. Otherdangerous organisms, for example pinewood nematode (Bursaphelenchus
xylophilus), may be given the status "quarantine organism" if found at inspection.34Imports are checked
at the border by sampling.

34The Secretariat's first TPR report on Sweden noted that the import prohibition on certain conifferous sawn
wood products from Canada, Japan and the United States would be reviewed in the light of ongoing Nordic research
programmes. Studies concluded that the pinewood nematode could survive in Nordic forests; the import ban
is therefore still applied, but importation maybe allowed oncertain conditions, includingappropriateheat treatment
and fumigation.
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89. The Swedish Board of Agriculture issues regulations concerning the quality and health of nursery
stock. Controls on production and wholesale trade are carried out by the Division for Plant Protection
Service. Compulsory regulations exist for seed potatoes, raspberries and strawberries. The ordinances
were reviewed in the first half of 1994 for their compliance with EU regulations.

(e) Environmental regulations

90. The Swedish Government presented an Ecocycle Bill to Parliament in February 1993, calling
for more cyclic management of goods and production, with re-use and reclamation in order to reduce
waste and promote a more efficient use of natural resources. According to the authorities, the bill
represents a first step towards an Ecocycle Society, to be achieved most effectively through a legally
binding "producer responsibility" principle.35 The principle extends the responsibility of producers
or manufacturers of packaging to deal. in an environmentally acceptable manner, with items that have
ceased to serve their original purpose and become waste. The principle may also affect importers and
distributors.

91. The "producer responsibility" principle has been introduced for PET polyethylene terephthalate)
bottles.36 All firms bottling beverages or importing beverages in PET bottles need a special handling
permit. As of 1 January 1994, handling permits are only issued to applicants able to prove that they
can recycle or re-use at least 90 per cent of the PET bottles for which they are responsible. The bottle
return system must rely on deposit/refund payments vis-à-vis consumers. Deliberate or negligent
contravention of the rules could result in a fine or up to one year imprisonment; however, liability
is not adjudged for trivial offences.

(xv) Intellectual property rights

92. A revised Trademark Act entered into force on 1 July 1994, aimed at stemming the occurrence
of counterfeit trade mark goods and at strengthening protection of intellectual property rights. A
proprietor of a trade mark or a licensee, submitting reasonable grounds to suspect an infringement
ofhis right and thus a risk of continued infringements, may request a court to prohibit further violations
under penalty of a fine.37 The prospects for a proprietor to obtain an appropriate ruling on damages
have increased as compensation is to cover the use of the trade mark as well as any additional damage
caused by the infringement. Damages may not be reduced on the grounds of minor carelessness, and
the user of a trade mark in good faith may be liable to pay compensation where this is considered
reasonable.

35"Producer responsibility" is based on the "polluter pays" principle, restated at theJune 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development.

36The 1991 Act on Certain Beverage Containers was criticised by the Swedish Competition Authority for
having anti-competitive effects. The Authority recommended the establishment of alternative recycling systems
and pointed out that imports would be restricted through specific national requirements, such as on labelling and
boule design. The Authority also warned that cooperation on recycling systems among rival producers might
infringe the rules on competition. The amended Act (the PET Law) entered into force on 1 July 1993, placing
refill systems on par with recycling systems.

37Previously, an indictment for a trade mark infringement was brought by the Public Prosecutor only at the
instance of an aggrieved party.
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93. Under the Act, the maximum punishment for an infringement of an intellectual property right
has been raised from six months to two years imprisonment. Attempted violations or preparations
to violate proprietors' rights are also punishable. A person acquiring counterfeit trade mark goods
for the purpose of resale is punishable under the new provisions as the provisions cover gross negligence
(culpa lata) as well as intent (dolus). Illegal vending of counterfeited trade mark goods in streets and
on street markets may also be curbed under an Act on Public Order since goods offered for sale in
a public place contrary to the conditions of the seller's vending permission may be seized or forfeited.

94. Sweden's customs officials may not intervene ex officio in order to seize counterfeits and have
no legal authority to open packages in search of goods with unlawfully affixed trade marks.38The
customs service is not required to inform parties affected by counterfeits if such goods are discovered,
but may notify the Police and the Prosecutor authorities. Fowever, since the importation of certain
merchandise is secret according to the Swedish Secrets Act, notifications can only be made if
confidentiality concerns are outweighed by more important interests.

95. The agreement in the Uruguay Round on Trade- Related Aspect of Intellectual Property Rights
will prompt new legislation in Sweden on border measures against imports of counterfeit goods.

96. Sweden's Competition Authority recommended to the Ministry of Justice in March 1993 that
an exhaustion rule on copyright for films and video cassettes be introduced. The Competition Authority
considered the lack of exhaustion of the holder's rights to be unsatisfactory from a competition
perspective; it favoured a global exhaustion rule, with no protection against parallel imports from
any country.

(xvi) Government procurement

97. Sweden's Parliament adopted a new Public Procurement Act in 1992, principally in order to
fulfil Sweden's commitments under the EEA Agreement. The Act has applied since 1 January 1994.

98. The Act applies to procurement carried out by the State, regional or local authorities, bodies
governed by public law, associations formed by one or several such authorities, and bodies governed
by public law.39 Special provisions govern the award ofpublic supply contracts, public works contracts,
public contracts within the utilities sector (water, energy, transport and telecommunications), and public
service contracts. There are also provisions regarding such aspects as reviews and damages. The
Act was amended in December 1993, principally to include provisions on public procurement under
the threshold values, currently ranging from ECU 200,000 for procurement of supplies and services
to ECU 5 million for public works contracts.40

38Under the Customs Act, packages may only be opened to check that the notification and information
obligations have been observed in accordance with Sweden's customs regulations.

39The previous law applied only to central government procurement. The law also requested that in cases
of equivalent tenders the contracting authorities give preference to suppliers located in the four northernmost
counties of Sweden.

40These provisions have no equivalent under EEA or GATT obligations. Prior to the amendment such
procurement was governed only by the Act's principle of good business practice, and by criteria for the award
of contracts, reviews and damages.
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99. The Government has commissioned the Swedish Competition Authority to investigate the use
ofcompetitive tendering in regional and local government services, including municipalities and county
councils. Final results are to be presented by the end of 1994 and will be used to evaluate the scope
for competitive tendering in public services. The Swedish Agency for Administrative Development
has been entrusted a similar task with respect to public services made available by the central
administration.

100. An independent government authority, the Board for Public Procurement. was formed in
March 1993. Its tasks include supervision of the new Public Procurement Act41 and the implementing
ordinance, which covers purchases and obligations under the Tokyo Round Agreement on Government
Procurement. The Swedish Competition Authority is involved in procurement matters ifcomplainants
make reference to the Competition Act; the National Board of Trade is involved if complainants make
reference to trade policy related matters. The Board of Trade's major function is - after close contact
with the industry and other national authorities - to advise the Government and provide it with basic
documentation for negotiations and decisions in trade policy issues.

101. In the negotiation of the new Agreement on Government Procurement. run in parallel with
the Uruguay Round, Sweden supported initiatives to promote transparency, non-discrimination and
full coverage of all public procurement of supplies and services (including construction). Sweden's
public procurement legislation will be amended to take account of the new Agreement. negotiated in
parallel with the Uruguay Round, on government procurement. The total procurement value of the
24 Swedish entities covered by the Tokyo Round Code in 1992 was SDR 747.2 million, of which SDR
246.65 million exceeded the threshold value of SDR 130,000. This contrasts with an estimated total
procurement value of SEK 260 billion in the Swedish public sector in 1991.42

(xvii) Anti-dumping and countervailing duty actions

102. Sweden is a party to both the Tokyo Round Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of
the GATT (Anti-Dumping Code) and the Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI,
XVI and XXIII of the GATT (Subsidies Code). The legal basis for anti-dumping and countervailing
actions in Sweden is the 1985 Ordinance on Dumping and Subsidy Investigations. Investigations are
carried out by the National Board of Trade, acting on petitions from firms or representatives of the
affected industry.43 However, decisions on the initiation of an investigation or on the imposition of
temporary or final measures are taken by the Government.44 The procedures are described in detail
in the first Secretariat report on the trade policies of Sweden.

41These responsibilities previously rested with the National Audit Bureau.

42The estimate includes purchases by central government entities (SEK 100 billion), regional entities
(SEK 30 billion), and local entities (SEK 130 billion).

43The authorities of an interested third country may also file petitions.

44Sweden's legislation in this area will need to be modified, according to the authorities, to incorporate the
appeal procedures negotiated in the Uruguay Round; at present, under Swedish law, government decisions on
anti-dumping and countervailing measures are final and may not be appealed.
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103. Countervailing duties have never been imposed in Sweden, and anti-dumping legislation is
used sparingly. Currently, no anti-dumping measures are applied. Since 1980, eight investigations
have been conducted. Five of these cases were initiated or completed between 1990 and 1993, three
of which were terminated without any measures taken; these concerned imports of plywood from the
United States and the former Czechoslovakia; fertilizers from Romania and the former German
Democratic Republic and PVC tubes from Poland and the former Czechoslovakia Anti-dumping
measures have beentaken against particle board and hardboard from Poland and the former Soviet Union
and against medical X-ray film from Japan.

104. As of 1 January 1994, with the entry into force c. the EEA Agreement, anti-dumping measures
are no longer to be applied in trade between member countries in products covered by the Agreement.
Instead. charges of dumping will be dealt with under EEA rules on competition.

(xviii) Safeguards

105. Sweden has no specific safeguard legislation in the sense ofGATT Article XIX, and has never
invoked the Article.

(xix) Other matters

106. Recenteconomic andpolitical developments, particularly inthe Baltic States, central andeastern
Europe, pose new challenges to the implementation of Swedish import regulations. Observing a rise
in illicit trade, Swedish Customs has introduced new measures, including mobile border control units
with X-ray equipment and other special instruments, to check goods, travellers and transportation means.

107. Highly taxed goods such as cigarettes and alcoholic beverages have traditionally been prone
to being smuggled into Sweden. Illegal importing appears not to be diminishing despite certain reductions
in excise duties; in particular. seizures of alcohol were unusually large in 1993. The authorities also
strive to limit the inflow of dangerous goods and substances. Most of the detection and confiscation
of illegal narcotics takes place at the border by customs officials; about 90 per cent of the seizures
relate to traffic with EU and with other EFTA countries. Strict Swedish arms regulations imply that
certain weapons, such as teargas pistols, that may be bought legally in some other European countries
may not be imported or sold in Sweden.

108. Smuggling of goods from countries that were formerly part of the Soviet Union has increased
markedly. In addition to seizures of spirits, cigarettes, doping preparations and arms, the Swedish
authorities have been armed by discoveries of illegal trafficking in rare and precious metals. including
scandium. rubidium. osmium and caesium 133, from Russia and the Baltic States. with Sweden being
used as transit country.45 Customs officials have also uncovered cases where goods in transit to east
European countries have been "Iost" in Sweden or the tariff classifications of consignments have been
altered from a high- to low-tax content.

45Moreover. certain dangerous metals are frequently handled carelessly by inexperienced persons. Swedish
Customs also check that radioactive or contaminated materials are not included in regular metal imports from
republics of the former Soviet Union.
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109. Aiming to formalize and strengthen co-operation across borders, Sweden concluded bilateral
customs cooperation agreements with Estonia, Hungary and Russia in 1993. At present, agreements
with the Czech Republic and Latvia await parliamentary approval and negotiations are progressing
with the Ukraine and Lithuania. Swedish Customs has also given increased priority to computer-assisted
auditing and other ex-post controls; additional annual customs revenue derived from such procedures
has risen from SEK 30 million in 1989/90 to more than SEK 120 million.

(3) Measures Directly Affecting Exports

(i) Export prohibitions

110. Sweden applies export prohibitions in accordance with United Nations resolutions on Iraq and
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). Goods not covered by sanctions, such
as medicines, are subject to surveillance licensing. Sweden's restrictions on trade with Angola, Haiti
and Libya are in accordance with decisions of the United Nations' Security Council.

(ii) Export controls

I11. The National Board of Trade issues about 1,000 export licences annually for non-agricultural
products. All exports to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea are licensed. Exports of scrap
metals are licensed and restricted. except in trade with other EFTA countries and the EU. Restrictions
on iron and steel scrap. the only remaining export barrier in metal trade between EEA countries, were
abolished with the entry into force of the EEA Agreement.

112. Fish exported for sale in foreign auction centres is subject to licensing.46Surveillance licensing
is applied on cheese and sugar, the latter due to Sweden's membership in the 1992 International Sugar
Agreement.

(iii) Export restraint arrangements

113. Sweden is not party to any export restraint arrangements. according to the authorities.

114. Sweden has long-standing agreements with the United States (1979) and Canada (1981) concerning
trade in cheeses.47The authorities have undertaken to ensure that any export restitutions, or other
State payments. do not result in Sweden's cheese export prices undercutting prices of the same or similar
cheeses in Canada and the United States.

(iv) Export cartels

115. The prohibition inSweden's 1993 Competition Actagainst anti-competitive cooperationamong
enterprises was further strengthened with regard to international trade with the entry into force of the
EEA Agreement, which prohibits agreements that aim to hamper, limit or distort competition, or have
similar effects, within the EEA. The Agreement specifically prohibits arrangements involving direct
or indirect price fixing; controls on production, markets, technical development or investment; market

46his regulation is obsolete and will be abolished soon, according to the Ministry of Agriculture.

47The agreement with Canada is a joint arrangement with Finland and Norway.
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sharing; and discriminatory treatment of trading partners.48Any such arrangements are null and void
and may thus not be invoked in a legal dispute.49

116. The EFTA Surveillance Authority has the same competence and authority concerning enforcement
of competition policy in participating EFTA countries as has the European Commission within the
EU.50 Competition cases within the EEA are divided between the two bodies according to fixed criteria.
The Commission deals with cases affecting trade between EU countries and also between these and
one or more EFTA members; the EFTA Surveillance Authority handles cases involving intra-EFTA
trade. Mixed cases, involving an EU member and one or more EFTA countries, fall under the EFTA
agency if more than 33 per cent of the combined turnover of the companies involved is derived from
the EFTA area; all other cases are investigated by the Commission.

117. The EEA Agreement contains specific rules and procedures for co-operation between national
authorities and the surveillance authorities. Enterprises and government authorities in EFTA countries
are obliged to furnish any information sought by the EFTA Surveillance Authority, whose officials
may, ifdeemed necessary, visit company premises to examine records and collect other evidence during
an investigation. Official requests for information from the surveillance authorities may be directed
to enterprises anywhere within the EEA; Swedish companies may thus also receive questionnaires
and other requests from the European Commission. However, the Commission does not have the right
to conduct enquiries in Sweden, but may request the assistance of the EFTA Surveillance Authority;
the opposite applies when the EFTA agency investigates actions of companies established in the
European Union.

(v) Export promotion

118. The Swedish Trade Council. funded by the Government and Swedish industries, is the central
organization for export promotion activities. The rôle ofthe Government in export promotion activities
wasthesubjectofa 1991 whitepaper,51 which formedthebasis forabill toParliament inFebruary 1992.
According to guidelines in the bill, government funds should mainly be directed towards information
and advice of a general nature to Swedish enterprises. The Trade Council may also provide more
specific assistance on a commercial basis, i.e. clients are expected to cover the full costs associated
with the services rendered.

119. The new policy entails a major reduction in government contributions to the Swedish Trade
Council. State funding is scheduled to fall by 50 per cent over a three-year period, starting in
fiscal 1992/93. The net cost to the Government of general export promotion activities was
SEK 55 million in 1992/93 (Table IV.3), the latest year for which estimates are available.

48However, block exemptions apply for agreements concerning sole distribution, exclusive dealerships and
servicingofmotor vehicles, patent licensing. specialization, research and development, franchising and know-how
licensing. The list of EEA block exemptions may be further extended.

49Provisions do not exist in Sweden as in some countries, for national courts to award damages to interests
injured by illegal anti-competitive behaviour.

50The authority may impose fines up to 10 per cent of a company's annual turnover, for deliberate or
unintentional violations of Articles 53 or 54 of the EEA Agreement.

51Statens offentliga utredningar (1991a).
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Table IV.3
Export promotion in Sweden, 1989/90 to 1992/93
(SEK million)

1989/90 1990191 1991/92 1992N3

General export promotion 129 136 137 55

Export credit guarantees 257 4i3 335 17

State supported export credits 64 3 2 76

Total support 450 552 474 148

Note: Estimates are based on the net costs to government (NCG) method, used in EFTA annual surveys of industrial aid and the OECD
project "Subsidies and Structural Adjustment".

Source: GATT document L/7162/Add.15, 17 February 1994, updated by the Swedish authorities.

(vi) Export finance

120. The Swedish Export Credit Corporation, owned by the State (50 per cent) and Swedish
commercial banks, has been involved in financing long-term export contracts, to a total of more than
SEK 140 billion since its inception in 1962. The institution applies a conservative policy regarding
credit exposures and has been able to maintain a strong credit rating during a period of substantial
turmoil in Swedish financial markets. As its policies have tended to result in lower funding costs,
the Swedish Export Credit Corporation has a comparative advantage in granting credits with maturities
ranging from three to ten years, usually denominated in U.S. dollars.

121. Emphasis on conservative lending and a small, efficient organization implies that the Corporation
as a rule does not grant credits directly to exporters, except some large Swedish enterprises listed on
the Stockholm stock exchange. Instead, the Corporation finances projects arranged with the backing
of the Swedish State or governments of certain other OECD countries, or refinances paper negotiated
by banks, which often act as loan agents. Foreign banks of solid reputation may participate in the
financing of Swedish exports, except for concessional credits.52

122. The current Swedish export boom is reflected in the activities of the Swedish Export Credit
Corporation, which extended a record volume of medium- and long-term export credits in 1993. Most
capital goods projects are located in the more dynamic developing countries, notably in East and South
EastAsia, but also to some extent in Latin America. Credit periods are long; construction commonly
takes two to five years to complete with a repayment period of eight to twelve years. Export credits
by the Corporation are extended. according to the authorities, strictly in compliance with OECD
guidelines on such financing.

123. Decisions concerning concessionary credits are taken by the Swedish Board for Investment
and Technical Support (BITS), a government agency under the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, in
accordance with guidelines for development co-operation established by Parliament. All credits approved

52Selected foreign banks issue guarantees covering Swedish exporters. The Corporation is negotiating
co-operation agreements with banks wishing to participate in the financing of Swedish exports of capital goods.
Projects frequently involve deliveries from several Nordic countries, in which case the Corporation works with
the Nordic Investment Bank and other specialized institutions to find competitive financial solutions.
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by BITS, are administered (against compensation) and financed by the Swedish Export Credit
Corporation.53

124. According to the Corporation, credits related to the State Support System (s-system) amounted
to SEK 16.4 billion out of total outstanding Corporation loans of SEK 54.1 billion at the end of 1993.
The demand for such loans has fallen in recent years; in 1993 loans under the s-system anounted
to SEK 1.5 billion against total new long-term loans by the Corporation ofSEK 13.1 billion. However,
the State Support System is still important to exporters since it provides, at no charge, a credit
commitment that remains valid, at a fixed interest rate, for four to six months; this allows the exporter
the time to shop around for alternative financing.

(vii) Export insurance

125. The share of Swedish exports insured by the Swedish Export Credits Guarantee Board (EKN)
varies between 3 to 10 per cent for any given year. EKN guarantees cover both against commercial
and political risks, normally limited to 80 to 90 per cent of the loan. Under EKN's statutes, residual
risks may only be assumed by the lender, i.e. the exporter or the arranging bank. Swedish mechanical
engineering industries are dominant users of EKN guarantees, notably for forestry projects,
telecommunications, electric power, infrastructure and plant contracting work.

126. Half of EKN guarantees are currently related to short-term credits. Effective 1 July 1993,
EKN established a new department to separate short-term guarantee operations from the remaining
guarantee underwriting business. The decision to grant greater independence to short-term guarantee
operations is designed to facilitate possible future adaptation of EU competition rules, under which
State agencies may not operate under conditions more favourable than those applying to private firms.54

127. Further changes were made in EKN regulations in 1992/93, to reflect the increasing
internationalization ofexporting activities. EKN may now insure transactions with 100 per cent foreign
content if the exporter is a Swedish entity.55 Foreign exporters, such as trading houses and foreign
subsidiaries of Swedish companies, may be covered by EKN guarantees provided Swedish products
comprise at least 50 per cent of the transaction value.

128. OECD surveys of guarantee underwriting institutions in developed countries have concluded
that EKN premium charges for long-term credit guarantees are slightly above the international average,
but that the institution has been among those most open to underwriting risks. EKN operations showed
an accumulated loss of SEK 3.1 billion, on a cash basis. as of 30 June 1993.56In addition, between

53The Corporation also arranges balance-of-payments loans to countries in central and eastern Europe on
behaf of the Swedish Government. Loans, which represent the Swedish commitment within the Group of 24
Countries, are guaranteed by the Swedish National Debt Office. Disbursements were made to Estonia and Latvia
in 1993.

54During the second halfof 1992, EKN stepped in to aid exporters suddenly stripped ofcover as the domestic
financial crisis forced several private insurers to abandon the short-term guarantee market; the withdrawal of
domestic private insurers has subsequently been partly compensated by foreign insurers entering the Swedish
market for the first time.

55The risk must be acceptable and also improve the risk spread in EKN's portfolio.

56The figure represents around 2 per cent of EKN's total commercial transaction volume.
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1980/81 and 1992/93, SEK 2.9 billion was charged directly to the national budget, relating to interest
compensation (SEK 2.3 billion), debt write-offs for Poland and Egypt, balance-of-payments support
for certain countries and indemnifications under certain guarantees decided by the Government. Before
this period, EKN had been self-supporting since its foundation in 1933.

129. The full cost to the Government of EKN operations thus far is difficult to measure, given the
uncertainties regarding outstanding guarantees, ofSEK 28.5 billion on 30 June 1993, and recuperation
of outstanding claims of SEK 18.3 billion.57 In accord with a government decision, EKN has since
30 June 1990distinguished betweenoperations relating topreviously issuedguarantees ("old" business)
and guarantees issued after that date ("new" business). The accumulated deficit arising fromold business
is to be restricted to the extent possible by loss-prevention actions and active recovery measures by
EKN. Any final losses will be charged to the State budget.58 Operations relating to "new" business,
divided into a "normal" system and a Long-Term (LT) system, should in principle be self-supporting.59

130. Until the change, to "old" and "new" business in mid-1990, EKN issued so-called normal
guarantees and guarantees under the State Support system (the s-system), previously known as the
s/u system. S-guarantees were introduced in 1979 whereby EKN guaranteed specific high-risk projects
because of their particular importance to the Swedish economy. Such projects currently fall under
the LT-system with regard to "new" business.

131. EKN guarantees for developing countries (u-guarantees) were introduced in 1962 to support
Swedish exports considered particularly desirable from a development perspective. The system was
abolished retroactively in 1978, but u-guarantees and s-guarantees were combined to form the s/u-system,
which for some years represented a higher volume ofbusiness than the normal guarantees. Development
aid projects have subsequentiy disappeared almost entirely from EKN operations. Instead. EKN has
administered a separate guarantee scheme relating exclusively to soft credits granted by the Swedish
Board for Investment and Technical Support since 1984. Any deficits occurring under the scheme
are charged to the State budget for development assistance. As per 30 June 1993, development aid
guarantees commitments amounted to almost SEK 8.3 billion, the main beneficiaries being India and
China, with guarantees amounting to SEK 3 billion and SEK 2.6 billion, respectively.

57EKN calculations based on risk assessed principles indicate a total cost to the State of approximately
SEK 2.9 billion. However, an optimistic alternative scenario yields a gain of SEK 1 billion, while the most
pessimistic calculations indicate a loss ofSEK 11 billion. Almost 90 per cent ofthe amount ofoutstanding claims
are included in bilateral debt consolidation agreements. EKN-guaranteed claims are also covered in eight
multilateral agreements in the Paris Club. By country, the major claims relate to Poland (SEK 4.2 billion), Brazil
(SEK 3 billion), Peru (SEK 1.4 billion) and Democratic People's Republic of Korea (1.2 billion). The Swedish
Export Credits Guarantee Board, Annual Report 1992/93.

58EKN considers a no-gain/no-loss outcome attainable in the long term.

59EKN accounts show a net loss of SEK 182 million for 1992/93 because of major losses related to "old'
business. The net profit from "new" business operations amounted to SEK 210 million.
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132. Outside the scope of other operations, Parliament decided during 1992/93 that EKN can guarantee
exports to and investments in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Russia within a guarantee ceiling of
SEK 1 billion.60 Such guarantee underwriting is to be effected in accordance with special criteria intended
to reduce risk taking. By March 1994, EKN had received applications for these guarantees amounting
to SEK 2.8 billion. The Government set aside SEK 150 million to cover possible losses in the 1993/94
budget and the same amount for 1994/95.

133. According to the authorities, the activities of the Swedish Export Credits Guarantee Board,
the Swedish Board for Investment and Technical Support, and the State Support System administered
by the Swedish Export Credit Corporation are in conformity with international agreements such as
OECD guidelines for officially supported export credits ("consensus").

(4) Measures Affecting Production and Trade

134. The points ofemphasis in Sweden's current industrial policies are to deregulate and strengthen
competition, privatize State-owned companies, promote industrial research and development and the
diffusion of new technology, stimulate small-scale enterprises, and secure the short- and long-term
supply of energy on internationally competitive terms.

135. As a consequence ofthe entry into force ofthe EEA Agreement, most industry support measures
currently require notification to, and clearance from, the EFTA Surveillance Authority.61 The basic
principle established is that government support must not distort competition or trade between the member
countries in a manner contrary to their common interest.62 Support measures contravening the provisions
of the Agreement, according to decisions by the EFTA Surveillance Authority or the EFTA Court
of Justice, must be terminated or adjusted, and any effected payments must be recovered.

(i) Adjustment assistance

136. Swedish State support to industries was cut significantly during the 1980s. In the process,
by 1 July 1992. firm-specific aid had been eliminated and sector-specific programmes had been
terminated, including write-off loans for the textile industry, adjustment aid, export promotion for certain
industries, cash support for the financing ofships; and by 1 July 1993, support for exports of industrial
projects and systems had been stopped. The Government has declared that financial aid to enterprises
should be minimized and would, to the extent such measures are still justified, be granted within the
framework of industry-wide schemes.

137. Adjustment assistance may be granted as regional support if industry restructuring is likely
to result in significant local unemployment (Chapter IV(4)(v)). Sweden intends to join an EU programme
based on "Business and Innovation Centres" (BIC), with certified centres linked ina European network.
The local offices seek to support innovativeprojects in regions undergoing substantial structural change.

60The special facility became available in April 1993 for transactions with the Baltic States and in July 1993
with respect to Russia. In an historicalperspective, the major reason for the establishment of EKN in 1933 was
the need to provide state guarantees to facilitate exports to the same countries.

61The notification and approval requirement also covers the geographical definition of regional support areas
in Sweden. Subsidies accorded by local authorities also require clearance by the EFTA Surveillance Authority.
Financial assistance from municipalities is in principle prohibited in Sweden but may nevertheless occur.

62Article 61 of the EEA Agreement.
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The Government has granted SEK 3 million to establish a BIC office in the so-called Four Cities Region
(Trollhättan, Vänersborg, Uddevalla and Lysekil).

138. Under the 1990 agricultural reform programme, temporary direct payments were introduced
for the initial three, later extended to five, years of the reform, to alleviate the income effects of lower
product prices, and specific programmes implemented to reduce production of milk and traditional
crops such as cereals. The temporary income support to crop producers amounted to SEK 1,100 per
hectare in 1990/91, gradually reduced to SEK 700 in 1992/93. However, in 1993, Parliament decided
to establish a new system of direct payments, effective until mid-1994, in preparation for EU
membership. The estimated government expenditure on direct payments to the crop sector is
SEK 980 million.63

139. Farmers shifting land from traditional crop production to non-food use are eligible for lump
sum payments, although these have been reduced each year from SEK 9,000 a hectare in 1991/92 to
4,000 a hectare in 1993/94. Additional support, limited to SEK 500 million, has been made available
for reforested land or conversion into wetland. The conversion programme was changed in 1994,
allowing farmers to leave the programme until 1 July 1996, with no land conversion, against repayment
of 20 per cent of the initial grant; limitations on land use were also removed. in theory allowing a
possible increase of 900.000 hectares of arable land under cultivation.

140. Direct supply control measures on milk production ceased with the abolition of the quota system
in 1989. However, the authorities have extended an early retirement scheme under the former
agricultural policy. encouraging older farmers, between age 60 and 65, to withdraw from milk
production. A special grant was also available for farmers suspending milk production between
September 1990 and May 1993.

141. Heavily indebted farmers in economic difficulties due to the reform have qualified for special
aid. Support has been granted for reconstruction or closure, advisory services and training.

(ii) Research and development

142. Sweden operates four major schemes for technical research and development. The estimated
cost to the Government of these measures was SEK 385 million in 1992/93. up from SEK 300 million
in 1989/90 (Table IV.4).

143. The National Board for Industrial and Technical Development (NUTEK) administers most of
the State support to technological research and development. Beneficiaries are universities, technological
research institutes, co-operative (government/industry) research institutes and, to a minor extent,
individual firms and inventors.

144. The main objectives of the Fund for Industry and New Business, a public foundation, are to
promote the development of new products, processes and systems for industrial production as well
as to promote start-ups. The capital of the Fund amounted to SEK 2.8 billion in July 1994.

63The average payment per hectare is SEK 700 a year: oilseeds cultivation will not qualify for support until
1994/95.
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Table IV.4
Swedish State aid to industries, 1989/90 to 1992/93
(Net cost, SEK million)

1989190 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93

Technicalresearch and development
Research and development (NU TEK) 137 141 156 158

Fund for industry and New Business 82 77 59 85

Energy research programmes 35 24 24 31

Fund for Energy Technology 46 61 134 111

(Total) (300) (303) (373) (385)

Employment and training
Vocational training 239 256 918 808

Recruitment aid 240 230 875 1:512

Regional aid to enterprises
Location and development grants 605 485 51.9 436

Location loans 98 119 62 43
Loans to regional investment companies 48 71 0 0

Employment grants 236 273 278 203

Reduced social security contributions 469 419 286 407

Transport aid 304 320 287 269

Regional development funds (SME) 144 168 307 86

Total support 2,683 2.644 3,905 4,149

Note: Estimates are based on the net costs to government (NCG) method. Net costs of grants are actual amounts paid less repayments
and royalties: for guarantees, claims paid less fees received and recoveries; for loans, the estimated capital cost based on the
difference between the government borrowing rate and actual interest payment received; concerning equity capital, the estimated
capital cost based on the government borrowing rate and dividends received; and the value of tax concessions are estimates of
revenue foregone.

Source: GATT document L/7162/Add.15, 17 February 1994, with updated estimates provided by NUTEK.

145. Fund support is concentrated on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). In order to receive
support, a project must involve substantial risks, but have potential to become commercially successful,
and sufficient financing through ordinary market channels must not be available. Aid is granted in
the form of capital against royalties, as loans with conditional repayment and as guarantees. Grants
are repayable through royalties on sales of profitable products. The maximum amount of an award
cannot exceed 50 per cent of the cost of a project.

146. Start-up capital is available in the form of personal loans to an entrepreneur or as an unsecured
debenture loan to a company. The loan maximum is 30 per cent of the total amount of required financing
up to a maximum loan ofSEK 1 million. The loans are for a maximum term of fifteen years, including
a five-year grace period, and carry reduced interest rates during the first five years, leading to an overall
rate of interest roughly three percentage points below the market rate. Supplementary loans may be
granted under certain conditions.
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147. The energy research programmes are primarily aimed at establishing scientific and technological
competence and expertise in universities, colleges and in commercial life to support the development
and conversion of the energy system in accordance with policy guidelines decided by Sweden's
Parliament. The fund for energy technology supports research, development and the commercial
introduction of new technology for energy production and environmental protection.

(iii) Production subsidies. taxation concessions and other budgetary measures

148. The Government has increased labour market support since 1989 to combat rising unemployment.
Important schemes include assistance for vocational training and recruitment aid. All firms regardlte
of industry are eligible. Vocational training is offered to avoid disruption in production due to a lack
ofskilled workers, to avoid lay-offs, and to assist workers in danger ofbecoming unemployed. Support
is provided in the form of grants, at a maximum rate of SEK 35 an hour. Aid for vocational training
rose from SEK 231 million in 1989/90 to SEK 918 million in 1991/92. In 1992/93, the aid for vocational
training amounted to SEK 808 million.

149. Recruitment aid seeks to increase employment, mainly of the long-term unemployed and of
those who are disadvantaged due to, for example. social problems. The maximum grant amounts to
65 per cent of the total wage cost of a new entrant for a period not exceeding 6 months. Net support
rose from SEK 240 million in 1989/90 to SEK 1,512 million in 1992/93.

150. The excise tax reduction system applying to industrial users of energy was reformed, effective
1 January 1993, both because energy taxes, despite previous reductions, appeared to constrain the
competitiveness of Sweden's industries and because questions were raised concerning the compatibility
ofthe system with GATT principles and EU rules. Currently, manufacturing industries and commercial
horticulture are exempt from the energy tax on fuels and electricity and pay carbon dioxide tax at
25 per cent of the general rate.64 The shortfall in government revenue from these concessions has been
balanced by increases in electricity and carbon dioxide taxes for non-industry consumers.

151. Sweden levies a tax on advertising. The tax rate is lower, at 4 per cent, on advertisements
printed in general newspapers than on advertising in other media, at 11 per cent, The implicit annual
subsidy to Sweden's newspapers has been estimated by the authorities at approximately
SEK 370 million.65Sweden's daily press also receives financial support from the State budget, distributed
through the Press Subsidies Council. Production subsidies, of SEK 423 million in 1993/94, are paid
to daily papers with low household coverage at their place of issue. Daily newspapers, including
high-coverage papers. that co-ordinate their distribution qualify for distribution support. with
SEK 73 million allocated in 1993/94. Subsidies, equal to some SEK 8 million in 1993/94, are also
available to stimulate rationalization, and are principally targeted at financially weak, low-coverage
dailies. The press support scheme is currently under review.

64Transitional regulations applying for 1993/94 limited the amount of carbon dioxide tax paid by industry
to 1.2 per cent of the sales value of their output.

65Statens offentliga utredningar (1991b), p. 710.
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(iv) Pricing and marketing arrangements in agriculture and fisheries

152. Before the agricultural reforms of 1991, seven market regulation associations operated in Sweden
in accordance with directives issued by the National Agricultural Market Board. The associations,
in order to enforce administered prices, managed supply and demand for grains (wheat, rye, barley,
oats, mixed grain and flour), oilseeds, fish, potatoes, dairy products, meat and eggs. In addition, the
National Agricultural Market Board administered price and marketing arrangements for beet sugar
and poultry meat. Underpinned by border measures, notably variable levies and export subsidies,
domestic prices were set at levels well above world market prices. Farmers were, however, required
to pay marketing fees, which were the main source of finance for exports of surplus production.

153. Deregulation of price and marketing controls began on 1 July 1991. Border protection was
retained, pending the outcome of the Uruguay Round, but Parliament reduced import levies, in order
to bring prices of imported goods into line with the expected decline in domestic market prices.
Similarly, export subsidies were either abolished or reduced. The market regulation associations were
dissolved, but trading operations with respect to grains and oilseeds were transferred to a new government
agency, the Swedish Board of Agriculture (SBA), replacing the National Agricultural Market Board
and the National Board of Agriculture. Some support and regulatory measures were also maintained
in other agricultural sectors.

154. In the present system applying to milk production, internal reference prices are established
administratively to determine the value of variable import levies. The reference prices are not
underpinned by regulatory measures; domestic prices are allowed to fall and there are no export refunds.
However. farmers receive a headage payment per milk cow, equal to SEK 1,600 in 1992/93.66A price
compensation system designed to level out costs between production of cheese, liquid milk and milk
powder is being phased out and is scheduled to terminate at the end of 1994.

155. A slaughter fee. previously financing meat exports, was abolished in 1991. Instead, government-
financed export subsidies were introduced, but on a temporary basis and at annually reduced levels.67
Cuts in government-financed price support for sheepmeat and lamb were combined with increases in
the import levy on 1 July 1991 and 1 July 1992. The increases compensated for cuts of
SEK 2 per kilogram on each occasion. Headage payments were introduced in beefproduction in 1990;
premiums applicable in 1992 were SEK 1,000 per suckler cow and SEK 155 for heifers and male cattle.

156. A levy on first processing of cereals milling fee), generating around SEK 700 million a year,
is the main source of funding for a grain redemption system, covering barley, oats, wheat and rye.68
Border protection, in the form of variable levies, is applied to support the domestic price level.

66The measure, rather than raising administered reference prices, was introduced to compensate farmers for
cost increases.

67Budget allocations for 1991/92, 1992/93 and 1993/94 were SEK 200 million, SEK 150 million and
SEK 100 million, respectively.

68Government funding will be made available should revenue from the milling fee not cover the full cost
of market regulation. Price regulation levies on fertilizers and pesticides, raising SEK 249 million for the grain
price redemption system in 1991/92, were abolished on 2 December 1992.
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Redemption prices have been cut significantly as a result of the agricultural reform,69 but are still higher
than the export prices obtained by the SBA.70Swedish production has contracted in response to the
new policy, which also includes acreage reduction programmes, but the grain surplus is still substantial,
around 20 to 25 per cent ofa normal harvest. The loss on exports ofgrains and grain products amounted
to SEK 1 billion in 1991/92.71

157. According to the 1990 Food Policy Decision, rapeseed production was to be kept at an unchanged
level during a four-year transitional period, ending with the 1994/95 marketing year. The harvest
is bought by the SBA; purchasing contracts were replaced by a tendering scheme in 1993/94, to be
succeeded by a redemption price scheme in 1994/95. The domestic processor, Svensk Oljeekstraktion AB
(Exab), pays the SBA world market prices for Swedish seeds. The deficit incurred by SBA in this
operation is financed by a "fat production levy" applied both on Exab's output and on all imported
fats and oils used in food production.

158. Prior to the 1990 reform, sugar production was tightly controlled by the Government, which
determined the acreage under cultivation as well as domestic prices for sugar beets and white sugar.
Sugar producer prices in Sweden were underpinned by variable import levies, while acreage controls
aimed to limit output to quantities that could be absorbed in the domestic market. Starting with the
1991 harvest, all regulatory measures, except import levies, were eliminated. Beet growers henceforth
concluded delivery contracts with the processing industry (Sockerbolaget), with the cultivated area
required to fulfil the contract thus subject to the farmer's discretion. Sockerbolaget also undertook
to purchase surplus production, but at a considerably lower price, equal to 25 per cent of the normal
contract price.72

159. The market regulation organization for table potatoes (Sveriges Potatisinteressenter) closed
on 1 July 1991. The Swedish market for table potatoes is accordingly not subject to direct intervention
to influence prices. However, the reference price applied to calculate the variable import levy is
increased stepwise throughout the marketing season to encourage storage and thus even out fluctuations
in domestic supply.73

160. Potatoes for industrial use are grown only by farmers under contractual obligation to supply
Sweden's processing industries for potato starch. Until 1993, potatoes were also grown for the
production of alcohol. Farmers are assisted by the same import levy as that applicable to table potatoes
and by variable levies on imported starches, resulting in Swedish prices for technical starch of some

69For example, the redemption price forwheat fell fromSEK 1,3 per kg. on 1 March 1991 to SEK0.9 per kg.
on 1 November 1993.

70Further details concerning the rôle of the SBA in managing the redemption system is provided in
Chapter IV(2)(xi), on State trading.

71A poor harvest in 1992 reduced the estimated cost for 1992/93 to SEK 64 million.

72Conditions were modified in 1992; farmers delivering up to 9 per cent in excess of contracted quantities
now receive the normal price of the following season less storage costs.

73The average reference price amounted to SEK 1.08 per kg. in 1991/92 and 1992/93. No import levy was
applied in 1991/92; apoor harvest resulted in producer prices substantiaIly above the reference price. The reverse
situation occurred in the following year; producer prices declined by more than 50 per cent in response to a
good harvest and an import levy of SEK 0.4 per kg. was reintroduced in September 1992.
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75 to 100 per cent above world market prices during 1990 to 1993. However, major consumers, notably
the paper industry, are in principle offered Swedish potato starch at world market prices. The rebate
is financed by the Government.74

161. Acreage support is applied in combination with other measures for some minor crops. Cultivation
of kidney beans is assisted by a payment. equal to SEK 1,255 per hectare in 1 992, and a variable import
levy. Growers of forage seeds (timothy, clover, etc.) receive acreage payments and price support.75
Subsidy arrangements for peas were changed in 1991; acreage payments were abolished while export
subsidies to the processing industry were raised to SEK 0.30 per kg. of preserved peas.76

162. The Swedish Board of Agriculture administers the price compensation scheme (RÅK-system)
for processed agricultural products. mainly products that are subject to "free trade" among EU/EFTA
countries (Protocol No. 2 items).77The aim of the scheme is to compensate domestic processors for
differences between domestic and world market prices on agricultural raw materials. Sweden applies
either an external or an internal system for this purpose.

163. Under the external price compensation system, imports of processed foodstuffs are subject
to variable levies calculated either on the basis of standard recipes or according to actual amounts of
inputs used. Sweden's manufacturers of processed agricultural products are then granted price
compensation on exported products in accordance with declared amounts of domestic raw materials.
The internal system compensates Swedish processors for the actual extra cost of using domestic
agricultural inputs. Equalization fees are applied on finished goods. imported or domestically produced,
but not on exported goods.

164. The current food policy reform, aimed at reducing dornestic agricultural prices, would, barring
major decreases in world commodity prices, narrow differentials between Swedish and world market
prices and thus reduce the compensatory amounts provided under the scheme. Import levies collected
under the price compensation systems amounted to SEK 581 million in 1992/93 and export refunds
totalled SEK 457 million. Processors of pharmaceutical preparations received a special refund of
SEK 37.4 million.

165. The Swedish price compensation system has thus far not distinguished between trade with
EU/EFTA countries and trade with other countries. However, the EEA Agreement foresees reductions
in import levies and export refunds in trade among EEA members with the introduction of a net

74The estimated subsidy in 1992/93, limited to 27,500 tons of starch, amounted to SEK 35 million.

75Payments differ among crops, ranging from SEK 100 to 1,600 per hectare and SEK 0.25 to 5.50 per kg.
Total annual support amounts to approximately SEK 10 million.

76The subsidy amounts to around SEK 10 million a year. Sweden exported nearly 24,000 ions of frozen
peas, mostly to the EC, in 1991.

77Sweden also applies price compensationto certain products falling within HS chapter 16, which is not covered
by Protocol No.2; however, compensation measures relate only to agricultural ingredients where marine products
are concerned (HS 16.04 and 16.05).
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Price supplements were provided to fishermen through a scheme administered by the National Board
of Fisheries (Fiskeriverket) and the Market Regulation Association for Fish (Svensk Fisk) until the end
of 1993.80The system was underpinned by a price regulation levy, of maximum 6 per cent, covering
almost all species imported or landed by Swedish vessels as well as certain fish products. Price
regulation fees were abolished 1 January 1994; the last remaining import fees - on fillets of cod,
haddock, coalfish, whiting and redfish - were removed on 1 July 1993.81

167. The authorities have estimated that some SEK 42 million would remain in the price regulation
fund as ofmid-1994; the money is to be spent on measures to alleviate problems in the Swedish fisheries
sector ahead ofEU membership.82Proposed allocations ofSEK 5 million each include export subsidies,
disposal of surplus fish through producer associations and regional support.83

(V) Regional support

168. Sweden has pursued an active regional policy for many years. About 20 per cent of the
population lives in the Swedish regional aid areas.84Regional aid is disbursed under eight main schemes:
location grants, location loans, development grants, loans to regional investment companies, employment
grants, reduced social security contributions, transport aid and support to small firms in rural areas.

169. Location support has been available since 1965, but regulations have been revised on various
occasions. The Government, NUTEK orCounty Administrative Boards award grants on a discretionary
basis for investment in production capacity and associated needs; grants generally are limited to
35 per cent of eligible investment costs in support area 1 and 20 per cent in area 2 (and temporary
support areas), with the combined limit for grants and loans being 70 per cent (area 1) and 50 per cent
(area 2).85 Loans are principally made on prevailing market conditions. Grants may be reclaimed

on fish products. EFTA countries have not, however, been required to adopt specific EU regulations in the
fisheries sector and do not take part in the Common Fisheries Policy.

80Price support has been a major source of income in the herring fisheries. amounting, according to the
authorities, to SEK 45.5 million against a total catch value of around SEK 122 million in 1992/93.

81Law (1974:226) concerning price regulation in the fisheries sector and regulation (1986:428) have been
replaced by a new market regulation law (1993:649) and a new regulation (1993:651). The new; law assumes
that Swedish fishermen will form producer organizations modelled on arrangements in the EU and that the former
market regulation association will continue its information activities.

82Statens offentliga utredningar (1993a).

83Export subsidies worth SEK 120,000 had been distributed by March 1994.

84The main aid areas are known as support areas 1 and 2. Parliament has decided to designate some new
municipalities into aid area 2 and to redesignate some communities in area 2 to area 1. In addition, the Government
has designated temporary support areas, at present covering 21 municipalities (8 per cent of Sweden's surface,
5 per cent of the population) until 30 June 1995. These areas are characterized by rising unemployment and
significant change in the local economic structure.

85Company premises may bave little, if any, value in the secondary market, rendering financing difficult
through the regular credit market (location Ioans were introduced on 1 July 1992 because of the Swedish banking
crisis). Support may also be considered justified for other reasons, for example to compensate for high construction
costs in remote areas.
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1 69. Location support has been available since 1965, but regulations have been revised on various
occasions. The Government. NUTEK or County Administrative Boards award grants on a discretionary
basis for investment in production capacity and associated needs; grants generally are limited to
35 per cent of eligible investment costs in support area 1 and 20 per cent in area 2 (and temporary
support areas). with the combined limit for grants and loans being 70 per cent (area 1) and 50 per cent
(area 2).15Loans are principally made on prevailing market conditions. Grants may be reclaimed
if conditions, particularly the creation of jobs. are not met. Job creation conditions are not attached
to development grants, which are awarded for intangible investments, such as marketing. product
development, patent or licensing investments. and training made by small enterprises.

170. Loans to regional investment companies, introduced in 1982, may only be decided by the
Government. Loans are typically free of interest during the first years and carry a repavment grace
period of ten years; the amount of the loan is normally equal to, or double the amount of equity of
theowners, who are mainly private investors. In return for the subsidy the Government usually demands
a share of the increase in value of the company.

171. Employment grants cover part of the start-up costs associated with hiring additional labour
Grants are allocated in fixed portions over five years, the total grant being SEK 200,000 per additional
man-year in support area 1 and SEK 120,000 in area 2. Parliament recently decided to increase the
grants to SEK 250,000 in area 1 and SEK 150.000 in area 2. raising the budgetary allocation from
SEK 200 million in 1993/94 to SEK 250 million in 1994/95.

172. Social security contributions are reduced by ten percentage points in support area 1 for employers
engaged in activities such as agriculture. forestry. business services, mining and quarrying (except
iron ore) and certain manufacturing sectors (excluding pulp. paper. iron. steel and ferro-alloys).86
The reduction is also available for some activities in parts of aid area 2. The stated purpose of the
tax concession is to compensate enterprises for some of the permanent drawbacks and additional costs
of being located in cold and remote areas. The estimated impact on the State budget of this tax
concession is presently about SEK 500 million per fiscal year.

173. Transport aid was introduced in 1971 in order to place companies in northern Sweden on a
more equal footing with enterprises situated closerto the main markets.87The scheme is administered
by NUTEK and parents amount to around SEK 300 million per year. Support is differentiated
according to distance and geographical areas and can cover from 10 to 50 per cent of transport costs.
According to statistics for 1992, about 90 per cent of the aid was channelled to enterprises located
in the four northernmost counties; by sector, the main beneficiaries were engineering. wood processing,
chemical and foodstuffs.

'5Company premises may have little. if any, value in the secondary market, rendering financing difficult
through the regular credit market (location loans were reintroduced on 1 July 1 9 because ofthe Swedish banking
crisis). Support mayalso beconsideredjustified forother reasons, forexample to compensate for high construction
costs in remote areas

"6In addition. a five-percentage-point reduction applies in four municipalities (Boden, Luleá, Älvsbyn and
PiÙ? until the end of 1995.

'Production of pulp, paper, metals. certain steel products and iron ore does not qualify for transport aid.
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174. State funds are also allocated to some other regional schemes. A public foundation provides
risk capital to northernSweden (Norrlandsfonden). The Government has proposed to strengthen the
fund's capital base by SEK 300 million.88About SEK 180 million. of which NUTEK administers
SEK 80 million, is available for special infrastructure projects in priority regions undergoing severe
structural change inthe 1994/95 State budget. The Swedish Government is aiso committed to contribute
to a Nordic development fund, established in 1986. for the Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland.
Sweden' share of the basic fund capital is US$5.4 million, with the final instalments due in 1995.

175. Starting I January 1991. a new government authority operating from Östersund
(Glesbygdsmyndigheten) is in charge of elaborating and co-ordinating policies for sparsely populated
regions. A major part of its funding is spent on specific projects. Östersund, since February 1993,
also hosts an expert group for research in regional development (ERU).

176. Since 1990, agricultural reforms have been implemented on the condition that deregulation
and lower product prices would not entail any significant change in the profitability of agriculture in
northern Sweden. Farmers in northern areas, comprising about 60 per cent of Sweden's territory,
therefore receive additional support in the form of price supplements (on milk, beef, veal, sheep, lamb
and pigmeat) and direct payments per animal (milk cow. youngstock, lamb and slaughter pig) in line
with the Uruguay Round mid-term agreement on decoupled support.89 In 1993/94 most ofthe assistance
accrued to producers ofmilk (SEK 700) million) and meat (SEK 196 million). Other regional agricultural
support was related to direct payments for sows (SEK 9 million), milking goats (SEK 2 million) and
hens (SEK 3 million) and as acreage support for cultivation of table potatoes (SEK 9 million).

177. Agricultural processing industries in northern areas, including dairies, slaughterhouses and
egg-packers, are compensated for high transportation costs relative to processors elsewhere in Sweden.
Forecast payments for 1993/94 total SEK 65 million. of which dairies are to receive SEK 43 million
and the slaughter industry SEK 20 million.

83SEK 100 million ofthese funds is to come from the closure ofanother foundation (Stiftelsen Industricentra),
which as owner had planned. constructed and operated industrial centres, and rented out space in these centres
to small manufacturing companies. The additional SEK 200 million to Norrlandsfonden is to be provided in
direct payment.

89Paymentsaredifferentiated according to four zones (five for milk production), the lowest aid intensity accruing
to farmers in the southernpartsof the support area.

90Slaughterhouses also receive a supplement for cattle, horses, sheep, lamb and pigs slaughtered for sanitary
reasons.
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(vi) Other measures

178. Support to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), defined as firms with less than
200 employees, is also channelled through regional development companies. established in each of
Sweden's 24 counties. The companies replaced the former regional development funds as from
July 1994.91The regional companies provide loans, development capital and loan guarantees as well
as information and consulting services for SMEs. Total lending ofthe former finds has averaged some
SEK 600 million in recent years.

91The companies wili co-operate more closely with SMEs and their representatives and are expected to be
more cost effective. A State holding company owns 51 per cent of the regional development companies.

Box IV.3: Swedish regional policy and EU membership

Regional policies in the EU consist of both national measures financed by individual member States,
which are subject to Community approval, and schemes under EU provisions that use the so-called
"structural funds. The structural funds have been established to promote specific objectives, namely
development and structural adjustment in backward regions (Objective 1); restructuring in areas seriously
affected by industrial decline (Objective 2); combating long-term and youth unemployment (Objective 3);
facilitating industry restructuring by supporting measures such as retraining (Objective 4); adjustment
and modernization of agriculture and fisheries (Objective 5a); and development support for rural areas
(Objective 5b).

Aid may be provide in accordance with Objectives 3, 4 and 5a anywhere in the EU; areas eligible for
Objective-1 support are defined by the EU Council; and the EC Commission designates Objective-2 and
-5b areas on the recommendation of member States.

In Sweden's accession negotiations with the EU, discussions in the area of regionai policy focused on the
possibilities for Sweden to receive support from structural funds. Broadly defined support under
Objective 1 is essentially unavailable for Sweden since the prime designation criteria is that regional per
capital GDP not exceed 75 per cent of the EU average. Therefore, the EU Council has agreed to
establish a new Objective 6, based on population density, not to be above 8 inhabitants per square
kilometre, but in all other respects equivalent to Objective 1. Objective 6 areas in Sweden roughly
correspond to existing national support arcas 1 and 2.

The Swedish Government expects a considerable EU contribution to regional policy projects in coming
years. The agreed allocation in the 1995 EU budget for Swedish Objective-6 areas is ECU 41 million,
rising to ECU 51 million in 1999. The indicative allocation under other EU programmes (Objectives 2
to 5b) is ECU 227 million for 1995, gradually increasingto ECU 248 million in 1999.

According to the Swedish authorities, national regional policy schemes will continue in approximately the
same direction as in the recent past. with a coverage at least equal to the present level.

Source: Government of Sweden. Prop. 1993/94:140.
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179. The total financing capital amounts toSEK 2.5 billion. Despite a high risk level, the long-term
objective is that yields cover at least inflation. The regional companies extend loans with rather high
interest rates in order not to compete with banks. New business loans may be granted somewhat lower
interest, similar to the German scheme "Eigenkapitalhilfe". Development capital can cover 50 per cent
of the project cost and is often repaid on a royalty basis.
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V. TRADE POLICIES AND PRACTICES BY SECTOR

(1) Introduction

1. Throughout the 1980s and particularly towards the end of the decade - a period of strong
economic expansion - prices for goods and services rose faster in Sweden than in most other developed
countries.1 The interaction between high prices and wage pressure posed cost problems for both export-
and import-competing sectors. Moreover, the relatively high Swedish prices for certain items also
suggested that regulations and non-competitive conditions in certain sectors affected the availability
of imports, which would normally limit the scope for large or permanent price differentials vis-à-vis
other markets, A government study of competitive conditions in 61 sectors, carried out between 1989
and 1991, identified several sheltered sectors with dominant suppliers as well as various regulations
and arrangements affecting competition.2

2. Efforts to increase competition in the Swedish economy include unilateral liberalization of imports
of textiles, clothing and footwear; agricultural deregulation; and introduction of a new competition
law (in mid-1993) with more rigid provisions and strengthened surveillance. The EEA Agreement
may also help to increase competition in certain sectors, for example, in construction through
harmonization of production standards and opening of the public construction market to bids from
contractors in other EEA members. Efficiency in the public sector is also to be increased, with more
active use of internal pricing and competition from private suppliers for services such as medical care
and education.

(2) Agriculture

3. In 1988, the Swedish government proposed structural reforms in several areas, including food
policies. Existing agricultural support was considered to be costly and inefficient. Border protection
was burdensome; economic agents had few, if any, incentives to control costs; the price support
mechanism impeded long-term development; and as a result, food prices were rising faster than prices
for other products, reinforcing inflationary pressures.

'Eurostat data based on purchasing power parities indicated that Swedish prices were on average some
40 per cent above the average EU level in 1992; following the krona depreciation the differential is estimated
to have narrowed to approximately 20 per cent in January 1994, the price gap in goods was most marked for
food, beverages and construction materials. Price differentials were generally larger for services, notably rents,
medical care, transport services and restaurants. The level of taxation may be one major explanatory factor as
far as beverages and restaurant services are concerned. The boom conditions in the 1980s drove property rents
and construction prices to unusually high levels, followed by significant price declines during the subsequent
recession.

2A simplified summary of the findingsofthe report (SOU 1991:28) is reproduced in Table AV. 1. However,
it should be noted that the presence of several non-competitive factors in a sector does not necessarily indicate
that monopolistic pricing is actually taking place, only that conditions exist that might allow such behaviour.
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4. Following the recommendations ofan ad hoc group (Livsmedelspolitiska Arbetsgruppen) appointed
to flesh out the reform measures, a new food and agricultural policy, adopted by Parliament in June 1990,
sought to achieve the objective of internal deregulation over five years. New measures in the dairy
sector would apply from 1 July 1990, while other schemes would begin one year later.

5. Deregulation of agricultural markets implied abolition of guaranteed intervention prices and
the administrative structures and regulatory measures employed to attain them, as well as of export
subsidies and the producer levies applied to finance them. Strong political opposition to unilateral
changes in border protection led to variable import levies being retained, pending the outcome of the
Uruguay Round. Deregulation was accompanied by commodity- and sector-specific transitional
arrangements to encourage retrenchment in sectors with excess production capacity. Livestockholdings
were expected to adapt more quickly than crop producers.

6. The Swedish authorities interpreted the "standstill" provision regarding agricultural support,
agreed during the mid-term review of the Uruguay Round, to imply that farmer compensation above
the 1989 level could only be provided as "decoupled" income payments. The first payments, a specific
amount per milk cow, were made in December 1989. The headage payments were seen as a transitional
measure pending the outcome of the Uruguay Round. Other reform measures in the dairy sector included
special income payments to milk producers in 1990/91, improved terms under the "milk pension" scheme
and arrangements which would encourage farmers to switch from milk cows to suckling cows, while
the price equalization system for dairy products would be phased out.

7. Purchase prices for grain would be gradually reduced. Crop producers would be eligible for
direct income payments. grants for land conversion or investments to convert arable land into forests
or wetlands. Export subsidies would be phased out. and producer levies, declining production and
prices were expected to eliminate the need for export subsidies by 1993/94. The oilseeds sector would
not be deregulated before 1994/95.

8. Swedish support levels, measured in producer subsidy equivalent (PSE), were well above the
average among OECD members before implementation of the reform programme began (Table V. 1).
The differential widened in 1991 due to sharp increases indirect payments in combination with bumper
crops. Scheduled reductions in compensation payments resulted in lower support in 1992 and 1993;
however. the declining Swedish PSEs in 1993 mainly reflect the marked depreciation of the Swedish
currency. importantly for Sweden, while its producer support remains substantially above the OECD
average, the differential vis-à-vis the European Union (whose PSE has increased) has narrowed.

3The group had broad political representation, and was serviced by staff at the Ministry of Agriculture with
assistance from a reference group comprising economists and senior government officials. It proposed deregulation
of domestic markets over a three-year period. Producers were to be compensated for anticipated lower product
prices through directpayments.
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Table V.1
Swedish agricutural support, net producer subsidy equivalents, 1989 to 1993
(Per cent and SEK billion)

1989 1990 1991 192 1993

OECD average 37 42 41 41 42

European Union 40 46 48 47 48

Sweden

All products52 57 64 58 52

Livestock 55 58 61 57 55

Crops 47 55 69 62 44

Net total PSE (SEK billion) 16.7 18.6 20.1 16.0 14.9

Source: OECD Secretariat.

9. Sweden applied for membership in the EU on 1 July 1991. Swedish producer prices for most
livestock products and certain crops were of concern at the initial stages of the reform, given the objective
ofjoining the European Union, with immediate integration into the Common Agricultural Policy, on
1 January 1995. The price gap has largely been closed, particularly after the fixed krona parity with
the ECU was abandoned in November 1992; in fact Sweden increased grain redemption prices during
1993 to adapt to EU price levels. Other adjustments have included abolition of import levies on protein
feedstuffs and price regulation levies on agro-chemicals, a special export subsidy scheme for processed
food, additional funds for meat exports, a reduction in the headage payment per milk cow and an acreage
payments programme for crops applying in 1993 and 1994. Border protection for certain animal products
and grains was also reduced in 1993. The authorities made further adjustments in the reform programme
following the conclusion of the negotiations on EU accession in March 1994.4

10. Anticipation ofthe conditions applying under eventual EU membership may have had significant
impact on investment and production levels during the reform period. Net fixed capital formation
in agriculture turned negative in the mid-1980s and the capital outflow accelerated after 1989. However,
renewed interest in livestock production as from 1993 may have been influenced by factors such as
the possible Swedish share of the EU milk quota, and enrolment in the land conversion programme
by prospects concerning entitlements under the EU set-aside programme.

11. The initial budgetary allocation for the agricultural reforn programme, until 1 July 1996,
amounted to SEK 13.6 billion. excluding export subsidies and direct payments. Expenditure related
to the agricultural reform has fallen gradually, but nevertheless totalled around SEK 25 billion from
1990/91 to 1993/94. Outlays include SEK 5 billion in export subsidies for grains, and direct payments
amounting to roughly SEK 6 billion.

12. Due, inter alia. to the Swedish application for EU membership, the conversion programme
for the crop sector slowed, leaving export surplus costs higher than expected. Direct payments were
reduced in order to adapt to EU levels.

4The programme for conversion of land was adapted to the CAP set-aside programme.
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13. While the agricultural reform programme may have increased the tax burden on the population
in the short run. consumer benefits were expected in the form of lower food prices and a more
differentiated supply. These objectives would have been undermined had border protection remained
unchanged while domestic producer prices were declining. Border protection was thus reduced by
10 per cent in mid-1991 to try to avoid any bias against imported commodities. However, analyses
ofreductions in Swedish producer prices and their expected transmission through the food chain indicate
that competition from imports may not have been sufficiently strong to avoid processing industries
in some sectors taking advantage of lower raw materials prices to increase profits, thus capturing rents
which were intended for consumers and primary producers.

14. Border protection by Sweden, outside the EU, is set to fall with the conclusion of the
Uruguay Round. Compared to the 1986-88 base period, the final bound tariff rates offered by Sweden
(including tariffication of variable levies and other charges) could imply commodity-by-commodity
reductions in border protection ranging from 15 to 100 per cent (Table V.2). While import levies
applied in 1994 are below final bound rates for important items such as dairy products, certain grains
and white sugar due to the agricultural reform programme and the international market situation, major
declines may need to take place in the "new" tariffs for various meats, eggs and potato starch. The
precise reductions are, however, difficult to gauge at this stage since the Swedish tariffoffer is expressed
in both specific and ad valorem rates of duty for most agricultural products, the bound rate being the
higher of the two alternatives for each tariff line.

Table V.2
Effect of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Swedish border protection for selected agricultural products
(SEK per kg. and per cent)

Product Baserate Applied Final Percentage Percentage
of duty import levy bound reduction reduction

(1986-88) (1994) rate in bound final bound
rates vs. 1994

applied rate

Beef 18.98 18.30 13.20 30 28

Pigmeat 12.42 9.70 7.94 36 18
Sheep and lamb meat 17.46 12.90 12.71 27 1

Chicken 10.98 9.75 7.02 36 28
Milk 4.38 2.40 3.70 15 n.a.

Milk powder 20.96 9.70 10.48 50 n.a.

Butter 12.13 iO.00 10.30 15 n.a.

Cheese 26.79 9.20 16.50 38 n.a.
Eggs 6.04 7.35 3.86 36 47

Wheat (not durmm) 0.95 0.50 0.70 26 n.a.

Rye 0.92 0.95 0.69 25 27

Barley 0.82 0.70 0.69 16 1

Oats 0.79 0.65 0.66 16 n.a.

Potato starch 2.90 2.20 1.73 40 21
White sugar 2.93 1.94 2.49 15 n.a.

Oilcake (soya) 1.14 Nil 0.70 39 n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.

Note: Import duties for meat refer to whole or half carcasses. duties are higher on meat cuts. The tariff reductions in the last column
are maximum estimates; the Swedish offer is expressed in specific and ad valorem terms for most agricultural products. the valid
binding being the highest of the rwo rates.

Source: Ministry of Agriculture. Stockholm: and GATT Secretariat estimates.
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(i) Crop production

15. The food policy reform has accelerated the trend towards farm concentration. The total area
of arable land in Sweden declined from close to 3 million hectares in 1980 to 2.77 million hectares
in 1992; more slowly than the number of farms over the same period, as many smaller farms (under
30 hectares) have ceased production. Land actually used in crop production is currently just over
2.5 million hectares, mainly due to conversion programmes.5

16. In the late 1980s and in 1990, farmers received compensation for afforestation of arable land,
leading to a reduction in plantings of grains and oilseeds. However, at the same time, a land law was
impeding further structural adjustment, by prescribing that land ought to be used productively
(Brukningsplikten). Farm land could not bepermanently withdrawn from production without the consent
of the Regional Agricultural Board, which could decide on alternative uses. Under the agricultural
reform programme, the obligation to sustain farming was removed as from . July 1991 and further
measures were introduced to encourage non-food production (Box V. 1). Land affected by conversion
programmes totalled 375,000 hectares in 1992/93.

17. Due to a decision in 1994. farmers are allowed to leave the conversion programme (before
1 July 1996) against repayment of 20 per cent of the initial grant. The limitations on land use have
also been removed. Relaxation of these measures could theoretically boost the surface of arable land
under cultivation by up to 900,000 hectares. Enrolment in the Conversion Scheme was low in 1992/93
and 1993/94; Swedish farmers may have been concerned about risking possible base acreage entitlements
under the EU set-aside programme in the event of Swedish accession.

(a) Cereals

18. Production ofgrain increased in the 1980s, leading to recurring surpluses, particularly ofwheat,
and regular loss-making export sales. Under the market regulation system administered by the Swedish
Grain Trade Association, redemption prices were set well above world market levels. Farmers were
penalized for excess supply by reduced prices; deficits incurred in exports at international prices were
financed by milling fees and taxes on fertilizer and pesticides.6 These disincentives were, however,
inadequate to curb excess production, and in 1987 the authorities turned to set-aside and conversion
schemes to encourage reductions in the total grain area.7

5According to statistics for 1980, 2 per cent of all arable land was fallow and another 1 per cent was not
utilized. The share of fallow land increased considerably (to 7 per cent) until 1989. Subsequently, the land
conversion programme caused a marked increase in areas registered as unutilized, from 46,000 hectares to
223,000 hectares, between 1990 and 1991. The share of tallow land has declined gradually since 1989, to
2 per cent in 1993, while the present unutilized areais somewhat smaller than in 1991.

6The milling fee was introduced in 1953, affecting all wheat and rye processed for human consumption in
Sweden. The price regulation fee on fertilizer came into effect in 1982, the tax on pesticides in 1986. The milling
fee was extended to barley and oats on 1 July 1988 and to triticale (a mixture of rye and wheat) in 1994. The
funds required to finance export losses normally amounted to several hundred million Swedish kronor every year.
The Government would absorb a share of unexpectedly large deficits.

7The programmes were known as Träda87 and Omställning 90 (Conversion-90).
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19. The initial efforts to limit production were not sufficiently successful. Favourable weather

in 1990 resulted in a record grain surplus, even with one sixth of the cereals area subject to set-aside.
The 1990 Food Policy Decision therefore introduced more radical measures for the crop sector. The
market regulation association was dissolved; however, theredemption price instrument was maintained,
and regulation continued, operated by the grains department in the Swedish Board of Agriculture.8

8Thesystem was declared to be temporary and was also simplified as new redemption prices were established
by Parliamentary decision and no longer determinedin annual negotiations between the Governmentand processors,
millers, farmers and consumers.

Box V.1: Conversion measures applying to land use

Farmers receive conversion support for land which would otherwise be eligible for income support, but
has been permanently converted to use for other than food production, cultivation of food crops which do
not compete with existing production, or extensive grazing during a specified period (1 July 1991 to
30 June 1996). Support has been granted as Iump-sum payments from the Government, SEK 9,000 per
hectare in 1991/92, gradually reduced to SEK 4,000 per hectare in 1993/94. More than SEK 3.2 billion,
on average SEK 145,000 per farm, had been paid out by the end of September 1992.

At that time, some 22,355 farms representing 373,400 hectares under conversion participated in the
programme. The share of arable land under conversion exceeded 20 per cent in six counties. Another
700 farms were expected to join in 1993/94, adding 6,000 hectares to the conversion area. According to
a survey carried out in June 1993, farmers had shifted about 55 per cent of the agreed area to other use,
namely extensive pasturage (71 per cent), cultivation of other crops (16 per cent) or forests or wetlands
(13 per cent).

Land currently subject to extensive pasturage or not yet converted can easily be returned to production of
price-regulated crops after the expiry of the present programme. Current rules do not prevent such an
outcome; subsequent land use will be determined by the economic conditions applying to various crops
from the second half of 1996.

Supplementary conversion support is available to cover additional costs in investment in forest
plantations, fencing and the foundation of wetlands. By 1993, SEK 415 million had been granted for
30,050 hectares of energy and deciduous forest and 2,350 hectares of wetlands.

In order to avoid afforestation of environmentally sensitive areas, owners of such land have been paid up
to SEK 2,000 per hectare against a contractual obligation to keep land fallow for a period of five years.
The inventory of sensitive areas was compiled by the regional environmental boards in co-operation with
Riksantikvarien and the Regional Agricultural Boards. Funds earmarked for this scheme totalled
SEK 200 million in 1991/92 and SEK 250 million in 1992/93.
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20. The reform implied large. but gradual, reductions in redemption prices.9 To ensure that the
transition was socially acceptable, grain farmers' incomes were supplemented by acreage support for
all areas cultivated with price regulated crops in 1990 or covered by the Conversion-90 scheme.10
Alternatively, farmers could retire land from crop production. with lump-sum payments during a five-year
conversion period, starting 1 July 1991 (Box V. 1).

21. Some additional 160,000 hectares were withdrawn from grain production in response to the
new lard conversion schemes. The total area sown to grain amounted to less than 1.2 million hectares,
42 per cent of Sweden's total arable land, in 1992 and 1993 - a significant reduction in absolute and
relative terms since the mid-1980s." For the first time in many years, the 1992 harvest was smaller
than domestic consumption, permitting sharply reduced exports and drawdown of stocks (Chart V. 1).
However, the principal cause of the shortfall was a severe drought; a surplus of 1 million tonnes returned
with above-normal yield conditions in 1993.12 The Swedish Board ofAgriculture reckons that the cereals
area would need to be reduced by a further 250,000 hectares to achieve a lasting balance between grain
supply and demand in Sweden.13

22. In economic terms, the establishment of domestic market balance would have been irrelevant
had the price reforms been continued according to the original intentions, which might have brought
about an eventual alignment of Swedish producer prices with world grain prices. However, in view
of Sweden's application to join the EU and apply the conditions of the Common Agricultural Policy
from the first day of membership, Parliament decided in Spring 1993 to harmonize Sweden's food
policy with that of the EU. Under these conditions, the temporary grain price redemption system was
continued and instead of reductions, farmers were guaranteed price increases of around 5 per cent.
Income support was to be provided under a new system of direct per hectare payments effective until
fiscal year 1994/95.14 The export subsidy programme was extended until the end of 1994 to facilitate
the disposal of surplus grain. Exports are financed by milling fees; if this financing is insufficient
additional support will be made available through the government budget.

9The respective redemption prices for wheat, rye, barley and oats were (SEK per 100 kg.) 130, 136, 132
and 128 on 1 March 1991, scheduled to decline to 90, 96, 92 and 88, respectively, on 1 November 1993.

'°Aid is differentiated by yield survey district. On average, respective payments amounted to SEK 1,100,
900 and 700 per hectare in 1990/91 and the two following fiscal years.

11Theareaallocated to coarse grains (barley, oats and mixtures) has declinedconstantly, whileannual plantings
of bread grains (wheat and rye) have fluctuated around a fairly stable long-term trend. Since 1990, bread grains
have been predominantly autumn varieties due to governments measures and favourable weather conditions, most
coarse grains continue to be sown in spring.

12Indicators would also suggest that farmers setting aside part of their land have selected the least productive
plots for conversion. Moreover, the long-term trend points towards higher average yields because of improved
seed quality and better cultivation methods.

13The Swedish Board of Agriculture (1993).

14The average per hectare payment was SEK 700 in 1993/94, resulting in a total budgetary outlay of
SEK 980 million for the crop sector.
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Chart V.1.
The Swedish grain surplus, 1989/90 to 1993/94
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Note: The surplus cakulated as changes in stocks plus net exports - exports including milled
products, less imports - in per cent ofeach year's harvest. Figures for 1993/94 are preliminary.

Source: GATT Secretariat estimates basedon information provided by the Swedish Board of Agriculture
(Rapport 1993:4).

23. Currently (late 1994) all cereals may be imported duty free, but major domestic crops and
import substitutes are subject to variable levies. The Swedish tariffoffer in the Uruguay Round implies
consolidation of the variable levies into a bound tariff, to be reduced to an average 20.8 per cent for
cereals (HS Chapter 10) at the end ofthe implementation period. However, since domestic grain prices
have already been cut significantly under the reform programme, the variable levy applied on wheat
in 1994 is considerably below. and the levies on barley and oats are close to, the final bound rate
(Table V.2).

24. Sweden has imported relatively small quantities of cereal in recent years due to the domestic
supply situation. No imports of oats occurred between 1989/90 and 1992/93 and only minor quantities
of rye were imported in that period. Wheat imports have amounted to around 50,000 tonnes annually.
Import licences for wheat and meslin, issued only for products fit for baking, have been abolished
as from 15 January 1992.
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(b) Oilseeds

25. The area allocated to cultivation of rape- and colza seeds remained stable during the 1980s
at around 170,000 hectares, 5 to 6 per cent of total arable land. 15 Swedish oilseed production normally
exceeds domestic demand. with the surplus exported in the form ofvegetable oils or unprocessed seeds. 16

26. The SwedishOilseed Co-operation carried out market regulation activities until mid- 1991, when
operations were transferred to the Swedish Board of Agriculture, which signed contracts with individual
growers, covering acreage and minimum quality conditions, for the 1991 and 1992 harvests. These
contracts were replaced by a tendering system for 300.000 tons from producers or traders, in April 1993.
As part of the preparations to accommodate EU entry, redemption prices and income support (acreage
payments) will apply for the 1994/95 season.17

27. Domestic producers receive prices above world market levels. For the 1994 harvest, Parliament
decided that the redemption price for oilseeds of a standard quality should be the redemption price
for wheat multiplied by 2.5. This represents a redemption price of SEK 2.63 per kg.18 No tariff is
applied on rapeseed or colza seeds; the wedge above international prices is maintained through an
import levy on seeds and a "fat production levy" on imported and domestic oils.19 The Swedish tariff
offer in the Uruguay Round includes consolidation of the levy into a specific tariff of
SEK 175 per 100 kg., to be reduced to SEK 148 per 100kg. by the end ofthe implementation period.20

(c) Protein feeds

28. Protein feeds used in Sweden are either meal extracted from oilseeds (rapeseed, colza or soybean)
or feedstuffs based on gluten, fish or meat flour, potato protein, lupin seed, peas or field beans.
Consumption in 1991/92 amounted to 10,000 tons of raw protein in protein feeds, a contraction
compared to earlier years. in part due to reduced livestock production.21 Domestic raw materials cover
between 40 and 50 per cent of the total output of protein feedstuffs.

15The oilseeds area fell to around 151,000 hectares in 1991, and fell further in 1992 to around 137,000 hectares.

16Yields have increased less rapidly than in cereals production as research has been directed towards improved
quality rather than higher-yielding seeds.

17The SBA will be obliged to redeem all oilseeds offered to it. In 1993, growers and traders were responsible
for the disposal of seeds not covered by accepted tenders.

18In 1993, prices varied under the tendering system; for oilseeds delivered in autumn the average accepted
price was SEK 3.70 per kg., the highest accepted bid being SEK 3.75 per kg.; for oilseeds delivered in winter
the respective prices were SEK 4.00 and SEK 4.08 per kg.

19The system is described in more detail in Chapter IV and in the section on food processing.

20The estimated ad valorem equivalent of the final rate is 101 per cent.

21Producers of feedstuffs increasingly use raw protein extracted from rapeseed, while the inclusion of fish
flour in cattleand pig feeds has been curtailed following negative reactions from meat consumers.
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29. Variable levies have been applied to prop up the domestic price level for feedstuffs.22However,
levies on protein feedstuffs were cut by 30 per cent on 1 January 1993, and completely abolished six
months later, in order to facilitate future Swedish membership in the EU. The Swedish Board of
Agriculture expects tougher competition for Swedish feedstuffproducers. and increased imports. unless
price adjustments follow for domestic inputs, particularly reductions in the price of rapeseed meal.23

(d) Sugar beet

30. Swedish sugar production rose steadily in the 1970s and began to somewhat overshoot the targets
of the agricultural policy in the early 1980s. according to which Swedish sugar should satisfy 85 to
90 per cent of national demand in normal years.24 Production was tightly controlled as Parliament
fixed the total acreage subject to cultivation and prices for sugar beet and white sugar. Nevertheless,
good harvests resulted in considerable surplus stocks during 1988 to 1990.25

31. The agricultural reform implied deregulation of the domestic sugar market. Starting with
the 1991 harvest, each grower contracted delivery of a certain quantity of sugar with the processor
(Sockerbolaget), leaving the farmer to decide the beet area appropriate to fulfil the contract. The area
under cultivation. which had been stable at just over 50,000 hectares throughout the 1980s, fell to about
37,000 hectares in 1991. The reduced harvest permitted drawdown of sugar stocks and a subsequent
increase in the beet area.26 Sweden had a self-sufficiency ratio for sugar of 88 per cent in 1992.

32. Sockerbolaget paid farmers SEK 2, 1 17.38 per ton of contracted raw sugar in 1992, a price
reduction of nearly 10 per cent compared to 1989/90. Excess deliveries were accepted at a substantially
reduced price, equivalent to 25 per cent of the norm.27 Farmers growing sugarbeets, as well as other
regulated crops, receive temporary income support. Average support in 1990/91 was
SEK 1,100 per hectare. which has been successively reduced to SEK 700 per hectare in 1994/95.

33. Most sugars enter Sweden free of tariffs, but variable levies. ranging from SEK 1,270 per
ton raw sugar to SEK 2,300 per ton of glucose and other sugars. underpin the high domestic price
level. The Swedish tariff offer in the Uruguay Round implies average final bound rates for sugar and
sugar products (HS Chapter 17) of 34.1 per cent. Licensing applies to imports and exports of cane
and beet sugar and certain other sugars to fulfil Sweden's obligations under the 1992 International Sugar
Agreement.

22The 1990 Food Policy Decision included abolition of acreage support, at the time SEK 700 per hectare,
for cultivation of feed-quality peas. As a result, the feed pea harvest has declined by about 50 per cent.

23Jordbruksverket (1993a).

24Parliament had decided that the remaining 10 to 15 per cent of total consumption should be imported as
a gesture towards sugar-producing developing countries. However, except for the poor harvests in 1985 and
1987 only small quantities were imported.

25Market organization measures did not include export refunds.

26The area under sugar beet production amounted to 47,300 hectares in 1992 and 52,000 hectares in 1993.

27Sockerbolaget would pay SEK 529.34 per ton for so-called margin sugar. However, farmers could deliver
up to 9 per cent excess sugar in 1992 and receive the normal contract price in 1993, less deductions for storage
costs.
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34. The sole Swedish processor of sugar owns one sugar refinery and four other plants for processing
sugar beet. Sockerbolaget AB is currently concentrating production; one plant was closed after the
1992 harvest, another on the island of Gotland may halt production in late 1995, in which case all
remaining capacity will be situated in the southernmost counties of Sweden (Malmöhus and
Kristianstads län). Government support to compensate for higher production and transportation costs
at factories on Gotland and the island of Öland amounted to SEK 24.5 million in 1991/92.28

(e) Potatoes and other vegetables

35. Table potatoes were grown on approximately 29,300 hectares of farm land in 1992. The
cultivation area tends to expand until a large harvest, and correspondingly low prices. reduce plantings
in the following year. Domestic supply generally equals consumption with a recorded harvest of
800.000tons.29The estimated harvest of table potatoes in 1992 was about 945,000 tons.

36. Domestic production is assisted by a seasonal tariff on early potatoes(6 June to 5 July), otherwise
the tariff is zero, but a variable levy equalling the difference between the word market price and a
domestic reference price may apply.30 The reference price is increased gradually throughout the
marketing season to stimulate stock building and thus even out variations in domestic supply. No
import levy was charged during 1991/92 as world market prices were high; however, with low world
market prices emerging. levies were again imposed in September 1992.31

37. The market regulation association for table potatoes (Sveriges Potatisintressenter) closed on
1 July 1991 No market regulation measures apart from reference prices and variable levies apply
to table potatoes at present.32

38. The area allocated to cultivation of potatoes for industrial use (starch and alcohol) has declined
gradually from about 11,000hectares in 1980 to some 8.800 in 1992. The entire production is covered
by contracts between the growers and processors. Each year more than 200.000 tons of Swedish potatoes
are used to manufacture potato starch and. until 1994. distillers of spirits required an additional 50.000
to 90.000 tons.

2'A sugar plantation on Öland closed in 1991, cultivation of sugar beet has nevertheless continued in the
area. The harvest was transported by truck to processing plants in Skáne.

29The Central bureau of Statistics does not include potatoes grown by smallholders or destined for own
consumption. Annual production fluctuates substantially, but may be in the order of 150,000 to 250.000 tons.

30The tariff on early potatoes is 20 per cent, minimum SEK 0.25 per kg.

31As from 15 June 1993 the levy amounted to SEK 0.55 per kg. Sweden's UR offer will result in a final
bound rate ofSEK 0.25 per kg. on all potatoes except early potatoes. subject to an ad valorem rate (17 per cent)
with a specific minimum (SEK 0.21 per kg.).

32Mark regulationmay be reintroduced with EU membership. The Commission has proposed the introduce
of a market organization for potatoes as part of the completion of the internal Market.
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39. Contract prices are negotiated among farmers and processors with no government interference.
Border protection measures do not distinguish between potatoes destined for industrial uses or human
consumption. but growers of industrial potatoes may benefit from additional assistance as imported
starches are subject to a variable levy and specific tariff rates apply on imported spirits. The import
levy. currently around SEK 2 per kg., supports prices for domestic potato starch well above world
market levels.

40. Swedish consumption of kidney beans amounts to around 3,000 tons annually. Domestic
production, mostly from the island ofÖland, normally covers slightly more than 50 per cent ofdemand.
The crop is sold on contracts with local traders, Kalmar-Ölands Trädgárdsprodukterand ÖlandsFrö AB.
Domestic production is assisted by a variable import levy, however, no levy is imposed on imports
at present. Farmers also receive temporary acreage support; SEK 2 million was allocated for this purpose
in the 1993/94 budget. Remaining demand is covered by imports from the Netherlands, the only other
producer of kidney beans.

41. Cultivation of peas (not dried) for human consumption is assisted by a 16 per cent ad valorem
tariff. No variable levy is applied. Acreage support. SEK 150 per hectare, wasendedafter the 1990/91
budget year. but export support to the processing industrywas increased fromSEK 0.25 to0.30 per kg.
The annual export subsidy totals around SEK 10 million. The pea harvest declined from 62,500 tonnes
in 1990 to 38.500 tons in 1991. while exports of frozen green peas were almost unchanged at close
to 24,000 tons. The European Union is the main export market. with a tariff quota for frozen peas
from Sweden under the new bilateral agricultural agreement.34

42. Sweden had approximately 4,300horticultural enterprises in 1990, producing vegetables. fruits.
berries, cut flowers and live plants on approximately 300 hectares of covered land and 12,000 hectares
of open field. Tomatoes and cucumber are the most important products of the greenhouse industry.
which is assisted by seasonal tariffs with specific minimum rates; the ad valorem tariff reaches
17 per cent for tomatoes and 20 per cent on cucumbers during the peak marketing season for Swedish
produce. Commercial horticulture is also assisted by tax concessions, paying reduced tax on fuels
and electricity and on carbondioxide. As from 1995. undercurrent regulations, commercial horticulture
is exempt from the energy tax on fuels and electricity and pays carbon dioxide tax at 25 per cent of
the general rate.

43. Calculations based on the Swedish tariff offer in the Uruguay Round indicate that vegetable
production is relatively mildly assisted compared to other agricultural sectors; the average base-rate
duty for fresh and frozen vegetables (HS Chapter 7) is set to decline from 8.7 per cent to average final
bound rates of 6.3 per cent. However, average-rate calculations understate the actualdegree of protection
since most vegetables are subject to seasonal tariffs, with imports generally entering free ofduty during
the Swedish off-season. When tariff reductions have been completed, final rates will still exceed
10 per cent during the main marketing season for important crops such as potatoes, tomatoes, onions,
headed broccoli. brussels sprouts. cabbages, cucumbers. fresh asparagus, dried kidney beans, frozen
peas and various other dried or preserved vegetables.

"3Red kidney beans imposed from the United States may be an acceptable substitute in certain dishes. However,
according the Swedish Board of Agriculture, imported beans are of inferior quality compared to Swedish kidney
beans.

3'The EU tariff is reduced from 18 to 6 per cent for up to 12,000 tons per year.
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(f) Fruit and tropical products

44. Fruit has not been subject to any particular market regulation measures in Sweden. Import
protection is granted in the form ofseasonal tariffs on main Swedish crops such as apples, pears, plums,
strawberries, raspberries and blackcurrants.35 Tariffs will becut by 15 per cent withthe implementation
of the Uruguay Round offer, and reduced to zero for products such as fresh grapes. quinces, cherries
and raspberries.

45. Sweden applies no tariffs or import restrictions on tropical fruits such as coconuts, bananas,
dates, figs. pineapples. papayas or kiwis. Coffee, tea. maté and spices are likewise imported free of
tariffs. Coffee consumption is high by international standards, and the Swedish per capita consumption
of bananas, principally imported from so-called dollar-zone countries, is the highest in the world.

(g) Other crops

46. Ley crops have gained importance in line with the current policy emphasis on non-food
production. The area devoted to ley crops is now nearly as large as that subject to grain production,36
a major effect of the current land conversion programme which encourages farmers to shift from crop
production to extensive pasturage (Box V. 1). While no direct subsidies are paid for the harvested crop,
support is paid for cultivation ofaround 20 varieties ofclover and grass seed. Acreage and price support
to seed growers normally total about SEK 10 million per year.

(ii) Livestock

(a) Milk production

47. A steady expansion in milk production from 1977-78 to 1985 led to oversupply in the Swedish
market for milk and dairy products. A number ofprogrammes designed to reduce the surplus, including
voluntary milk delivery quotas, consumer subsidies. discounts to public institutions and an investment
ban for animal products. resulted in a 7 per cent decline in milk production from 1985 to 1989.
Nevertheless, milk and milk products were the second most highly assisted industry in Sweden in 1989
according to OECD data. and growth resumed in milk production in 1989.37

48. Policies for milk and dairy products under the 1990 food policy decision aim to reduce production
to a level that can be absorbed in the domestic market or exported without subsidies. "Consumer"
subsidies and export subsidies were removed as part of the reforms. The maximum milk price was
abolished as of 1 July 1992. The new policy measures. including more attractive early retirement
payments and a delivery suspension scheme commencing in September 1990 (Box V.2), contributed
to a decline in the dairy herd and total output in the order of 8 to 9 per cent from 1990 to 1991.

35Quantitative restrictions on apple and pear imports were replaced by sliding-scale seasonal tariffs following
a complaint by the United States under GATT Article XXIII:2 in 1988. The in-scason rate is differentiated
accordingtocustoms value so that the import price, inclusive ofcustoms duties, will normally not exceed SEK 4.50
per kg. for apples and pears.

36In 1985 the grain area exceeded the ley crop area by about 700,000 hectares.

37GATT (1990).
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Box V.2: Conversion measuresapplying to milk production

An early retirement scheme for farmers aged 60 to 65 was introduced in January 1983. The
compensation payment was calculated according to the quantity of milk delivered in a given base year,
originally 1981. The system was subsequently extended with appropriate adjustments regarding payments
and the relevant base year. The subsidy was increased to SEK 0.75 per kg. delivered milk, with 1989
used as base year, on 1 July 1990. The higher payment and uncertainty regarding the effects of market
deregulation persuaded an unusually large number of senior farmers(919) to apply for the
"milk pension" in 1990/91. Some 6,300 applications had been approved by the end of 1992. The
authorities reckon that the scheme has reduced milk production by approximately 180,000 tons. The
programme is scheduled to remain until the end of 1996.

Parliament decided in 1990 to allocate SEK 360 million to adjustment measures regarding dairy cows, of
which SEK 230 million could be granted to farmers (under age 60) suspending milk deliveries. The
decision was later changed by the Govemment so that SEK 200 million was made available to farmers
suspending milk production. with payments starting the month following the last day of milk delivery,
until the end of June 1993. Compensation was awarded to some 2,400 farmers. The estimated shortfall
in milk production amounted to 300,000 tonnes (using I July 1989 - 30 June 1990 as reference period).

Source: Jordbruksverket (1993b).

49. Milk production stabilized in 1992 at around 3.2 million tons, but forecasts for 1993 indicated
a 1 per cent increase in the number ofcows (to 533,000) and a 5.5 per cent increase in milk deliveries.38
The increase in yield has been ascribed to the 1992 summer drought. leading farmers to replace home
grown hay by forage products of higher quality. However. the increase in output per cow is in line
with a long-term trend observed since 1980 (Chart V.2); adjustments in the livestock sector since 1990
are assumed to have increased productivity.

50. Prior to the 1990 reforms, milk prices were determined by administrative decision, and the
National Agricultural Market Board decided the seasonal price supplements or other additions or
deductions (according to fat or protein content) to be made in the prices paid by dairies.

51. Since 1 July 1991, criteria regarding milk payment supplements are left to the discretion of
each individual dairy association. According to statistics for 1992, the average delivery price amounted
to SE.K 3.033 per kg., including State and regional support and other supplementary payments. No
tariffs apply to milk and dairy products, but the domestic price level for milk is assisted by variable
levies. The current variable levies on milk and the main dairy products are, however, below the final
bound tariff rates included in Sweden's offer in the Uruguay Round (Table V.2).

38GATT (1993a).

39Milk producers in northern Sweden received price supplements and direct payments per cow totalling
SEK 693 million in 1992/93.



Chart V.2
Swedish milk production, 1980-93
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Source: Swedish Board ofAgricuture.

52. Farm-gate prices have tended to be stable during the reform, while producers have received

income supplements in the form of headage payments. Support per animal has nevertheless declined

under the agricultural reform programme. from SEK 2,330 per cow in 1991/92 to SEK 1,200 in

1993/94.40 No headage payments will be made for dairy cows in 1994/95.

53. Swedish milk production is forecast to rise further in 1993/94, which could lead to a surplus
ofmilk and dairy products in the domestic market. Many dairy farmers appear to be investing in larger
berds.41 The reasons for the upturn in dairy investment are not altogether clear, but the competitiveness
of Swedish milk producers, particularly vis-à-vis their Danish rivals, has been significantly improved
withthe sharp depreciation ofthe Swedish kronasince November 1992. The policy outlook also appears

more settled at present; the accession negotiations with the European Union resulted in an animal milk

quota of 3.303 million tonnes for Swedish producers.42

0By 1992/93 dairy farmers had receved more than SEK 1.1 billion in headage payments, the average support
per dairy farmer amounted to SEK 53,000.

41The average number of cows per dairy farm was 27.2 in December 1992, up from 15.8 in 1980. The

tendency towards larger dairy farms has been constant, except during 1985 to 1987. Over the same period the

number of milk producers declined by more than 50 per cent.

42Agra Europe4 March 1994.
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(b) Beef and veal

54. Swedish beef and veal output has traditionally been a by-product ofmilk production; Sweden
had beef surpluses exceeding 10 per cent of domestic consumption in the first half of the 1980s.
Production subsequently fell, in part due to the steady reduction of the dairy herd. A simultaneous
increase in beef consumption has made Sweden a net importer of beef since 1987. The
production/consumption pattern has been similar for veal; major surpluses until 1986, followed by
increasing net imports of meat. However, contrary to beef, Swedish consumption of veal has declined
steadily since 1986 - imports have risen because production has been reduced to approximately one
third of the 1985 level. The Swedish market for veal is small compared to the demand for beef, in
1992 consumption of beef and veai amounted to around 142,000 tons and 6,200 tons, respectively.

55. Prior to the 1990 agricultural reform, wholesale prices for meat were determined in annual
consultations between the Govemment and representatives of processors, farmers and consumers.
Domestic prices were underpinned by import levies. but farmers were charged slaughter levies to finance
exports of surplus meat. The Market Regulation Association for Meat intervened to ensure that the
various meat markets were in balance and that actual prices stayed close to targeted levels.43

56. Producer prices for beef and veal rose steadily from 1986 to 1989.44 Prices declined by about
9 per cent from 1989 to 1990 in response to higher domestic production, then steadied only to rise
by about 6 per cent from 1991 to 1992, and fall by 3 to 4 per cent in 1993. Market deregulation las
thus not resulted in any marked decline in beef and veal prices, in part because border protection is
maintained through variable levies.45 Levies wereadjusted downwardon 1 July 1991; largerreductions
occurred for veal in March 1992 and, mainly due to the depreciation of the Swedish krona, also for
beef cuts in December 1992 and in January 1993. The import levy on whole beef carcasses has,
however, remained unchanged since July 1992.

57. Beef is mainly imported from Finland, Poland and Hungary, veal from Polnd and Australia.
Bilateral agricultural agreements with central European and Nordic countries provide levy reductions
or exemptions for specific quantities ofbeef or beef products. Sweden has also opened an annual zero-
duty tariff quota for4,000 tons of fresh or chilled beefand 1,500 tons ofcooked preparations for imports
from the European Union under reciprocal arrangements as part of the agricultural trade agreement
applied since April 1993.

58. Swedish beef production rose by around 10 per cent from 1992 to 1993 and further increases
are expected. The number of suckling cows more than doubled from 1990 to 1993, encouraged by
temporary support measures (SEK 115 million) for "self-recruiting" beef production, introduced in
Spring 1992. Headage payments for suckling cows and beef payments will remain in 1994/95.

43Beef imports generally served to supplement domestic production, i.e. cover supply deficits of cuts of
prime hindquarters.

44The slaughter Ievy on beef was removed in 1988 as the Swedish beef market was no longer in surplus.

4"Beef producers' incomes have also be boosted by direct payments since 1990; headage payments in 1992
amounted to SEK 1,000 per suckler cow and SEK 155 for heifers and male bovine animals.
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59. The larger beef cattle herd is also a response to the current conversion programmes. The
authorities assume that many ex-dairy farms have switched to extensive meat production. Crop producing
farmers may also have turned to beef production since the set-aside scheme allows conversion areas
to be used for extensive pasturage. The production increase may lead to new surpluses of Swedish
beef. Temporary, but gradually reduced budget support, in total SEK 450 million. was available for
exports of beef and pork from 1991/92 to 1993/94; in 1993 .he scheme was extended until the end
of 1994 with an increased allocation of SEK 100 million.46

60. According to the Swedish authorities, the current export support is not designed to maintain
high domestic prices in a surplus situation; in a deregulated beef and veal market price declines will
be required to clear the market. Border protection will be reduced as a result of the Uruguay Round;
the final bound rate for beef will be nearly 30 per cent less than the current import levy (Table V.2).

(c) Pork

61. Some 13.000 Swedish farms are engaged in pork production; the total herd comprises about
2.2 million pigs. Production is dominated by "industrial" farms with more than 500 pigs, concentrated
in urban and coastal areas in southern Sweden..

62. Swedish production ofpigmeat exceeded domestic consumption by nearly 30 per cent between
1984 and 1986. declining production reduced the surplus to 12 per cent during 1987 to 1990. The
differential almost disappeared in 1991, production and consumption amounted to 268,000 tons and
266,000 tons, respectively. The balance was maintained through 1993 as both production and
consumption rose by 10 per cent compared to 1991.

63. Producer prices rose in the second half of the 1980s as production cutbacks allowed reductions
in the slaughter levy applied to finance exports. The difference between wholesale and producer prices
narrowed in 1991. mainly because the siaughter levy was abolished as a step towards deregulation.
Producer prices have fluctuated since then, underpinned by import levies. However, the levy was
lowered by some 12 per cent in mid-199 1, a further minor reduction occurred in the beginning of 1992.
The abolition of the levy on imported protein feeds was matched by a simultaneous decrease in the
import levy onpigmeat in mid-1993. Border protection for pigmeat is set to fall further due to Sweden's
Uruguay Round commitments (Table V.2), the estimated ad valorem equivalents of the final bound
rates nevertheless exceed 100 per cent on whole and half carcasses.

64. Under the temporary export subsidy programme for beef and pork referred to above, payments
on pigmeat amounted to almost SEK 260 million for exported quantities totalling nearly 21,000 tonnes
between mid- 1991 and mid-1993. Mexico, Poland and the United States were the major export markets
in 1990 and 1991, Swedish pigmeat was also shipped to Hong Kong, Norway and Spain in 1992.
The domestic supply situation made Sweden a net importer of pigmeat in 1991 and 1992 with most
imports coming from Denmark, Hungary and the United States.47

46Of the SEK 360 million earmarked for adjustment assistance to milk producer for 1990/91 to 1992/93,
SEK 110 million was available for specific activities, including export subsidies for beef. Preliminary estimates
indicate that SEK 8 million was spent on export subsidies and SEK 30 million to market Swedish beef abroad.
Payments under the temporary export support programme amounted to SEK 136 million for 6,200 tons of beef
between mid-1991 and mid-1993.

47Imports from Hungary have been interrupted during outbreaks of swine fever.
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(d) Mutton and lamb

65. Swedish consumption of mutton and lamb fluctuates substantially, but has exceeded domestic
production, which is more stable, in every year since 1981.48 Sales ofmutton and lamb were particularly
high in 1991 as stocks were liquidated in connection with the deregulation of meat markets. Consumption
and imports have subsequently returned to more normal levels, which imply annual imports ranging
from 1,000 to 1,700 tons, primarily from Iceland, New Zealand and Australia.49

66. Producer prices reached their highest level in 1989, then declined by about 16 per cent until
1991 before recovering slightly in 1992. The price decline reflects partly the abolition of price
supplements paid by the Government50, but overstates the effect on sheep farmers' incomes as these
have also received payments per animal since 1990.

67. Swedish reference prices, which determine the level of border protection accorded through
variable levies, were increased for mutton and lamb to compensate producers for the reductions in
government price supplements in mid-1991 and mid-1992, but were left unchanged in mid-1993 as
farmers instead received higher headage payments. Import levies were reduced by about 20 per cent
between December 1992 and April 1993 to take account of the depreciation of the Swedish krona as
well as increased world market prices. Current levies are close to the final bound tariff rate offered
by Sweden in the Uruguay Round (Table V.2), which, according to calculations made by the Swedish
authorities, represent ad valorem tariff protection in the order of 60 to 70 per cent.51

(e) Poultry

68. Consumption ofpoultry (chicken) roseby about 40 per cent in Swedenbetween 1985 and 1992.
to around 50.000 tons, but was matched by a similar increase in domestic production. Swedish poultry
exports are negligible. Imports have risen threefold (in quantity) since 1985, but still account for no
more than 4 per cent of Swedish consumption. Imports are principally salted, dried, smoked, prepared
or preserved products originating in Israel, Denmark, France or Germany.

69. The poultry sector was deregulated on 1 July 1991. Prices for live chickens are determined
in negotiations between breeders and slaughterhouses; if certain specific assumptions are met these
allow farmers to cover all costs, including depreciation and labour, and a profit. Wholesale prices
for slaughtered chickens fell by 18 per cent between 1990/91 and 1993/94. The domestic price level
is underpinned by variable import levies, these remained largely unchanged until the end of 1992, but

48The average annual consumption amounted to 6,200 tonnes between 1981 and 1993, while Swedish production
has reached approximately 5,300 tons in good years.

49weden exports minor quantities of mutton and lamb.

50The price support was eliminated on 1 July 1993, having been reduced by one third per year, starting
1 July 1991.

51Mutton and lamb from Iceland is exempt from the import levy under long-standing EFTA arrangements.
The preference applies for maximum 650 tonnes reported to the customs authorities between 1 January and 30 June
with applications for exemption forwarded to the Swedish Board of Agriculture. The quota was fully utilized
in 1991/92, imported quantities were lower (592 tons) in 1992/93.
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have subsequently declined to take account of the krona depreciation.52 Sweden's Uruguay Round
undertaking concerning final bound rates imply some further reductions in border protection.53

(f) Eggs

70. In the late 1980s, Swedish egg production amounted to around 125,000 tonnes annually, of
which some 15,000 tonnes could not be absorbed in the domestic market. Production subsequently
fell, in part because the animal protection act prescribed more space per egg-laying hen. Export subsidies
for eggs were abolished in November 1990.

71. Domestic demand and supply have largely been in balance since the egg market was deregulated
in mid- 1991. Since then, foreign trade in eggs has almost exclusively concerned re-exports or re-imports
corresponding to the production pattern of Swedish food processing industries.54 According to current
veterinary regulations, Sweden only accepts egg imports from other Nordic countries.55

72. Producer prices fell about 15 per cent from 1990 to 1992, but were nevertheless higher than
in 1987. Swedish producers are assisted by a variable levy on imported eggs, at present
SEK 6.15 per kg. Border protection may be reduced with the conclusion of the Uruguay Round, but
will still remain high.Y

(3) Forestry

73. Under a forest policy approved by Parliament in 1979, the government provided assistance
to sylvicultural measures and forest read construction. Support increased significantly with the
introduction of a fifteen-year programme to replace low-yielding forests with more productive varieties
in 1981. At the same time, the financial charge on forest owners was stepped up through increases
in the forest preservation levy. towards the end of the 1980s it had risen to 0.8 per cent of the assessed
value of forest land and growing stock.57

74. The forest preservation levy became politically controversial in the late 1980s, those opposed
to it arguing that it was taxing owners in southern Sweden to the benefit of holders in the North of
the country. The parties forming the coalition Government which took office in 1991 had vowed to

52Import levies were also reduced in mid-1993 to take account of the abolition of levies on protein feeds.

53The final bound rate on fresh and chilled chicken would nevertheless be a specific amount, or 169 per cent
ad valorem, according to Swedish calculations.

54Swedish processors base export oriented production in part on imported eggs. Swedish eggs may also bc
used in foreign products destined for the Swedish market.

55Eggs in shell are mostly imported from Finland, egg products from Norway and Denmark. Eggs from
the Baltic States may be imported, but only for inclusion in exported finished good. Swedish eggs in shell are
primarily exported to Denmark, egg products have also been sold to countries in East Asia.

56The "middle" prices and reference prices used to determine the amount ofvariable levy were adjusted upward
by about 12 per cent between. 1985 and mid-1988 and have remained relatively stable since, except for a minor
reduction in mid-1993 to account for the elimination of levies on protein feeds. The import levy on eggs is currently
higherthan during the reference period (1986-88) used toestablish the Swedish tariffoffer in the Uruguay Round.

57The forest preservation levy was originally introduced in 1905 to finance local forestry boards.
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work towards the elimination of the levy and it was accordingly abolished by Parliament in 1992.
However, in return for the tax relief forest owners lost other subsidies; the forest replacement
programme was abandoned and support for road construction ceased.58

75. Parliament approved a new forestry policy in May 1993, placing emphasis on the integration
of environmental considerations into forest management. The new policy increases the responsibility
of forest owners regarding proper resource management, State subsidies will only be available for limited
environmental measures. In 1993/94, government support has been provided under three schemes;
improvement and protection of the countryside (SEK 15 million), preservation of broadleafed forests
in southern Sweden (SEK 20 million) and liming of forests affected by acid rain (SEK 15 million).

76. Productive forests cover about 57 per cent of Sweden's territory; in Europe, only Russia
has larger forested areas. About half the Swedish forest is held by small owners, one quarter is owned
by the State or other administrative bodies and the remaining quarter by enterprises.59 Logging increased
significantly during the 1980s to about 60-70 million cubic metres per year. It has been estimated
that further increases. to about 95 million in- annually, would be sustainable towards the end of the
1990s.60 Foreign trade in cut wood is minor compared to the total value of production, most of the
cut wood is destined for the domestic pulp and paper or construction industries.

77. Swedish wood yields products of high quality, but is at the same time expensive relative to
wood in other major world exporters of forestry products. With wood the most important cost item
in the production of pulp and paper, the recession experienced by that industry since 1989 has been
reflected in declining wood prices (by about 15 per cent between 1991 and 1993). Lower wood prices
primarily affect logging in remote areas, since high transportation costs to the drills reduce the value
of distant forests.61

(4) Fisheries

78. Fish catches wereatthehighest levels inthe mid-1960s withannual catches, principally herring,
cod and mackerel, close to 400,000 tons. The subsequent decline has been caused by variability in
fish stocks, the market situation for certain species and legal developments relating to territorial waters.62
Cod fishing has been the backbone of Swedish fisheries since the early 1980s, but profitability has

58The Ministry of Labour has, however, temporarily financed forest road construction undertaken as relief
works.

59The majority of Swedish farms combine agricultural production with forestry. The average forest area
was just under60 hectares for 66,000 farms with combined production in 1992. Forest holdings are more common
in northern than in couthern Sweden. The Government has disposed of some of its forest holdings under the
privatization programme.

60Statens offentliga utredningar (1992).

61Price differentiation based on transport distance is a relatively recent development in this sector.

61Norway and the EEC extended their territorial waters in the late 1970s, obliging Sweden to negotiate access
to its traditional fishing grounds. Sweden enlarged its own sea territory in the Baltic Sea, but negotiations
concerning the border east of Gotland were not completed until 1988. Until then, fishing was unregulated in
a large area (the "white" zone) with detrimental effects, particularly on the stock of cod. Fish stocks in the
Baltic Sea are also very sensitive to changes in the environment. Sweden has concluded agreements concerning
annual reciprocal catch quotas with Estonia, the European Union, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Russia.
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been modest. Fishermen have found difficulties switching to other species since most commercial species
are subject to catch quotas. Availability of herring has been good, but prices have been low. Sweden
currently has about 3,000 professional fishermen. about 1,000 less than 10 years ago, largely because
of a more efficient fleet.3

79. Deep sea fishing resulted in landings of about 300,000 tons of fish to the value of
SEK 718 million in 1992. More than half the catch was processed into fish meal, oil or animal fodder.
The most important species for consumption were herring (94,000 tons) and cod (19,000 tons). Sweden's
freshwater lakes. which comprise more than 38,000 square kilometres, provide opportunity for small-
scale, but reasonably profitable, fishing. Some 250 full-time and 100 part-time fishermen landed
2,300 tons worth SEK 35 million in 1992, the most important species being pike-perch, vendace,
European eel and northern pike. Aquaculture is becoming more important, the production value
amounted to SEK 133.5 million in 1992, primarily rainbow trout and blue mussels.

80. Fish landed in Sweden is sold through fishermens' associations or fish auctions, to processors
or to foreigners. The fish processing industry has been contracting over the last twenty years, reducing
staff by more than one third to 2,300 in 1991.64 The contraction can to a large extent be attributed
to trade conditions. The 1972 Free Trade Agreement between Sweden and the (now) European Union
implied unilateral abolition of Swedish import duties on preserved fishery products. The EU opened
annual tariffquotas for some products such as herring under the 1986 agreement concerning agriculture
and fisheries, but the limits and conditions attached to the quotas have, according to the Swedish
authorities. only facilitated Swedish exports to a limited degree. Access to the EU market has been
improved through the EEA Agreement, however the tariff reductions applied by the EU exclude some
products of major importance to Swedish processors, notably herring, salmon, mackerel and prawns.

81. Swedish exports of fish and fish products. which have been declining gradually, amounted
to around SEK 900 million in 1992 of which two thirds was derived from trade with EU and EFTA
countries. Sweden primarily exports unprocessed fish to the EU; to other members of EFTA, which
have eliminated all tariffs on intra-EFTA fish trade, sales of processed products were 2.5 times higher
than exports of raw fish in 1992.A

82. Fish imports remain relatively stable at about SEK 2.7 billion annually, the major trading partners
being Norway, Denmark, the United States and Canada. Despite its many rivers and Baltic Sea catches,
Swedish supply ofsalmon is relatively insignificant due to competition from the Norwegian fish farming
industry. Sweden imports raw fish to manufacture caviar and herring products, since herring caught
in Swedish waters generally does not correspond to the size and quality requirements of the processing
industry. Imports of preserved products mostly concern tuna fish, mackerel, sardines, mussels and
crustaceans.

63Several large, modern fishing vessels were sold, at less than half the construction costs, to foreign buyers
during 1993.

'One plant in Kungshamr., owned by Abba AB, accounts for one quarter of the total employment of Swedish
fish processors.

65Moreover, exports of fish products to other EFTA countries have been rising in recent years.
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83. EFTA countries have generally applied free trade in fish and other marine products among
themselves since mid-1990, when members also agreed that all trade-distorting State aids would be
eliminated by 1 January 1994. For Sweden, this commitment involved abolition of import and export
licences, in the past primarily used to preclude imports of fresh herring and cod when domestic catch
was available.66The agreement also had consequences for the price regulation system applied in Sweden,
an important income supplement particularly for the herring fisheries.67

84. The EEA Agreement also includes provisions affecting the fisheries sector, notably with respect
to border protection, State aids and the landing of fish. The Agreement allows Sweden to apply
quantitative import restrictions on herring from Finland as long as Finland maintains trade restrictions,
due to be abolished by 1 January 1997. with regard to Baltic herring and salmon. Under the agreements
with the EU and EFTA partners the Swedish Government may provide support - grants, loan guarantees
and scrapping premiums - to rationalize and modernize the fleet and processing enterprises.

85. Sweden has eliminated restrictions concerning fish landed by foreign vessels; however, the
European Union may continue to prohibit landing in EU ports of herring for industrial purposes other
than human consumption.68 This provision as well as remaining EU tariffs on fish products would
no longer affect Sweden in case of accession to the EU, in which case Swedish fisheries would also
qualify for community support measures. The Swedish fish processing industry has signalled that it
considers EU membership a vital condition for the further development of this sector in Sweden.

86. The fisheries sector will be relatively little affected by the conclusion of the Uruguay Round.
Sweden has excluded many unprocessed fish items from its tariff offer. However, all unprocessed
fish (HS Chapter 3) is currently imported free of tariffs on an m.f.n. basis. Fish products carry m.f.n.
tariffs of zero, 3.5 or 5 per cent; the final bound rates will in many cases remain unchanged.

(5) Mining

87. Sweden has 17 metal mines including two major iron ore mines and four pure gold mines.
The authorities do not have exact data on exploitable reserves, but give a positive assessment of the
prospects for the Swedish mining industry due to successful exploration work reported by almost all
mining companies during 1993.9 Despite extensions of the economic lifetime of several mines,
employment is expected to continue decreasing because of rationalization and use of more efficient

66The regulation worked to the detriment ofthe processing industry as sourcing ofraw material was restricted
while free trade applied to fish products.

67Under the price regulation system, the Market Regulation Association for Fish granted price supplements
for the most important species of salt water fish when average monthly market prices were below established
target or norm prices. In addition, fixed supplements were païd for herring used in animal feed, forother industrial
purposes orexported to State-trading countries. The Association also undertook to purchase fish of certain species
if these remained unsold at fixed minimum prices. Operations were financed by a price regulation fee. Fishermen
based on the east and south costs ofSweden reccived additional regional price support. Further details concerning
the dismantling of the price regulation system are provided in Chapter IV(4)(iv).

68About 40 per cent of the total Swedish catch was landed abroad, mainly in Denmark, in 1992.

69Boliden, for example, made a major discovery of complex base metal at Petiknäs. Exploitable reserves
were estimated at 5.8 million tonnes in December 1993. Annual production of 350,000 tonnes is expected when
full capacity is reached in 1995.
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production technologies.70 Between 1987/88 and 1989/90, Boliden Mineral AB received regional support
(location grants) totalling SEK 314 million, primarily to preserve employment in certain mines.71

88. After a downturn lasting three to four years, the authorities currently receive an increasing
number of applications for exploration permits. The boost in interest is partly attributed to a change
in the mineral legislation eliminating State intervention. The authorities expect the revision to make
Sweden more attractive for foreign exploration companies.

(6) Manufacturing

(i) Food processing

89. Before the agricultural reform began, the Government was aware that deregulation of agricultural
markets might require measures in sectors beyond primary production to ensure improved resource
allocation and transmission of benefits to Swedish households. A Competition Commission, appointed
in 1989, had among its primary tasks to review competitive conditions in the food sector and the need
for special legislation in this area. The Commission concluded that most sectors in the food chain
were not contestable with regard to existing orpotential competition. Farmers' co-operatives dominated
primary processing industries and were expanding further through the food chain via mergers and
acquisitions. Other markets were typically dominated by one or two enterprises and price collusion
was frequent.

90. The competition authorities had until then had difficulties in countering such anti-competitive
behavicur since the regulation of the agricultural r- -ket exempted farmers' co-operatives from major
provisions and also the competition legislation required the authorities to prove that collusion harmed
public interests. The commission report argued that Sweden should harmonize its general competition
legislation with that of the EU; until new legislation was concluded, transitional arrangements would
be essential for the food sector (Box V.3).

MThe trade unions of the mine workers and the metal workers have merged because of falling membership

7'Regeringens proposition (1994), p. 100.
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(a) Dairy products

91. The Swedish dairy industry is dominated by one farmers' cooperative (Arla), processing more
than 60 per cent of the milk delivered in Sweden. The other major enterprises are regional co-operatives,
of which the southernmost association (Skânemejerier) is the largest. Four private on-farm dairies
were established during 1991 to 1993, but these are still small.72 The estimated revenue of Swedish

dairies totalled SEK 20 billion in 1992.

92. Excess capacity developed in this sector in the 1980s. Milk production was restrained by quotas,
prompting closures and modernization of selected plants. in turn leading to the development of a highly
automated and technicaliy efficient industry. The concentration of production and employment has

continued since 1989; the number of co-operative associations has been reduced from 17 to 9. with

fewer plants, but larger workforce per production unit.

93. The agricultural reform implied certain changes in the dairy sector from 1 July !991. The
price equalization levy, ensuring uniform profitability among dairies irrespective of the product mix.
was retained.73 However. the system was simplified and could no longer be used to finance export
refunds on dairy products. The levy is charged on products with relatively inelastic demand (liquid

72The combined market share of these on-farm dairies is less than i per cent.

73Assistance to production in northern Sweden in the form of price support and transportation subsidies has
also been continued. details are provided in Chapter IV(4)(v).

Box V.3: Competition policy in Swedish food sectors

A special Act on competition in the food sector, taking effect on 1 July 1991, made anti-competitive
behaviour such as vertical price collusion, market sharing arrangements and unauthorized marketing
boards a criminal offence. Mergers or acquisitions would be scrutinized, and could be blocked, by the
competition authority. Farmers' co-operatives holding less than 25 per cent of the relevant market were
exempt from the provisions, but could still be captured by the general abuse principle in the Competition
Law.

The Act targeted dairy and meat processing industries in particular, leading to the abolition of marketing
monopolies. However, subsequent assessments by the Swedish Competition Authority found continued
evidence of market sharing and price collusion in milk and meat processing.

The provisional Act exempted internal collusion in co-operatives; this limitation was not included in the
new general Act on Competition and Competitive Behaviour which entered into force on 1 July 1993.
Farmers' cooperatives thus risked being prosecuted and dissolved, and investigations began during 1993.
However, enquiries were halted during 1994 as the Competition Act was modified to exclude some
internal collusion in cooperatives between single farmers and forest owners from the prohibition on
anti-competitive agreements in the new Competition Act.

Source: Government of Sweden.
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milk and cream) in order to slow price increases on more sensitive products such as cheese and butter.74
The system has allowed certain dairies to specialize in low value products (skim milk powder, cheese
and butter). Rapid dismantling of the levy would most likely have resulted in large adjustment costs
for the industry and local unemployment. The Government decided in Spring 1993 to reduce the levy
in four steps. starting 1 July 1993 with elimination scheduled for 1 January l995.75

94. In the Uruguay Round. Sweden has offered to reduce border protection on milk and key dairy
products by between 15 and 50 per cent, compared to the base period (1986-88). The average final
bound tariffs on milk and dairy products, expressed in ad valorem rates, is nevertheless close to
90 per cent.78 The variable import levies applied in 1994 on milk. milk powder, butter and cheese
were below future bound specific tariff rates (Table V.2).

95. Of the 3.2 million tons of milk delivered to dairies in 1992, about 45 per cent was sold as
liquid milk or cream. the remainder was processed into cheese (35 per cent) or other products such
as milk powder and butter (20 per cent). The latter are tradeable goods which are exported when milk
surpluses occur. if production falls short of demand dairies give priority to liquid milk, cheese and
certain milk powders.

96. Sweden is a net importer of cheese. Imports have exceeded 20.000 tons - about 16 per cent
ofdomestic consumption - every year since 1990.Most imports are ofhard cheeses, originating mainly
inthe Netherlands. Denmark. Germany. Norwayand Finland. Swedish exports ofcheesehavenormally
amounted to around 4.00 tonnes annually. In 1991 most exports took place before the deregulation.
and experts in 1992 were about half the usual level.7 Piospects of higher Swedish cheese exports
emerged during 1993 as new bilateral agreements with Finland and the European Union provide improved
market access.

97. Sweden rarely imports butter. and although imports of powdered milk has been increasing
in recen years. such milk powder is primarily destined for inclusion in exported good:. Swedish experts
ofbutter and milk powder were at record levels in 1990. more than 30.000 tonnes ofeach. then declined
both in 1991 and in 1992. However. in line with the increase in Swedish milk production taking place
in 1993. exports of butter and milk powder are currently rising.

98. Swedish dairies appear to be shifting towards an expert strategy where normal marketing
procedures. such as brand names. overtake the rôle of subsidies in penetrating foreign markets. Arla
has concludedn - et;ng agreements with Frenchdairies; Swedish dairies have alsopurchased facilities
and established contracts with dairies in Germany and Denmark. At home.. declining farm gate prices

74In the first half of 1993. the charge or. liquid milk and cream amounted to SEK 1.41 and 9.79 per kg.
respectively, allowing the Swdish Board of Agriculture to return approximately .SEK 0.75 per kg. processed
milk to the dairies. Equalization payments totalled more than SEK 2.5 billion in 1992/93.

75Meanwhile mergers have brought the product mix of all co-operative associations close to the average.

75The final average may actually be higher since Sweden's offer relates to the highest of a specific or ad
valorem duty.

77Deregulation measures also implied dissolution of the co-operative -marketing company Mejerierna
Marknads AB(MMAB)in 1991 anditssubsidiaryRiksost AB, which held about80per cent ofthe Swedishmarket
for hard cheeses in 1992. following an intervention by the Swedish Company authority. A new company.
SwedishDairy International. has been establish to market surplus pro.
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for milk has led to slight downward adjustments in cheese prices while the consumer price of liquid
milk has risen markedly because of the cessation of the "consumer" subsidy on 1 January 1991.

(b) Meat processing

99. The meat processing sector is ina period of adjustment. including concentration of production
in the most technically efficient. units, similar to that ofthe dairy industry. Overall, employment declined
by 13 per cent while mergers reduced the number of co-operative associations from 10 to 6 between
1990 and 1992. These associations owned 15 slaughterhouses and 12 meat processing plants in 1992.
Farmers' cooperatives have traditionally faced most competition at the higher stages of processing,
but now appear also to be sirengthening their position in these segments.78

100. The differencebetweenprices received by farmers and primary processors has decreased since
the beginning of the agricultural reform, reflecting the abolition of remaining slaughter levies in mid-
1991. These levies were collected to finance meat exports. In addition to import levies on meat and
meat products. imports of food products with meat substances are charged under the price compensation
(RAK-system), described in Chapter IV.' Prices to primary processors have occasionally exceeded
the reference prices established to determine levy amounts. The industry is currently also assisted
by a limited amount of direct government subsidies for exports ofbeef, veal and pork. whilederegulation
has removed the prtzvious link between border protection. export costs and farm-gate prices.

101. Swedish meat processors, in the same way as dairies, are also paying more attention to marketing
aspects including brand names, and appear to be moving towards cross-border strategies in signing
cooperation agreements and acquiring enterprises in other European countries.

102. Sweden's offerinthe Uruguay Round implies final bound tariffs ranging from30 to 90 per cent
(ad valorem) on the most important meat preparations. Final bound specific rates are generally beiow
the current import levies.

(c) Oils and fats industry

103. The domesic harvest of rapeseed and colza seed is redeemed by the Swedish Board of Agriculture
which sells most of the crop to Svensk Oljeextraktion AB (Exab) at world market prices.1 The rebate
has since 1991/92 been financed by government funds and a levy on all domestically produced fats

78In volume terns. farmers' cooperatives provided 75 per cent of the slaughter in 1988. Some 200 private
firms together held 46 per cent of the market for cuts and 45 per cent of the processed meat market. Farmers'
and consumers co-operatives controlled about 50 per cent of both these markets. imported processed and cut
meat accounted for the remaining supply.

79The list of commodities eligible for exportrestitutions under the RÀK-system, however, no longer includes
primary processed products.

80The price the crusher pays te the Board consists of the world market price for the oil content and the internal
market price for the feed content minus a crusher margin. Exab is owned 5050 by Karlshans AB and Van
den Bergh Foods AB.
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and oils, including the output of Exab. The "fat production levy" is also charged on imported oils,
the revenue being absorbed in the State budget.81

104. Oil extracted from Swedish rapeseed more thancovers domestic demand, normal harvests result
in about 50.000 tons of subsidized exports of rapeseed oil. Domestic demand (human consumption
and animal feed) mounted to 75,000 tons in 1991. Rapeseed oil is primarily used to manufacture
margarine and other edible fats. One company, Karlshamns AB, is the sole producer of hardened fats,
basic inputs for the margarine industry.82Swedish demand for edible fats has undergone a major change
in recent years as total consumption has been reduced while low-fat margarine has become more popular.

105. Imported margarine is subject to a 25 per cent tariffand a variable levy, which is differentiated
according to the butter and fat content in the imported product. Certain quantities of margarine from
Norway have been exempt from the tariffunder long-standing EFTA arrangements; the annual EFTA
quota was increased to 9.200 tonnes in mid-1993 to take account of Sweden's commitments towards
Finland under a new bilateral agreement. 3 Sweden and the European Union have also exchanged tariff
quotas for margarine (1,000 tonnes per year each) under the recent agricultural agreement.84 Agricultural
agreements also grant tariff preferences for Swedish margarine in the Baltic States, Bulgaria, Hungary
and Romania.

106. The levy on fats and oils has not been included in Sweden's commitments on border protection
in the Uruguay Round since. according to the Swedish authorities, the charges apply equally to imports
and domestic production. The bound tariff on margarine will eventually be reduced to 21 per cent
plus a price compensation levy of SEK 1.54 per kg. (or 13 per cent ad valorem).

(d) Bread and other bakers' wares

107. The value of sales to Swedish consumers of such products - all types ofbread. pastry, biscuits.
rusks. crispbread. pasta. breakfast cereals. flours, flakes. rice products etc. - amounted to
SEK 14.5 billion in 1989. at the producer level the total value was around SEK 9 billion. Two or
three companies or groups. controlling from 50 to 75 per cent of the relevant market, dominate each
segment. Pricing policies tend to be determined by the largest entity in each market.

''World market prices for rapeseed oil have fluctuated between SEK 2,000 and 3,000 per tonne since 1988.
Thedomestic reference price. which determines the amount of 'fat production levy". was reduced fromSEK 9,230
to 8,580 per tonne on 1 July 1991.

82Other Icading Nordic suppliers of refined and hardened oils and fats areDenofa-Lilleborg (Norway). Raision
Yhtymd (Finland) and Aarhus Olie (Denmark). Unilever dominates the Nordic margarine industry through its
wholly oumed and part-owned companies.

83Margarine imported free of tariffs is, however, subject to a "fat levy" of SEK 14 per 100 kg. in addition
to the import levy. Imports from Norway have generally averaged hall the available tariff quota.

84Swedish dairies have lamched their butter-oil based margarine "Bregorr"and "Län och Lagom" internatinally;
these are produced under licence in several countries.
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108. Sweden is a net exporter ofbakers' wares, the industry thus to some extent serves an additional
outlet for the domestic grain surplus.85Crispbread, the traditional export item, has recently been
overtaken by rusks, primarily sold to France and Italy. Imports account for a relatively small share
of the domestic consumption of grain products (Table V.3), significant imports occur in selected areas
such as rice products, breakfast cereals/müsli, biscuits/wafers and pasta products.

Table V.3
Imports and exports inper cer of the Swedish market for selected foodstuffs, 1988
(Per cent)

Sector Export share Import share

Slaughter and processed meat 4 7

Dairy products I 2

Preserved fruits and vegetables 10 30

Fish and fish products 35 64

Oils and fats 14 24

Milling products 3 14

Bakers' wares 9 6

Sugar 3 7

Chocolate and confectionery 28 31

Other food products 9 24

All food products 7 14

Wine and spirits 10 42

Beer and other beverages 2 6

All beverages 4 20

Food and beverage total 7 14

Source: Statens offendigs utreningar (1991).

109. Most imported items are subject to atariff. typically 5 per cent. as well as a price compensation
levy of more important magnitude. Calculations using information provided in the Swedish Uruguay
Round tariff offer indicate a tariff-line based average maximum tariff in the base period (1986-88)
of61 per cent for products falling under HS Chapter 19. the average offinal bound rates is set to decline
to approximately 37 per cent. Export refunds are paid for Swedish grain products through the price
compensation system.

85In the past, some 10 per cent of Sweden's flour production was also exported as food aid through the
development agency SIDA.
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(e) Beverages

110. Sweden's per capita consumption of beer and soft drinks is low relative to other countries.
but nevertheless represented a sales value to consumers of SEK 14.5 billion - at the producer level
SEK 9 billion, of which SEK 2.5 billion were taxes - in 1989. Beer accounts for around half of the
consumed volume of beverages. Consumption peaked in the mid-1970s, and fell further as popular

medium-strength beers (Class IIB) were removed from supermarkets in 1977. Sales of beer and soft

drinks have risen strongly since 1984 (Chart V.3).86

Chart V.3
Swedish consumption
(Millionlitres)

4n

of beverages, 1976-93

Note: Consumption figures for most drinks include"stilidrinks" in 1993.

Source: SOU 1991:28, Konkurrensen i Sverige, Del 1, and Swedish Board of Agriculture

IlI. The industry, which currently employs about 5.600 people, has undergone substantial
concentration of production and ownership since the 1950s: by 1990 three dominant groupings -
ABPripps Bryggener, Spendrups BryggeriAB and Falcon AB - controlled half of the around
20 production units in the sector.7 The three groupings cover in principle the whole of the Swedish

86SaIes restrictions on regular beer (Class Il-"folköl") were relaxed somewhat in 1985.

87The market leader AB Pripps Bryggerier is pan of a large food conglomerate, BCP formerly a part of
Procordia AD, which also owns dominant or leading firms in other maket segments, including the Swedish Tobacco
Group, Felix AB, Abba AB and AB Lithells.
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market, three other breweries which are small, on a national scale, stand strong in their respective
local markets.88

112. By volume, imports of beer and soft drinks account for less than 6 per cent of domestic
consumption, the principal imported items being Danish Faxe beer, otherbeers from Finland, Germany,
the Netherlands and the Czech Republic, and Perrier mineral water. Low import shares, however,
also reflect considerable Swedish production of foreign brands under licence; for soft drinks the share
is nearly 50 per cent, for beers about 10 per cent. Exports of beverages account for no more than
2 per cent of domestic production. and primarily consist of mineral water sold to Denmark and the
United States.

113. The principal factor behind high Swedish retail prices for beer is the excise tax, at present
ranging from SEK 3 to 13 per litre depending on alcoholic strength, applied equally to imported and
domestically produced goods.89 Mineral waters and aerated waters are imported free of tariffs, beer
is subject to specific tariffs, and both beer and soft drinks are subject to price compensation levies
to offset the higher domestic prices for malt and sugar.' Sweden's tariff undertaking in the
Uruguay Round implies tariffication ofthe price compensation levy and reductions in existing moderate
tariffs. The reduction will be particularly large (60 per cent, to SEK 0.04 per litre) for light beer,
the final bound m.f.n. rate for the most common soft drinks will be 10 per cent or, if higher, SEK 0.37
per litre.

114. In addition to saving transportation costs and import duties, the preference of foreign brand
owners for licensing arrangements rather than direct exports of beverages to Sweden may have been
influenced by the country's recycling systems, which in principle cover all beverages sold in glass,
aluminium or PET (polyethylene terephthalate) packaging. A packaging tax, with a lower rate for
bottles or cans carrying a deposit, applied until 1 May 1993. Beverages are increasingly sold in PET
bottles; since the beginning of 1994 bottlers and importers have been required to obtain a handling
permit, issued only to those proving that they can recycle or re-use minimum 90 per cent of thc PET
bottles for which they are responsible.

115. The history of Swedish authorities attempting to control citizens' consumption of alcohol is
long.9 Import. export and production of alcoholic beverages is controlled by the State-owned
Wine & Spirit Co. Ltd. (Vin & SpritAB), holding monopoly rights with regard to production and exports
of spirits. and importation and wholesale trade in spirits, wine and strong beers.92 Production licences

88Agreements which limit competition among producers, for example with respect to joint distribution,
geographic segregation and exclusive dealership, have been common. The competition authorities have in the
past intervened in exclusive arrangements between breweries and restaurants/pubs.

89The excise tax on light beer (less than 1.8 per cent alcohol) was abolished in April 1988, the beverage
tax on soft drinks in Januaiy 1993. According to Systembolaget AB, a bottle of Pripps Export beer (Class III)
cost consumers SEK 11.20 at the end of 1992 with taxes accounting for 55 per cent of the retail price.

90The soie Swedish producer of malt (Nordmalt AB) also supplies whisky distilleries in Scotland.

"Certain production controls, including a prohibition on home distillation, date back to 1855. Alcohol was
rationed from 1917 to 1955.

92The company also has the right to produce and export its own wine and has a monopoly on re-exports of
spirits and wine.
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are required for private manufacturers of strong beer and wine, licensees are allowed to export or sell
their own products to pubs and restaurants. Retail sales of strong beers, wine and spirits is subject
to a separate legal monopoly, Systembolaget AB, with a limited number of outlets (376).93

116. Traditional Nordic instruments in the implementation of temperance policies have been questioned
in the light of the EEA Agreement and possible future membership in the European Union. As noted
in Chapter IV(2)(xi), the authorities have proposed to let a licensing system replace the current State
monopolies on importation, exportation, wholesale trade and production from 1 January 1995, but
seek to retain the monopoly on retail trade until further notice.

117. Sales to the public through Systembolaget ABamounted to SEK 18.6 billion, inclusive ofVAT,
in 1992.9 Vodkas and whiskies are customers' favourites among spirits with domestic brands topping
the list of bestsellers. Imports dominate among wines; in 1992 the major countries of origin were
France (16.8 per cent), Spain (15.4 per cent), Australia (14.9 per cent) and Germany (10 per cent)
with Swedish products, excluding mulled wine, accounting for no more than 4 per cent of wine sales.
About 16 per cent of the strong beer sold at Systembolaget was imported.

118. Most wines and spirits are subject to specific tariff rates, which are set to decline by more
than 50 per cent as a result of the Uruguay Round.' However, tariffs of less than SEK 1 per litre
are relatively insignificant as adeterminant of production, consumption and trade compared to the excise
tax which rises from about SEK 30 per litre of wine to nearly SEK 200 per litre for the most common
brands of spirits. The reform of the excise tax system inJuly 1992 contributed to a 50 per cent increase
in the share of imports bottled abroad in the following six-month period.

119. Vin & SpritAB began to export and market its products abroad in 1977. Exports, particularly
of Absolut vodka, have become significant and amounted to SEK 700 million in 1993 (Table AV.2).
Sweden has obtained tariffpreferences for its vodka under bilateral arrangements with the Baltic States,
Bulgaria, the European Union, Hungary and Israel.

(ii) Textiles and clothing

120. The production value of domestic and foreign clothing goods delivered to the Swedish market
amounted to about SEK 15 billion in 1989.9 The Swedish industry, which supplied about 85 per cent
of the domestic market in the early 1960s, has steadily lost ground to imports. Domestic production,
including fur and leather clothing, amounted to approximately SEK 4 billion per year in the late 1980s.
Producers mainly concentrate on up-market garments and on specialized items such as protective clothing.
The industry employed some 115,000 persons in the 1950s, but today mainly consists of small and

93The first Systembolag was opened in 1865, AB Vin&Spritcentralen was formed in 1917.

94By product category sales of spirits, wine and strong beers accounted for SEK 8.9, 6.1 and 3.7 billion,
respectively.

95Aquavit and vodkas are also subject to a price compensation levy since these are based on potatoes or grains.
Wine and spirituous beverages (HS 22.08) from the EU are imported free oftariffs. The arrangement concerning
trade inspirituous beverages includes acommitment by theSwedish Government to ensure that the tariffconcession
is fully reflected in the domestic retail price.

96At the retail level sales to consumers totalled SEK 34 billion in 1989, rising to SEK 41 billion in 1991.
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medium-sized enterprises located in south-west Sweden, with a total workforce of about 15,000 (9,000
in textiles, 6,000 in clothing) in 1992.97

121. While EU and EFTA partners have benefited from unlimited and duty-free access under
free-trade agreements since the 1970s9, imports from other countries are subject to tariffs, and
quantitative restrictions, introduced in 1967, haveappliedto certainexporters. However, as theSwedish
industry became more specialized, MFA and similar arrangements gradually lost importance as protective
instruments for the domestic industry, but played a major rôle in determining the source of imports
among low-price producers, particularly Mediterranean EU countries (Greece, Spain and Portugal)
and least-developed countries such as Bangladesh, which have duty-free and unrestricted access under
Sweden's GSP scheme.

122. In the late 1980s, when the fight against inflation became the main priority ofeconomic policy,
deregulation was considered an important instrument in slowing price rises in certain sectors, including
textiles and clothing. Dismantling of import restrictions began in 1987 and the formal decision to abolish
all remaining textile and clothing quotas was taken in March 1991 with effect from 31 July 1991, at
the expiry of MFA IV. At the time Sweden restricted imports from 25 countries.99

123. Sweden's unilateral abolition of textile and clothing quotas leaves tariffs as the most important
trade measure currently affecting this sector. M.f.n. tariffs remain high compared to othermanufactured
products. Most apparel items falling under HS Chapters 61 and 62 are subject to m.f.n tariffs ranging
from 13 to 17 per cent, and specific minimum rates of duty apply in many cases. These rates will
typically decline to 12 per cent with fulI implementation ofSweden's Uruguay Round tariffcommitments,
but will thus continue to provide a certain differentiation among sources of supply since imports from
European partners and least-developed countries will continue to enter free of tariffs.

97Swedish enterprises have to some extent moved production to the Baltic States.

97Trade with Portugal was not liberalized fully until 1989.

99Sweden had MFA agreements with 14 trading partners - China, Hcng Kong, India, Indonesia, Republic
of Korea, Macao, Malaysia, Malta, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Yugoslavia
- and agreements concluded outside the MFA with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania
In addition Sweden unilaterally restricted imports from Albania, People's Democratic Republic of Korea, Mongolia,
the Soviet Union, Vietnam and Chinese Taipei.
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Chart V.4
Swedish imports of clothing before and after deregulation, 1991/92

a. Quantity (tons)

1991 1992

Total: 54,702 tons Total: 61,736 tons

Swedish imports of clothing before and after deregulation, 1991/93

b. Value (USS million)

1991 1993

Restrained suppliers

Total: US$ million2,4586 Total' US$ million2,0948

Source: The Swedish Competition Authority (quantities); and UNSTAT, Comtrade database, SITC Rev. 2 (value
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124. The deregulation of textile and clothing imports has nevertheless already made a significant
impact on Sweden's import pattern and brought major benefits to Swedish consumers. According to
a study carried out by the Swedish Competition Authority'°°, imports from South- East Asia and central
and eastern Europe have increased markedly while imports from the free-trade area have declined
(Chart V.4).'°' Competition has increased both at the producer level and among importers as deregulation
has encouraged entry of new firms. Importers are currently also able to purchase the exact product
range of their choice. '02

125. Statistical analysis of the development in import prices after deregulation indicate that prices
for previously unrestrained goods have increased faster than prices for deregulated items, but the tendency
is not sufficiently strong to be statistically significant. The consumer price index for clothing, however,
fell during 1992. The Swedish Competition Authority estimates that households saved some
SEK 3 billion on purchases of textiles and clothing during the first year of deregulated imports.'03

126. Accumulated government support to the textile and clothing industry through industrial, national
security and employment aids has totalled SEK 10.5 billion (in 1992 kronor) since the early 1970s.
The last sector-specific schemes were terminated in early 1990 and mid- 1992. 104 At present the sector
is only eligible for general policy measures.

127. Swedish exports of textile articles amounted to SEK 5.2 billion in 1993, of which clothing
accounted for SEK 2.2 billion (Table AV.2). Most textile exports originate in Sweden. On the other
hand, the Swedish competition authorities have estimated that only about 60 per cent ofclothing exports
in 1989 came from domestic production. the remainder consisted of imported goods re-exported by
agents, retail chains and mail-order firms. Sweden mainly exports clothing to neighboring Nordic
countries. I

100Konkurrensverket (1993).

'°'Chinese exports of certain previously restrained articles (blouses, trousers and jackets) rose 62 per cent
in one year, compared to annual increments of 2 per cent admitted under the old MFA agreement. Imports from
India of the same articles also increased noticeably, while supplies from Hong Kong and Portugal decreased.
The opposite trend occurred for shirts, interpreted by the Swedish Competition Authority as an indication of
supply shift among low-price producers since the elimination of quotas allowed them to manufacture a more
optimal assortment of goods.

102Increased imports of low-quality goods is considered to be a temporary phenomenon.

103Alternative assumptions, regarding changes in prices and the product mix, yield savings ranging from
SEK 2 to 4 billion.

104A scheme to subsidize wages for elderly employees in the textile and clothing industry ended on
1 January 1990. Write-off loans to clothing enterprises rationalizing or restructuring production were terminated
as from I July 1992. Two other schemes benefiting the sector, adjustment aid and export promotion - one
providing grants to co-finance consultancy services, the other to support sales promotion activities abroad or
cover charges of Swedish trade offices - ended on the same date.

'0According to NUTEK (1993), re-exports of clothing exceeded the value of exported Swedish clothing in
1991. The share of re-exports in sales of garments to Norway, the single most important market, was 77 per cent.
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128. Tariffs will fail upon Sweden's accession to the European Union; however, Sweden will have
to reintroduce import quotas as the EU applies MFA and similar textile arrangements. EU quotas
will apparently be increased to reflect representative levels ofSwedish imports, new quotas nevertheless
impose administrative costs. Over tine, quota arrangements should also be expected to lead to a different
consumption pattern and higher prices than under the current more competitive conditions.

(iii) Leather products includin, footwear

129. Import licensing on leather footwear was abolished on 1 January 1992. High m.f.n tariffs are
thus the principal measures currently differentiating among suppliers. Implementation of Sweden's
Uruguay Round commitments will reduce the simple average tariff for HS Chapter 64 products from
12.1 per cent at present, to 7.5 per cent. Swedish imports of wear amounted to SEK 2.5 billion
in 1993.

(iv) Forestry. wood and paper products

130. Sweden accounts for approximately 6 per cent of world production of pulp and 4 per cent of
world supply of paper and paper products. However Sweden is the third major exporter of pulp and
paper in the world. with forest industry exports totalling more than SEK 65 billion in 1993. The most
important market for the Swedish industry is the EU, in particular Germany and the United Kingdom,
representing about 80 per cent of Sweden's paper and pulp exports (in volume). The major export
items are market pulp. newsprint and kraftliner board.

131. Word market prices for pulp and paper are mainly determined by developments in
North America. Weakness in demand in the United States and Canada quickly puts downward pressure
on prices in western Europe. The Swedish industry has experienced highly mixed fortunes over the
last fifteen years. In the early 1980s some producers received government assistance, most of which
has been repaid.Il In the late 1980s profits leaped in the forestry industry due to high demand and
strong product prices. The 1986-89 boom brought new machinery on stream around the world, together
with continued use of old machines this created excess capacity for many products, including market
pulp, newsprint and printing paper. Weakening demand emerged for pulp in 1989, followed by weaker
markets for paper products. The industry suffered a combined loss in 1992.

132. The Swedish industry has carried out structural changes since 1990 against the background
of falling profits."'7 Subsidiaries and main units have beern merged, capital has been raised by disposal
of assets such as power plants. forests and foreign units. Four market pulp mills, two paper mills
and two paper machines have been closed since 1990, reducing annual production capacity by
550,000 tonnes. As a result of this and other rationalization, employment has been cut by about
15 per cent in the forest-based industry. Investments have focused on quality upgrading and increased

"'The total net cost to the Government of support granted to the forest industry since 1976 is about
SEK 8 billion (1993 prices). Aid was mainly granted during 1979-84 due to difficulties in three companies;
Ncb, Södra Skogsagarna and ASSi. Government support corresponded on average to 3 per cent of total value
added in the forest industry during this period. Industry assistance has not been as extensive as in shipbuilding
or the steel industry, forestry companies have generally managed periods of structural adjustment without
government support.

'O'Total profits in the Swedish forestry industry rose from less than SEK 1 billion in 1981-82 to SEK 12 billion
in 1989, turning to a combined loss of approximately SEK 2 billion in 1992.
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value added of existing machinery. Further investments will be made to rationalize and increase
efficiency, in addition to environmentally related investments.'08

133. The Swedish pulp and paper industry comprises four major corporations and 19 smaller
producers.'Q Some ofthe companies have more people on their payroll abroad than in Sweden. About
one third ofthe production capacity for paper and paper board ofSwedish corporations is located outside
of Sweden, these enterprises own about 10 per cent of the total production capacity in the EU. The
foreign expansion was particularly strong during 1988 to 1990, with total direct outward investments
in the order ofSEK 30 billion. In 1992, non-forest industry business in the magnitude ofSEK 7 billion
were disinvested. Foreign investments have primarily been motivated by strategies to increase the
proximity to major customers and thus streamline distribution systems; forward integration has been
very intensive in the packaging industry (kraftliner board and sack paper).

134. Within the EU, Sweden's importance as a supplier offorestry products is particularly noticeable
in packaging for liquids (60 per cent market share), kraftliner board (30 per cent) and newsprint paper
(20 per cent). Finnish producers are major rivals for certain products, but both countries benefit from
zero tariffs under the free-trade arrangements since potential competition from North America and
Russia faces average EU m.f.n. tariffs of 7.4 per cent on paper and paperboard. At home, Swedish
producers are little assisted by tariffs, the simple average m.f.n. rate being 2 per cent on paper and
paperboard. The Uruguay Round agreement will reduce Swedish tariffs further, in some cases
eliminating tariffs on wood products.

135. Wood products firms were (together with producers of textiles and clothing) eligible for
adjustment aid and export promotion support until the schemes were terminated in mid-1992. The
paper industry is a major consumer of starch. The domestic price of starch is higher than world market
levels because of the protection afforded to potato growers; however, market regulation measures
ensure that industrial users are offered certain quantities of rebated starch."°

136. The forestry industry has reaped relatively fewer gains from the currency depreciation than
other sectors. inpart because ofthe pre-recession acquisitions ofproduction capacity in "hard-currency"
countries such as Gernany and France, financed by loans in foreign currencies. Price increases during
Winter 1993/94 may, however. signal the end of the recession and predictions suggest steady rises
in world demand for paper and paperboard in the years to come.

`oSwedish forestry companies were among the first to address environmental issues and are world leaders,
particularly regarding methods to reduce discharges into water and air. Swedish pulp mills are developing bleaching
processes which do not rely on chloral gas, while paper producers seek to increase the use of recycled fibres.

'"The large producers are STORA, SCA. MoDo and ASSi-Domän, the latter a new creation with the merger
of Domän AB (former Domänverket), ASSi AB and Ncb. ASSi-Domän was part-privatized in March 1994 as
the State sold 49 per cent of the shares. reserving 70 per cent of the offering for the Swedish public.

"'The estimated government subsidy to industrial users in 1992/93 was SEK 35 million with the discount
applicable to maximum 27.500 tons of starch.
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(v) Pharmaceuticals

137. The Swedish pharmaceutical industry has been among the sectors most clearly defying the
generally recessionary trend in recent years and is by some considered to be among the most promising
industries for future expansion."' The sector, which accounted for 1.2 per cent of manufacturing
employment and 2.5 per cent of total industry value added in 1990, is an outward-oriented industry
with exports accounting for around two thirds of company sales.

138. The strength of the domestic industry is also reflected in foreign trade statistics as Sweden's
exports of drugs and medicines exceeded imports by more than SEK 10 billion in 1993. The
pharmaceutical industry is assisted by tariff exemptions on inputs such as organic and inorganic
chemicals, but reccive no tariff protection as pharmaceutical products are generally free of import tariffs,
although m.f.n. rates exist on more peripheral products such as wadding, gauze, bandages and first
aid kits. However, the remaining m.f.n. tariffs will be removed as Sweden implements its
Uruguay Round commitments.

139. The pharmaceutical industry is a high-risk activity with ever-increasing requirements regarding
scientific know-how. New products may take many years to develop, with total development costs
exceeding SEK 1 billion. Swedish companies have been relative successful in developing new drugs,
reflected in a rise in their combined turnover from SEK 3 billion in 1980 to SEK 48 billion in 1993. '2
The recently privatized Pharmacia, formerly part of the Procordia group, is currently among the ten
major pharmaceutical concerns in Europe, another company (Astra) has been "the fastest-growing
pharmaceutical company in the world" during the last five years."'

140. The Swedish companies have benefited from the krona depreciation primarily through increased
sales margins. The prospects for future growth are not entirely unlimited given current efforts to bring
down costs of medical care in major industrialized countries through a number of cost-containment
measures. such as reference price systems. quantitative limitations, price freezes and even price
reductions."4 Pharmaceutical companies are expected to meet the challenge by merging or taking
measures to reduce costs, including concentration of research portfolios, rationalization and lay-offs."5

141. Sweden has recently revised regulations concrning sales, manufacture, importation, marking,
marketing, inspection. withdrawal of permits, etc. in the pharmaceutical area in order to align with

"Financial Times, 21 December 1993.

"2The Swedish pharnaceutical industry marketed 11 of the 265 most successful drugs developed between
1970 and 1992, relative to the size of the home market only Swiss companies had a higher success ratio.

"3The Association of the Swedish Pharmaceutical Industry (LIF) comprises three major producers (ABAstra,
Fearing AB and Kabi Pharmacia AB) and an association representing smaller companies. Foreign suppliers
are organized in the Association of Representatives of Foreign Pharmaceutical Industries (RUFI).

"'Producers' margins may be kept in check with more widespread use of copy products, low-price generic
drugs (products where patents have expired) competing against new, patent-protected preparations. The
research-based companies in the industry seek to strengthen their position in innovative segments of the market.
The European Council of Ministers adopted legislation in 1993 which may extend effective patent protection
for pharmaceuticals by up to five years, the Swedish patent law has been similarly amended.

"5NUTEK(1994).
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the requirements of the EEA Agreement and accession to the EU. A new law concerning
pharmaceuticals, adopted by Parliament in Spring 1992, came into effect on 1 July 1993.

142. Drugs and medicines put up for retail sale require certification by the Medical Products Agency
(Läkemedelsverket)."6 Registration is valid for five ears and may be renewed. Imports of
pharmaceuticals may generally only be effected by those authorized to manufacture or trade in
pharmaceuticals, the Medical Products Agency may grant other importers permits for specific
consignments. Import permits are not required in transactions with other EEA countries, but all other
legal provisions apply i.e. authorization to engage in wholesale trade and imported products must be
approved for use in Sweden. At present, wholesale trade is performed by two entities; the largest
is a legal entity with dominant state ownership.

143. Retail trade in pharmaceuticals is the monopoly of the National Corporation of Swedish
Pharmacies (Apoteksbolaget). except for products registered as natural remedies or less complicated
preparations such as balms and liniments."' Apoteksbolaget serves the public through some 760
pharmacies. in addition about 1.100 retail shops and kiosks may distribute drugs and medicines ordered
from it. Drug prices were for many years determined in negotiations between Apoteksbolaget and
the manufacturers. since 1 January 1993 there is formally free pricing on pharmaceuticals in Sweden.hI
According to Apoteksbolager's agreement with the State every drug has to be uniformly priced in all
sales outlets.

144. The Swedish retail monopoly has not been challenged by the EC Commission." The effect
ofthe EEA Agreement will thus primarily be felt through a larger selection ofregistered drugs. increased
availability of synonymous preparations and the possibility for parallel imports from 1 January 1995.
However, the "Future System" adopted by the EU during 1993 foresees the establishment ofa European
agency for assessing medicines with an easing of intra-EU trade barriers as from 1 January 1995, and
free circulation applying from 1 January 1998. EU legislation concerning the "Future System' has
yet to be incorporated in the EEA Agreement. Opportunities for the Swedish authorities to participate
in the elaboration of the new rules. eventually applying throughout the EEA. appear to be more limited
under the EEA Agreement than under fuIl EU membership.

"6A catalogue of pharmaceutical specialties registered in Sweden is published annually by
Läkemedelsinformation AB. Easier registration procedures apply for homeopathic preparations. In late 1993.
3,276 pharmaceutical products had been approved for use in Sweden, 856 of these were of domestic origin.
The application fee amounts to SEK 69,000 according to the Swedish authorities.

"'Apoteksbolager also controls wholesale trade through its subsidiary ADA AB.

"However, for prescription medicines to be covered by the national Swedish reimbursement system, the
manufacturer has to negotiate the price with the National Swedish Insurance Board (Riksförsakringsverket-RFV).
A reference price system came into effect on I January 1993 for certain generic drugs; theRFV sets the maximum
reimbursement price, above which the patient has to paythe fuil cost. The State reimburses expenses for drugs
used in open care, provided the items have been listed by the RFV. Prices are determined in negotiations between
RFV and the producer, the reference price system applies for off-patented drugs provided generics are available.
The Board of Apotesbolager proposes the retail margin to be added to arrive at the final price in pharmacies.

"9A recent government steady (SOU 1993:106) has, however. proposed to liberalize retail trade with respect
to non-prescription drugs.
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(vi) Petroleum

145. Sweden has no domestic production of crude petroleum or natural gas. Seven corporations
dominate domestic sales of petroleum products; their combined market share is approximately
96 per cent. Threeofthesegroups - 0K Petroleum, Svenska Shell ABandNVorsk Hydr-o-ownrefineries
in Sweden. reflected in imports of crude petroleum worth SEK 17 billion in 1993.`' Three ether
corporations, - Du Pont Scandinavia (JET). Kuwait Petroleum Svenska AB (KPS) and Svenska Statoil AB -
import ail petroleum products they market in Sweden."' Texaco is supplied mainly by OKPetroleum.

146. Over the years. refining in Sweden has generally turned out to be more profitable than
importation of finished products. Companies with refining capacity would therefore normally have
limited interest in importing petroleum products. Exports of refined fuels increased by 60 per cent
during the 1980s and Sweden is currently a net exporter of petroleum products.

147. Virtually all fuels enter duty-free. Under Sweden's Uruguay Round undertaking. the only
final non-zero bound rate will be on petroleum gases (SEK 1.30 per 100 kg.). However, no tariffs
are applied on these products at present. The major price-based measures applying to fuels are excise
taxes. these have risen markedly in recent years in order to address environmental concerns and boost
government revenue (Chapter V(2)(vii). Other govenmental measures affecting the sector include
an obligation. since July 1987. of petroleum companies and major consumers to maintain fuel stocks
equivalent to at least 25 per cent of annual turnover for national security reasons.

(vii) Plastic products

148. Swedish m.f.n. tariffs on plastic products are relatively high, the simple average tariff being
1 1.5 per cent. Withimplementationof the Uruguay Roundagreement. currentratesof9 or 12 per cent
will be reduced to 6.5 per cent. the average final bound rate for products falling under HS Chapter 39
is set to decline to 5.7 per cent.

(Viii) Cement

149. The market for cementtends to display similar charactristics in most countries in western
Europe; while cement production is highly profitable. competition from new entrants or cross-border
trade remains limited due to certain factors peculiar to the industry. Strong vertical integration reduces
the scope for attracting customers and the high and irreversible initial investments add risks to new
producers. New investment may alsobe discouraged since existing producers often maintain production
capacity well in excess of domestic demand.

150. Shipment costs were for many years a barrier to extensive foreign trade in cement, but this
impediment was largely overcome through more rational transportation methods. Cross-border trade
has not increased significantly, however. despite major price differntials between countries and the
absence of formal trade barriers. suggesting that a 'balance of terror' could exist among European

!eOK Petrolium. owned by 'interest in Saudi-Arabia. acquired all Texas Petrol stations during 1994 Affiliates
of U.S.- based corporations have retreated from the Swedish market or seentheir market shares shrink in recent
years.

2'Petrol station are undercontrolled obligation topurchase all petroleumproducts fromthe mother company
of the chain they belong to.
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producers.'I The EU has established common standards for cement as part of the preparations for
the single market to encourage trade among member States. These standards are currently also applicable
in Sweden due to the EEA Agreement.

151. The Swedish cement industry has been concentrated in one company, Cementa AB, since 1973
with production: taking place at three locations."Z Cementa holds about 94 per cent of the Swedish
market, other suppliers are two smaller companies importing cement from, respectively, Poland and
Germany. Sweden is a net exporter of cement; in value exports rose more than threefold from 1990
to 1993 (to SEK 250 million).'24

152. Capacity utilization has been rather high at Cementa plants and comparisons with other European
countries do not indicate that Swedish cement prices are particularly high. The State concluded an
agreement with Euroc in 1973 which obliges Cementa to provide regular information concerning its
market and cost situation. and to give one month's notice and justifications for price changes to the
competition authority.

(ix) Metals and metal products

153. Sweden's iron and steel industry originates from processing ofdomestic iron ore of high quality.
Today, Luossaiaara-Kiirunavaara AB (LKAB). which is almost entirely State-owned, is one of the
world's leading suppliers of highly upgraded iron ore products, its pellets being renowned for superior
quality. ' The mines. ore processing and pelletizing plants are located in the extreme north ofSweden,
and the output is shipped through ports in Luleà and Narvik (Norway). About 85 per cent production
goes to steel mills in Europe. but LKAB also bas clients in the Middle East and in South-East Asia.
LKAB is currently implementing an importam investment programme in Sweden. totaling SEK 4 billion
for a new pelletizing plant and an extension of the Kiruna mine.'"

`According to this theory, a cement producer would abstain from exporting, fearing retaliation from foreign
producers in ais domestic market (Statens offentliga utredningar (1991b). p. 206).

'2Cementa AB is 95 per cent owned by Euroc, the remaining share was held by the Swedish State until its
stake was sold under the privatization programme in early 1994.

"Cementa's foreign customers were located in Norway. the United Kingdom, The United States, Nigeria
and the Bahamas in 1988.

'THe State was thc sole owner of LKAB from ,976 until carly 1994, when 1.7 per cent ofthe shares were
trnsferred to four academic foundations. Those technology bridge foundations' are meant to facilitate the
commercial interchage between universities and industry. LKAB was included in the 1991 list of companies
to be privatized. but no schedule has been presented concerning the execution of the sale.

'eLKAB (1994).
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154. The Swedish steel industry reacted more quickly than most of its competitors when the world-
wide crisis emerged in the steel sector in the mid-1970s. Restructuring, involving mergers and closure
of certain units, was implemented to such an extent that as weakness persisted in world steel markets
in the 1980s ad recession returned in late 1989. no further structural gains could be obtained through
domestic mergers. Further rationalization has thereforebeen effected inmergers with foreign companies
(Box V.4). Nearly 30 per cent of the 32,000 staff working in the Swedish steel industry in
November 1992 were employed by foreign companies.

155. Swedish consumption of steel declined by 20 per cent from 1990 to 1991 and the domestic
market remained weak in 1992. Although this did have a negative impact on the Swedish steel industry.
domestic producers are currently specialized to such an extent that more than 70 per cent ofthe domestic
demand is covered by imports. The Swedish industry has. however, been affected by continued weakness
in demand in the EU. its major export market. 'I Sweden exported metals and metal products worth
SEK 43 billion in 1993 with exports of the basic iron and steel industry exceeding SEK 20 billion.

''Measured in tonnage, countries in the European Union purchase about 65 per cent ofSwedish steel exports
and another 15 per cent is sold in EFTA countries. Exports to overseas markets increased by 30 per cent in
1991. Potential markets also exist in former CMEA countries. which accounted for I per cent of Swedish steel
expos in 1991.

Box V.4: Foreign presence in the Swedish steel industry

Fundia AB, a producer of commercial steel, was acquired by Rautaruukki (Finland) and Norsk Jern
Holding (Norway) in Spring 1991. The company has retained its head office in Sweden and currently
employs some 4,500 people, of which 2,000 work in Sweden. Fundia is one of the major manufacture
of bars and rods in Europe. Kloster Speedsteel. the world's leading manufacturer of high-speed steel,
was purchased by Eramez-SLN of France in Autumn 1991.

Svenskt Stal Aktiebolag (SSAB) and British Steel formed a joint company, European Electrical Steels, to
produce and market electrical sheet in December 1991. SSAB. which is tle largest Swedish steel
producer, had dominant State-ownership until Spring 1992, when the Government offered SSAB
employees. the Swedish public and domestic and foreign institutional investors purchasing rights, to be
converted into shares by February 1994, covering the entire State holding. The privatization has been
completed.

In 1992, Avesta AB and the stainless steel division of British Steel plc merged to form Avesta
Sheffield AB, the world's leading manufacturer )f hot-rolled stainless steel plate and among the major
produce of coid-rolled stainless steel products in Europe. A rationalization programme initiated by
Avesta AB.in 1990 is continuing through 1994 at an accelerating rate. Avesta Sheffield reported its first
profits since the marger for the first half of 1994.

Source: The Swedish Board for Industrial and Tcchnical Development (NUTEK), Swedish Industry and
Industrial Policy. 1992193; and Avesta Sheffield AB, Annual Report, 1993.
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156. Trade in iron and steel products between EU and EFTA countries has been free from tariffs
since the 1970s as a result of the establishment of the free-trade agreements, Sweden/ECSC and
SwedenIEEC.'" As a result of the EEA Agreement, which extends EU competition rules. including
ECSC rules on aid to the steel industry. to EFTA participants, trade measures such as import surveillance
and anti-dumping or countervailing actions shall not be introduced. Quantitative restrictions on exports
have also been abolished.'19

157. Government assistance to the restructuring of steel companies and LKAB was given in the 1980s.
Support to LKAB amounted to some SEK 4.3 billion until 1982-83, and the steel industry received
around SEK 5 billion during the 1980s.'" The Government is no longer granting firm-specific aid
and has terminated sector-specific support programmes. Any future support to the steel industry would
have to be consistent with international obligations such as the EEA Agreement, including the ECSC
code on aid to the steel industry.

(X) Machinery and equipment

158. Sweden's engineering industries. including makers ofmachinery and professional and scientific
equipment, are outward-oriented and highly specialized. Swedish manufacturers of instruments export
more than 85 per cent of their production, in the machinery industry the export share is above
65 per cent. Total exports of such goods (ISIC 382. 383 and 385) amounted to SEK 115.6 billion
in 1993, up from SEK 98.8 billion in 1991. Industry specialization also led to significant imports,
in 1993 amounting to SEK 98.5 billion.

159. The industry includes Swedish multinational corporations with operations around the world
such as the Swiss/Swedish Asea Brown Boveri, Atlas Copco, Electrolux, Ericsson and SKF, as well
as companies smaller in size. but nevertheless among the world leaders in their respective segments,
such as Tetra-Laval (agricultural machinery and food processing equipment). Developments in the
production of telecommunications equipment, which has become a major Swedish export. are highlighted
inBox V.5.

160. Swedish m.f.n. tariffs on machinery and equipment are low, typically 3.8 per cent or less,
with zero tariffs applying on many items. l' The conclusion of - Uruguay Round will reduce tariffs
further. the simple average of bound tariffs for machinery and professional equipment is set to decline
to 1.6 per cent at the end of the implementation period. Items included in the zero-zero initiative
accepted by Sweden include machinery and equipment used in agriculture, medical services a.nd the
construction industry.

'23The average m.f.n. tariff on iron and steel products is 4.1 per cent in Sweden. Sweden's undertakings
in the Uruguay Round imply elimination of most tariffs on goods falling under HS Chapter 72 and a decline
in average tariffs from 4.5 per cent to 1.3 per cent for articles falling under HS Chapter 73.

''1n 1992, the EU had an anti-dumping measure in force on ferrosilicon imported from Sweden. Norway
and Iceland. The EU decided in July 1992 to exempt from retrospective Co mmunity surveillance all imports
from EFTA countries of iron and steel produces covered by the ECSC Treaty (Community Decision
No. 1856/92/ECSC). The exemption was extended for one year in December 1992.

'3OGATT (199O).

13'Temporary duty exemptions are also in force on a wide range of machinery.
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Box V.5: The Swedish telecommunications industry

Sweden exported radiofTV and telecommunications products worth nearly SEK 28 billion in 1993, a
40 per cent increase in value compared to the previous year. Imports are also substantial, but Sweden is
nevertheless a net exporter of these products. The Swedish telecommunications industry essentially
comprises one company, the multinational Ericsson, measured in turnover the world's fifth largest
company in this sector in 1991.* Production in Sweden is mostly specialized in large telephone
exchanges and mobile telephone equipment, products manufactured in relatively short series.

Technological advances in production are currently leading to major changes in the world's
telecommunications industry. As assembly operations are gradually automated, manpower is exceedingly
concentrated in the development of software.** Ericsson plans, despite higher demand for its products,
to reduce staff from around 30,000 in 1990 to less than 20,000 in 1995 with the largest reductions taking
place outside of Sweden. Sweden's relatively egalitarian wage structure and the currency depreciation
apparently makes Sweden the least expensive country for the operations Ericsson is planning with up-to-
date production technology. Concentration ot .activities to Sweden may also lead to efficiency gains by
bringing research and development activities closer to actual production of telecommunications
equipment.

Price controls apply in telecommunications services; permitted adjustments in the pricing of telephone
services for households by the state-owned. but commercially independent operator, Telia are linked to
movements in the Net Prixe Index (the CPI adjusted for changes in VAT). The price-cap regulation will
not be reviewed before 1996. The entry into force of the EEA Agreement implies that existing EU
regulations in the telecommunications area, as well as any future changes, would also be applicable in
Sweden.

* A small firm (Spectronic) has also been successful in producing mobile telephones which are
delivered to, among others, Siemens.

** Mobile telephones. in !988 manufactured in three hours, may now be assembled in twelve
minutes. The lead time in the production of AXE-(telephone) exchanges is currently ten days,
down from six months in 1990.

Source: NUTEK (1994), and Government of Sweden.

161. Due to the EEA Agreement, Sweden has implemented EU technical harmonization directives
under the 'new approach' covering a wide range ofproducts. including machinery, medical equipment,
telecommunications terminal equipment. simple pressure vessels and low-voltage equipment. Accepted
products carry a CE marking allowing them to move freely within the EEA. The Agreement generally
also provides free circulation of goods when technical regulations have not been harmonized. The
process may, however, still require some time before running smoothly in all areas; according to the
Swedish authorities exporters of forestry tractors continue to encounter technical barriers in France.

(mi) Transport equipment

162. Motor vehicles are among S'w eden s leading exports, with foreign sales totalling nearly
SEK 52 billion in 1993. With a relatively limited home market. the export dependency of the Swedish
manufacturers - AB Volvo, Saab-Scania and Saab Automobile - is higher than for other major
manufacturer in the world automobile industry; the Swcdish companies export about 80 per cent of
the passenger cars and 90 per cent of all heavy vehicles assembled in Sweden. Details concerning
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links with other producers and activities abroad with respect to passenger vehicle production are
highlighted in Box V.6.

163. Volvo is by far the single-most important employer in the Swedish manufacturing sector.
Together with the Saab-Scania Group these two enterprises accounted for some 108,000jobs, ofwhich
about 70.000 posts were located in Sweden, in 1993. Adding people working for sub-contractors,
the total workforce of the domestic motor vehicle industry has been close to 100,000. However, hit
by declining sales due to simultaneous recessions in their three major markets (the United States, Sweden
and the United Kingdom), both Volvo and Saab have implemented cost-cutting programmes involving
significant reductions in staff. On the other hand, early efficiency-enhancing measures may have given
the Swedish industry at least a temporary competitive edge vis-à-vis other European rivals where
restructuring still has to be effected.'32

164. The Swedish market for passenger motor vehicles is characterized by regular cyclical movements
in sales figures, with record levels every I 1 to l 2 years, followed by major declines. ' The decline
since 1988. the last record year, has been particularly long and severe because of the domestic recession
with new car registrations in 1993 barely reaching 40 per cent of the pre-recession level (Chart V.5).'34

165. Sweden has a fairly high share of imported cars compared to other countries with domestic
production.'35 However, while Volvo and Saab sold 50 per cent fewer cars in Sweden in 1993 than
four years previously. the companies have gradually captured market shares during the recession.
This has been ascribed to the successful launch of new models. In addition, currency movements arc
likely to have been particularly favourable for the Swedish producers in 1993.1'

'-3Volvo has reduced the average assembly time for its vehicles from 70 to 40 working hours. Production
time for the Saab 900 model launched in mid-1993 is about 30 hor, compared to 110 hours for certain Saab
models a fcw years ago (Financial Times, 21 December 1993).

133Another particular feature of the Swedish car market is the large number of passenger vehicles, about
50 per cent of all new registrations. purchased by enterprises for business use or private use of employees.

"4Monthly statistics concerning new registrations of cars signal a strong recovery underway in Sweden in
1994.

'35Market share for Japancse cars in EU and EFTA countries in 1990 are provided in GATT (1993b),
Chart V.9.

'-The Swedish price index for imported vehicles rose by more than 20 per cent between October 1992 and
October 1993. The decline in new carsales from 1992 to 1993 was particularly marked (35 per cent) forJapanese
models.
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Box V.6: Recent developments in the Swedish car industry

About 30 per cent of the passenger cars produced by Volvo in 1993 were manufactured in the
Netherlands. The Dutch Govermment sold its stake in Volvo Car BV to Mitsubishi Motor Corporation
and Volvo Car Corporation in December 1991, the fully privatized company being renamed NedCar.
Volvo continues to manufacture cars in its 400 series in the Netherlands, and the production line is being
expanded to include Mitsubishi models.

The Volvo 850 GLT, launched in mid-1991, is produced in a new plant in Gent (Belgium). At home,
Volvo is concentrating production to its Torslanda factory near Gothenburg, closing plants in Uddevalla
and in Kalmar. Restructuring is expected to yield a total staff reduction of 15,000 by 1995.

Volvo and Renault agreed in 1991 to co-ordinate their product strategies and prepare the ground for joint
investments in the 1990s. Volvo would, for example, supply the petrol-driven engines in some of
Renault's future models while Renault would deliver the engines for certain diesel-driven Volvo cars.
The alliance was subsequently strengthened through reciprocal ownership and net cash payments of
SEK 7.8 billion from Volvo to Renault. The alliance pact eventually developed into a merger plan
which, however, was rejected by the majority of Volvo's shareholders in December 1993. The alliance
is being dismantled gradually. Volvo's current management does not appear to seek closer relationships
with other car-makers, and has instead unveiled plans to concentrate on core activities, which imply
disposal of assets worth an estimated SEK 40 billion not directly linked to car and truck manufacturing.

Saab began to lose money on its passenger vehicles in 1988. and bas undergone major restructuring to
return to profitability. Saab Automobile AB, operative since 1 January 1990, is owned equally by Saab-
Scania AB and General Motors. Production has been concentrated in Trolihittan, Saab bas thus closed
facilities in Malmo and shed all cornponent-making activities. Saab bas also halted production of its 9000
and 900 models in Finland, tUc production facilities have been sold to the Finnish company Valmet which
continues to manufacture Saab 900 Cabriolets. In total, Saab Automobile bas reduced its workforce by
50 per cent to about 7,300.

Volvo and Saab and have reaped strong gains from the recent depreciation of the Swedish krona.
Volvo's car division made a profit in 1993 with sales of some 312.000 passenger vehicles. Saab expects
sales of its 9000 and 900 models to rise by 16 per cent to 87,000 units in 1994, above the estimated
break-even level of 83,000 cars.

Source: The Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical Developmet (NUTEK), Swedish
Industry and Industrial Policy, 1992/93, Financial Times, 7 October 1993, 20 and
21 April 1994, and Wall Street Journal, 18 February 1994.
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Chart V.5
New passenger motor vehicles registered in Sweden, by
country of origin, 1989 and 1993

1989 1993

SWden

Germany

Germany

- Other

France

Other EC

France

Other EC

Sweden

Other

\Korea

Japan

USA

USA

Total: 307,104 Total: 124,434
Note: 'Other EC" comprise the United Khigdom, ItaIy, the Netherlande and Spain.
Source: Govenment of Sweden

166. The Government has no specific aid scheme for the motor vehicle industry. No tariffs are
levied on imports from EUIEFTA partners under the free-trade arrangements. The m.f.n. tariff,
6.2 per cent onpassengermotor vehicles and spare parts, thus primarily affects non-Europeanexporters
such as Japan, the United States and the Republic of Kirea. Il Price comparisons have indicated Swedish
car prices some 5 to 10 per cent higher than in the EU, partly due to approval requirements which
make parallel importing expensive. The annual loss in welfare for Swedish consumers of aS per cent
extra charge on cars has been estimated at approximately SEK 1.4 billion.'"

167. The EEA Agreement has brought Sweden closer to the regulatory regime ofthe European Union,
where the new regulatory framework for motor vehicles has provided for a uniform EC type approval
system since 1 January 1993. EFTA countries will, however, not be entitled to grant EC type approval
before 1 January 1995.

13'The m.f.à. tariff will remain unchanged for passenger motor vehicles under Sweden's Uruguay Round
commitments (except for vehicles specially designed for travelling on sow, where the tariff will be reduced
to zero).

'The numberwere derived ina government study "Demokrati och makt i Sverige' (SOU 1990:44). The
study also suggestedthat Swedish consumerwere particularly loyal to their chosen make of car and not very
sensitive to price changes as additional factors to explain the price differentials. The study also pointed out
that car prices in the EU do not represent free-trade conditions due to various distortions, notably tariffs.

Trade Policies Review Mechanism
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168. Scania and Volvo are among the world's leading producers of trucks, together holding about
17 per cent ofthe world market (excluding former CMEA countries and China). '39 Scania concentrates
on heavy trucks, assembled in the Netherlands, Sweden, Brazil and Argentina. Volvo manufactures
both medium-heavy and heavy trucks. The recession began to affect truck sales in 1990, but theSwedish
manufacturers have been able to record profits even during the recent difficult period. Volvo and Scania
are also major producers of buses."'"

169. The Swedish shipbuilding industry was among the most important in the world in the early
1970s, but was subsequently restructured and sized down with considerable financial assistance from
the Governent."' Major shipyards were closed and production of large merchant ships ceased in
1987. The industry currently specializes in small passenger ships, employment in the sector totalled
4,500 in 1991, 27,000 workers less than in 1975. Government aid in the form of interest rate subsidies
and credit guarantees for ships under construction was terminated as from 1 January 1990, cash support
for the financing of ships was abolished as of 1 July 1993.

170. The Swedish aerospace industry is of some importance, particularly production related to defence
due to Sweden's long-standing policy of neutrality. More than 15 per cent of tne turnover of the Saab-
Scania group was derived from its aircraft subsidiary, which employed nearly 7,000 people, in 1991.
However, Sweden was a net importer of aircrafts in every year from 1988 to 1993.

171. The current m.fn. tariff on buses and trucks is 7.7 per cent, to be reduced to 6.2 per cent
as a result of the Uruguay Round. Tariffs on maritime and airborne transport equipment are generally
zero, except for pleasure crafts and ships made of iron, where the current m.f.n. rate is 3.8 per cent.

'3»Ranked cording to the number of vehicles produced, the groups with the largest output in 1991 were
Mercedes, Volvo, Renault, Scania and Inveco.

'"Volvo buses are marketed under the names of Volvo, Leyland Bus and Steyr Bus.

"4'Volvo and Saab moved production to Uddevalla and Malmô 'n response to government incentives to create
new employment with the closure of major shipyards in the two cities. As noted in Box V.6, the recent
restructuring carried out at VoIvo and Saab implies cessation of automobile production in both cities.
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VI. TRADE DISPUTES AND CONSULTATIONS

(1) GATT Dispute Seulement

(i) Articles XXII and XXIII

1. Sweden has never initiated any complaints against other countries under the dispute settlement
provisions ofGATT Article XXIII. A request in April 1988 by the United States for the establishment
of a dispute panel under Article XXIII:2 to consider Swedish import restrictions on apples and pears
was withdrawn when Sweden decided to replace quantitative restrictions with a sliding scale of seasonal
tariffs.

(ii) Disputes under the Tokyo Round Agreements

2. In January 1989, a panel was established under the dispute settlement provisions of the Agreement
on Implementation of Article VI of the GATT (the Anti-Dumping Code) to examine anti-dumping duties
imposed by the United States on imports of seamless stainless steel 1-,llow products from Sweden.
The panel concluded, in 1990, that by initiating an anti-dumping investigation of these imports the
United States had acted inconsistently with its obligations under the Code.' Accordingly, the panel
recommended that the Committee on Anti-Dumping Practices request the United States to revoke the
anti-dumping duties and reimburse the Swedish exporter for duties paid. However, the panel report
remains unadopted.

3. Since the issuance of the panel report, Sweden has raised the matter at each regular meeting
ofthe Anti-Dumping Communittee. The issue has also been the subject of formal and informal. discussions,
including at the highest political level, in Washington and Stockholm. Sweden's principal interest is
in the revocation and reimbursement ofduties while the United States has expressed concern regarding
both the panel's interpretation of the Code and the panel's recommendation.2

4. A dispute panel was established on 27 April 1992 at the request of Sweden to examine
anti-dumping duties imposed by the United States since 1973 on its imports of stainless steel plate from
Sweden.3 Requests, filed in 1985 and 1987 by the Swedish exporters for a review of the affirmative
determination of injury. had been dismissed by the United States International Trade Commission
(USITC).

The panel concluded that the U.S. authori' made a procedural error by not taking sufficient care in
satisfying themselves that the Specialty Tubing :minitting thewritten request for initiation ofanti-dumping
proceedings, was in a position to act on behalf of L. .sty affwed. GATT domen t ADP/47, 20 August 1990.

2GATT document ADPIM/40, 15 September 1993.

The original finding of dumping covered all Swedish exporters of stainless steel plate (currently classified
under HS items 7219.12.00, 7219.21.00, 7219.22.00, 7219.31.00, and 7219.11 .00) except Stora Kopparbergs
Brgslag AS. Subsequent restructuring of the Swedish steel industry, completed in 1984, made the Avesta Group
the sole producer of stainless steel flat-rolled products and welded pipes and tubes as well as of certain stainless
steel forgings, welding wire and electrodes, knocked-down pressure vessels and fittings.
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5. The panel presented its findings in February 19944, concluding that the United States, by
dismissing the Swedish exporter's requests for a review, had acted inconsistently with its Code
obligations.5 The panel recommended that the United States promptly initiate a review and act as
necessary in light of the outcome of the review.`

6. At the regular meeting of the Anti-Dumping Committee on 27 April 1994, the United States
announced that it was not ready to accept the findings of the report, needing more time to study the
panel's conclusions.7

(2) Other Consultations

7. French complaints to the European Commission concerning Swedish experts of certain wood
and paper products were discussed in the Joint Conmnittee of the(then) Free Trade Agreement between
Sweden and the EEC in July 1993. Sweden agreed to communicate to the Commission statistics, for
the period January 1990 to November 1993, on its monthly exports to the EU of the relevant products.
The reporting period has subsequently been extended twice, each time for three months.

8. The EEA Agreement provides for dispute settlement within its own institutional framework
and, by agreement, with the EU judicial system. An EFTA Court of Justice has been established under
the Agreement. However, its competence is limited to EFTA surveillance actions, appeals against
decisions initiated by the EFTA Surveillance Authority in the area ofcompetition, and dispute settlement
among EFTA States.8

4GATT document ADP/1 17. 24 February 1994.

5Qn the other hand, the panel found that the United States had not acted inconsistently with the Code in
dismissing a request to modify the 1973 dumping fading to exclude cold-rolled steel plate. The Swedish exporter
had argued that it was selling three types cf stainless steel plate, which did no; exist in 1973, in minimal quantities
in the United States; the panel accepted the USITC opinion that these products did not fall outside the domestic
definition of 'like products".

6According to the panel, the USITC had not explained adequately in 1987 why information on the changed
structure of the Swedish stainless steel plate industry and an alleged change in marketing strategy of the exporters,
was not sufficient cause to initiate a review; thc USITC had drawn the same, inadequately explained, conclusion
with respect to information on the free-trade agreements between the EEC and Sweden (providing staged tariff
reductions and duty-free access for stainless steel from 1 January 1977). The panel also found that tht USITC
had erred in dismissing information about the impact of a purchase of a U.S. steel mill in 1976 by a predecessor
of the Swedish exporter, basing its conclusion on factually incorrect import data and on an assumption thatthe
acquisition had not affected the product composition of imports of stainless steel plate from Sweden.

'International Trade Reporter, 4 May 1994.

'The Agreement originally envisaged a joint EU/EFTA judicial body. However, the European Court of
Justice declared that a parallel body would undermine the Court's authority in carrying out its mandate; the
relevant provisions of the Agreement were subsequently renegotiated.
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9. The signatories may refer a case to the European Court of Justice (ECJ) if no solution has been
found in the EEA Joint Committee.4 The affected party may take safeguard measures in order to remedy
possible imbalances within the EEA ifthe Joint Committee has failed to settle a dispute within six months
or if, within this period, the parties have decided not to involve the ECJ.'° Disputes over the scope
or duration of safeguard measures or over the proportionality of rebalancing measures can be referred
to binding arbitration" if 'he Joint Committee has not found a solution.

10. While the previous EC/EFTA frec-trade agreements specified that no provisions might "be
interpreted as exempting the contracting parties from the obligations ... under other international
agreements". the EEA Agreement does not contain a similar clause. This could be considered a reflection
of the specific legal and institutional structure of the EEA. in particular the extension of the EU
aquis communautaire to EFTA countries in the areas covered by the Agreement.'

11. Joint Committees have been established under the recent EFTA free-trade agreements (with
Bulgaria, the Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary. Israel, Poland. Romania and Turkey), as well
as under Sweden's bilateral free-trade agreements with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, to supervise
and ensure proper implementation of the agreements. Parties should seek to solve any differences
between themselves through direct consultations. If the parties fail to reach a mutually satisfactory
solution. the party considering resort to safeguard measures must notify the Joint Committee promptly,
providing all relevant information. Consultations are then to take place without delay in the
Joint Committee.

12. If a dispute remains unresolved after three months of the matter being referred to the
Joint Committee'3, the concerned party may adopt the safeguard measures it considers necessary to
remedy the situation. Safeguard measures must be notified immediately to the Joint Committee, in
which the measures will he subject to regular consultations with a view to their relaxation, substitution
or abolition as soon as possible.

'his option exists in ail areas where the Agreement is identical in substance to original EEC or ECSC Treaty
provisions and to secondary EU legislation.

'`Alternatively, theJoint Cornrittee may examinefurtherpossibilities, including adecisiononthe equivalence
of legislation or, after an additional time limit, the relevant parts of the Agreement may be regarded as suspended.

"Each party appoints one arbitrator and the two chosen arbitnators nominate an umpire by consensus; in
the event of disagreement, the umpire is chosen from a list of seven persons established by the EEA Joint
Committee.

'2GATT (1993b).

"'Under sore free-trade agreements, such as with the Baltic States, theJoint Committee may in certain cases,
including dumping, emergency action on certain products, and re-export and serious shortage, take any decision
needed to put an end to the difficulties. The party concerned may adopt my measure necessary to remedy the
situation if the Joint Committee has not taken a decision within thirty days or the matter being referred to it.
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Table AI.1
Principal exports of Sweden, 1985-93
(US$ million)

1985 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

TOTAL TRADE 30,403 51,497 57,326 55,042 55,933 49,754

732 ROAD MOTOR VEHICLES 4,100 6,854 7,281 7,154 7,220 6,102
641 PAPER AND PAPERBOARD 2,659 5,168 5,867 5,832 5,715 4,6^-4
719 MACHINES NES NONELECTRIC 2,356 4,361 5,187 4,852 4,857 4,193
72S4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIP 1,327 2,202 2,519 2,533 2,652 2,869
541 MEDICINAL ETC PRODUCTS 405 1,047 1,312 1,725 2,116 2,178
243 WOOD SHAPED 1,070 1,624 1,868 1,720 1,934 1,844
332 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 1,305 1,199 1,464 1,551 1,513 1,511
718 MACHS FOR SPCL INDUSTRYS 833 1,667 1,957 1,812 1,719 1,470
711 POWER MACHINERY NON-ELEC 665 1,255 1,478 1,378 1,508 1,320
674 IRN,STL UNIV,PLATESHEET 571 1,410 1,391 1,366 1,374 1,319
581 PLASTIC MATERIALS ETC 552 1,029 1,223 1,229 1,250 1,199
251 PULP AND WASTE PAPER 1,128 2.075 1,956 1,549 1,463 1,133
861 INSTRUMENTS,APPARATUS 434 948 1,105 1,101 1.197 1,025
729 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY NES 540 947 1,043 1,025 1,084 997
722 ELEC PWR MACH,SWITCHGEAR 504 961 1,149 1,046 1,057 977
735 SHIPS AND BOATS 411 339 339 238 425 874
821 FURNITURE 540 787 903 931 997 850
714 OFFICE MACHINES 919 1,391 1,426 1,306 1,181 785
695 TOOLS 453 765 845 799 772 633
893 ARTICLES OF PLASTIC NES 205 484 550 572 574 516
673 IRON AND STEEL SHAPES 473 692 702 574 575 501
512 ORGANIC CHEMICALS 301 492 534 538 536 495
642 ARTICLES OF PAPER ETC 304 431 480 479 553 479
632 WOOD MANUFACTURES NES 226 401 441 415 422 450
725 DOMESTIC ELECTRIC EQUIP 227 385 391 397 447 442
678 IRON,STL TUBES,PIPESETC 349 652 655 564 526 436
599 CHEMICALS NES 198 342 403 424 454 428
281 IRON 0RECONCENTRATES 359 412 453 391 461 422
698 METAL MANUFACTURES NES 256 373 439 433 451 394
682 COPPER 298 486 505 460 440 385
734 AIRCRAFT 207 426 614 592 518 365
684 ALUMINIUM 176 386 395 372 351 312
672 IRON,STL PRIMARY FORMS 180 258 291 332 342 295
841 CLOTHING NOT OF FUR 235 318 377 382 377 236
715 METALWORKING MACHINERY 187 296 402 338 300 271
712 AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 164 259 358 279 316 255
723 ELECTR DISTRIBUTING MACH 111 207 270 266 258 245
899 OTHER MANUFACTURED GOODS 90 209 234 248 256 244
812 PLUMBGHEATNGLGHTNG EQU 131 227 250 242 253 213
533 PIGMENTS,PAINTSETC 77 164 i81 189 218 205
655 SPECIAL TEXTILE ETC PROD 127 192 228 229 253 199
892 PRINTED MATTER 143 227 233 236 228 198
726 ELECTRO-MEDCLXRAY EQUIP 110 153 185 176 197 186
951 WAR FIREARMS,AMMUNATION 191 784 397 362 333 183
717 TEXTILE.LEATHER MACHNRY 134 212 237 207 195 178
664 GLASS 93 166 178 202 215 175
891 SOUND RECORDERS,PRODUCRS 48 81 136 139 183 174
671 PIG IRON ETC 135 218 202 193 204 172
691 STRUCTURES AND PARTS NES 173 205 235 209 214 171
894 TOYSSPORTING GOODS.ETC 80 134 154 154 176 152
653 WOVEN TEXTILES NONCOTTON 86 140 156 151 165 148
514 OTHR INORGANIC CHEMICALS 112 162 185 116 175 148
283 NONFER BASE MTL ORE,CONC 151 221 239 204 176 147
677 IRNSTL WIRE EXCL W ROD 111 174 168 153 154 143
048 CEREAL ETC PREPARATIONS 55 135 141 134 143 133
629 RUBBER ARTICLES NES 132 90 102 103 131 131
731 RAILWAY VEHICLES 27 85 98 77 69 123

Source: UNSTAT, Comtrade database, 3-digit SITC Rev.1.
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Table Al.2
Principal imports or Sweden, 1985-93
(US$ million)

Commodity 1985 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

TOTAL TRADE 28.538 4Y,920 54,536 49,760 49.849 42,634

719 MACHINES NES NONELECTRIC i,715 3,316 3,831 3,234 3,157 2,807
732 ROAD MOTOR VEHICLES 1,951 4,815 4,331 3,616 3.631 2.709
331 CRUDE PETROLEUM,ETC 2,854 2,079 2,869 2,432 2,336 2,186
714 OFFICE MACHINES 1,148 2,302 2,505 2,377 2,361 2,090
841 CLOTHING NOT OF FUR 1,108 2,058 2,501 2,449 2,616 1,921
729 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY NES 1,105 1,493 1,628 1,497 1,571 1,715
332 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 2,065 1,216 1,531 1,428 1,473 1,274
724 TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIP 563 1.360 1,557 1,507 1,387 1,257
861 INSTRUMENTSAPPARATUS 514 1,231 1.379 1,335 1.393 1,231
722 ELEC PWR MACH,SWITCHGEAR 656 1,11 1,264 1,175 1,194 1,131
581 PLASTIC MATERIALS ETC 750 1,334 1,512 !,369 1,277 1,095
711 POWER MACHINERY NON-ELEC 503 951 1,016 943 1,006 911
541 MEDICINAL ETC PRODUCTS 332 643 748 805 960 879
512 ORGANIC CHEMICALS 410 692 674 642 742 830
821 FURNITURE 251 662 823 860 817 617
893 ARTICLES OF PLASTIC NES 250 614 721 683 698 605
599 CHEMICALS NES 309 509 598 620 641 587
734 AIRCRAFT 182 573 950 625 622 548
891 SOUND RECORDERS,PRODUCRS 245 425 504 485 5"5 530
674 IRNSTL UNIV.PLATE,SHEET 330 713 751 598 635 516
718 MACHS FOR SPCL INDUSTRYS 408 836 981 614 624 469
698 METAL MANUFACTURES NES 284 526 602 542 540 468
892 PRINTED MATTER 189 410 537 546 567 452
629 RUBBER ARTICLES NES 261 495 550 516 535 439
051 FRUIT FRSH NUTS FRSH DRY 216 362 442 486 458 366
851 FOOTWEAR 240 410 473 457 461 365
641 PAPER AND PAPERBOARD 206 404 500 471 465 365
725 DOMESTIC ELECTRIC EQUIP 188 451 530 547 485 361
684 ALUMINIUM 233 485 481 425 393 342
112 ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 120 246 286 294 332 336
894 TOYS,SPORTING GOODS,ETC 139 299 338 365 415 334
642 ARTICLES OF PAPER ETC II 273 338 342 370 333
695 TOOLS 151 295 402 334 366 301
723 ELECTR DISTREBUTING MACH 138 286 343 318 317 284
054 VEG ETC FRSHSMPLY PRSVD 111 237 297 329 326 277
292 CRUDE VEG MATERLALS NES 140 241 285 302 320 265
678 IRON.STL TUBES.PIPESETC 217 382 423 336 332 262
682 COPPER 200 410 387 327 290 258
862 PHOTOCINEMA SUPPLIES 132 225 252 238 253 256
533 PIGMENTS,PAINTSETC 137 263 310 290 295 256
673 IRON AND STEEL SHAPES 162 335 349 249 244 245
899 OTHER MANUFACTURED GOODS 92 246 267 272 308 244
553 PERFUMECOSMETICS,ETC 76 157 196 203 226 240
031 FISH FRESH,SIMPLY PRESVD 130 251 271 271 289 237
081 ANIMAL FEEDING STUFF 130 193 180 183 221 221
554 SOAPS,CLEANING ETC PREPS 66 160 195 194 236 220
513 INORG FLEMNTSOXIDES,ETC 171 240 268 268 230 218
812 PLUMBGHEATNGLGHTNG EQU 72 210 274 239 248 210
099 FOOD PREPARATIONS NES 70 129 156 171 205 209
071 COFFEE 300 265 228 223 183 208

Source: UNSTAT, Comtrade database, 3-digit SITC Rev. 1.
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Table AI.3
Total exports by region and country of destination, 1990-93
(SEK million and per cent)

[Partner 1990 1991 1992 1993

World 339,941 333,568 326,242 388,068

EU 54.2 55.0 55.6 53.0
- Germany 14.1 15.1 14.9 14.3
- United Kingdom 10.1 9.3 9.6 10.2
- Denmark 6.8 7.0 7.1 6.6
- France 5.4 5.5 5.8 5.4
-Netherlands 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.1
- Belgium-Luxembourg 3.8 3.8 4.2 4.1
Italy 4.7 4.5 4.4 3.7

-Spain 2.5 2.5 2.2 1.9
- Ireland 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
- Greece 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6
- Portugal 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5

EFTA 19.0 17.9 17.3 16.1
- Norway 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.1
- Finland 6.8 5.7 5.2 4.6

Eastern Europe 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.9

- Poland 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.8
- Russian Federation 0.7a 0.7a 0.6 0.7

- Baltic countries n.a. n.a. 0.3 0.4

Other OECD 14.1 12.9 13.3 14.2
- USA 8.6 8.1 8.3 8.4
- Japan 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.5

Restof the World 10.8 12.0 11.2 13.8
- China 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.3

n.a. Not applicable.

a Data for the former Soviet Union

Source: UNSTAT, Comtrade database, SITC Rev.3.
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Table AI.4
Total imports by region and country of origin, 1990-93
(SEK million and per cent)

Partner 1990 1991 1992 1993

World 322,968 301,102 290,434 331,979

EU 55.2 54.8 55.4 55.0
- Germany 19.8 18.8 18.5 17.9
- United Kingdom 8.1 8.3 8.6 9.4
- Denmark 7.5 7.6 7.6 7.1
- France 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.3
- Netherlands 4.1 4.3 4.3 4.6
- Italy 4.2 4.0 3.8 3.6
- Belgium-Luxembourg 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.5
- Spain 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4
- Portugal 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.1
- Ireland 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8
- Greece 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

EFTA 18.2 17.9 16.4 16.0
- Norway 7.9 7.7 6.9 6.5
- Finland 6.8 7.0 6.2 6.2

Eastern Europe 2.7 2.5 3.1 3.0
- Poland 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.7
- Russian Federation 1.4e 1.1a 1.1 1.0

- Baltic countries n.a. n.a. 0.5 0.6

Other OECD 15.0 14.8 14.9 15.2
- USA 8.7 8.5 8.8 9.1

- Japan 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.0

Rest of the World 9.0 9.9 10.2 10.8

- China 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.9

n.a. Not applicable.

a Data for the former Soviet Union.

Source: UNSTAT, Comtrade database, SITC Rev.3.
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Table AV.1
Competition profiles in various sectors in Sweden, 1991-94

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Il 12 13

Food processing
Dairy products
Edible fats
Meat products
Bread and grain products
Beverages
Canned and frozen products
Retail trade

Traded fertilizers
Agricultural machinery

Construction
Construction firms

Construction consultants

Trade in construction materials

Cement
Construction steel (bars and rods)

Minerai wool

Building boards
Flat glass
Doors
Windows
Cupboards, kitchen units, etc.

Floors

Paints and varnishes

Heating, ventilation and sanitary (HVS)
products
HVS, water and drains, wholesale trade

HVS installation
Electrical equipment, wholesale trade

Electrical equipment, installation

.
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Packaging
Glass packaging

Plastic packaging
Aluminium cans

Wooden packaging
Corrugated paperboard

Bo.t-oard packaging
Pulp and paper industries
Paper pulp
Newsprint

* * e
x

* * e
x

* e xX
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Natural gas
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 il 12 131

Consumer goods

Clothing

Glasses 0
Pharmaceuticals *O O

Newspaper O S * o

Soft paper O O

Printed textbooks O O O

Household appliances, eiectric X
Motor vehicles and spare parts * S e O

Car repairs n.a. go

Private services
Industrial cleaning X n.a. O S

Hotels n.a.
Funerals S n a. O
Appliance repairs n.a. X

Consumer electronic repairs/servicing n.a.

Computer maintenance n.a. Ob O

Dominant producers.
Weak import competition.
Government regulations.
Vertical integration.
Vertical recommended prices.
Vertical agreements.
Horizontal integration.
Horizontal recommended prices.
Horizontal agreements.
Entry barriers - economies of state.
Entry barriers - other.
Technical barriers to trade.
Barriers to trade - other.

Not applicable.
Factor applying in 1991.
Factor emerging between 1991 and 1994.
Factor eliminated between 1991 and 1994.

Source: Statens offentliga utredningar (1991), updated by the Swedish Competition Authority.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13

n.a.

ex
O
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Table AV.2
Production, imports, exports and tariffs applied in Sweden by ISIC category, 1993
(SEK million and per cent)

ISIC Description Production Imports Exports MFN tariff
Code value Simple Dispersion Std.

Leverage Range dev.

I Agriculture, hunting, forestry &
fishing

111 Agricultural and livestock production
12 Forestry and logging
121 Forestry
122 Logging
130 Fishing
1301 Ocean and coastal fishing
1302 Fishing not elsewhere classified
2 Mining & quarrying
210 Coal mining
220 Crude petroleum and natural gas

production
230 Metal ore mining
2301 Iron ore mining
2302 Non-ferrous ore mining
290 Other minin-
2901 Stone quarrying, clay and sand pits
2902 Chemical and fertilizer mineral

mining
2903 Salt mining
2909 Mining and quarrying not elsewhere

classified
3 Manufacturing

31 Manufacture of food, beverages and
tobacco

311 Food products
3111 Slaughtering, preparing, preserving

meat

3112 Manufacture of dairy products
3113 Canning, preserving fruit and

vegetables
3114 Canning, preserving fish, crustacea

etc.

3115 Manufacture of vegetable & animal
oils & fats

3116 Grain mill products
3117 Manufacture of bakery products
3118 Sugar factories and refineries

3119 Manuf. of cocoa, choc., sugar
confectionery

312 Other food products and animal feeds
3121 Food products n.e.s.

3122 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds

50,908 10,513.7 1,360.5 2.4 0-81.1 7.6

28,120 8,632.6
21,816 1,487.2

158.9
1,328.3

972 393.9

388.3
5.6

9,115 20,334.2
1,264.7

17,025.4

3,263
2,211

658.7

140.0
518.7

1,385.4
884.7

85.2

116.9

298.7

701.4

431.3
34.8

396.4
227.8

191.5
36.3

5,142.7

0.0

4,541.7

3,285.7
1,256.0
571.4
422.6

5.2

3.2
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.1

0.0

5.1 0.0

138.5 0.0

0-81.1

O

o
o
o

o
0-2.2

o
o

o

O

o
0-2.2
0-2.2

o

O
O

735,780 296,363.2 373,477.3 5.0
101,332 19,227.1 7,418.8 2.8

12,257.9 5,417.9 2.9
1,767.4 901.0 0.0

883.8 474.6 0.3
2,932.1 780.6 4.3

2,404.4 458.4 0.9

8.5
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.0

0.0

0.0

0-70 4.9
0-70 5.7

0-25 5.2
0 0.0

0-5 1.1
0-20 5.8

0-5 1.7

1,122.7 753.0 7.4 0-25 7.7

610.4
766.9
171.4

1,598.7

3,583.0
2.d44.Q

1,143.1

70.7
727.5

50.6

1,201.4

1,020.4
95n

95.5

0.4
3.6
0.0
4.1

2.2

2.6
0.0

0-10
0-5

o
0-6.2

1.8
2.3
0.0
2.0

0-25 4.4
0-25 4.7

0 0.0

Table AV.2 (cont'd)
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ISIC Description Production Imports Exports MFN tariff

Code valise Simple Dispersion Std.
average Range dev.

313 Beverages
3131 Distilling. rectifying, blending spirits
3132 Wine industries
3133 Malt liquors and malt
3134 Soft drinks. carbonated waters

industries

3140 Tobacco manufacturing
32 Textile, wearing apparel and leather

industries
321 Textiles
3211 Spinning, weaving, finalizing textiles
3212 Manuf. of textile goods

excl.weaving apparel
3213 Knitting mills
3214 Manufacture of carpets and rugs

3215 Cordage. rope and twine industries
3219 Manufacture of textiles n.e.s.
322 Manufacture of wearing apparel
323 Leathe. products
3231 Tanneries and leather finishing
3232 Fur dressing and dyeing industries
3233 Manuf. of leather prods. excluding

footwear
324 Footwear excl. of vulcanised &

moulded rubber

33 Wood, wood products & furniture
331 Wood products
3311 Sawmills, planing & other wood

mills
3312 Manuf. of wooden & cane containers

& small ware

3319 Manuf. of wood and cork products
n.e.s.

332 Manuf. of furniture & fixtures except
of metal

34 Paper, paper products,printing and
publishing

341 Paper products
3411 Manufacture of pulp, paper,

paperboard
3412 Manuf. of containers & boxes of

paper & board
3419 Manufacture of pulp, paper,

paperboard n.e.s.

342 Printing, publishing & allied
industries

12,063' 2.844.0
1,063.3
1,378.1
282.8
119.8

542.2
12,261 26,027.1

13,475.9
3,327.3
1,291.2

6,380.4
817.1

81.3
1,578.7
8,827.8
1,185.2

312.5
31.3

841.3

828.7
691.7

4.1
55.1
77.8

3.1
1.9
5.3
1.1

0.3

151.9 1.0
7,473.6 11.0

5,181.4
2,239.8
573.1

928.9
223.0
24.2

1,192.4
1,399.8
529.5

385.5
17.4

126.6

11.0

9.2
12.9

13.8
9.3
8.1
8.7
12.9
3.8
2.8
4.4
5.2

2,538.3 362.9 11.0

51,709 6,149.1
2,381.6

1,885.0

86.8

23,153.8
18,111.7
17,118.7

2.5
1.7
1.3

0-70
0-6

0-70

0-3.3
0-1.7

11.2
2.4
16.8

1.4
0.8

0-2.2 0.9
0-25 4.9

0-25 4.9
0-16 5.1
0-20 4.1

6.2-25
0-12

0-16
0-16
0-17
0-7.2

0-4.4
2.5-7.2
0-6.2

2.9
4.8
5.6
3.6
3.4
2.3
2.1
2.1
2.0

3.2-14 4.1

0-7.2 2.2
0-7.2 1.8
0-3.8 1.4

70.0 2.5 0-7.2 3.1

409.8 923.0 2.1 0-3.8 1.6

3,767.5 5,042.1 4.2 0-7.2 1.8

114,115 9,572.1 50,163.6 1.9 0-12 1.5

5,636.5 48,358.0 2.0
2,221.1 39,908.2 1.4

556.8 945.8 3.2

0-12 1.5
0-2.5 1.0

3.2 0.0

2,858.6 7,503.9 2.9 0-12 1.8

47,939 3,935.6 1,805.7 1.3 0-3.2 1.6

Table AV.2 (cont'd)
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ISIC Description Production Imports Exports MFN tariff
Code value Simple Dispersion Std.

average Range dev.

35 Chemicals. petroleum, coal, rubber.
plastics

351 Industrial chemicals
3511 Manuf. of basic indus. chemicals

cxcl. fertilizer

3512 Manufacture of fertilizer & pesticides

3513 Manu[. of resins, plastics &
man-made fibres

352 Other chemicals, incl. pharm.
3521 Manufacture of paints, varnishes,

lacquers
3522 Manufacture of drugs and medicines
3523 Manuf. of soap, cleaning agents,

perfumes etc.

3529 Manufacture of chemical products
n.e.s.

353 Petroleum refineries

354 Manuf. of miscell. petroleum & coal
products

355 Rubber products
3551 Tyre and tube industries
3559 Manufacture of rubber products

n.e.s.

356 Manufacture of plastic products
n.e.s.

36 Non-metallic mineral products except
of petrol and ccal

361 Pottery and china

362 Manufacture of glass and glass
products

369 Other non-metallic mineral products

3691 Manufacture of structural clay
products

3692 Manufacture of cement, lime &
plaster

3699 Manuf. of non-metallic mineral
products n.e.s.

37 Basic metal industries

371 Iron and steel basic industries

372 Non-ferrous metal basic industries

38 Fabricated metal products, mach.&
equipment

381 Fabricated metal products

3811 Manuf. of cutlery, hand tools,
general hardware

3812 Manufacture of metal furniture and
fixtures

3813 Manufacture of structural metal
products

93,678 62,115.6 60,693.9 3.8

26,112 23.777.4 18,013.2 4.0
11,911.4 6,596.7 3.2

1,353.8 715.0 4.6
10,512.2 10.701.5 6.6

27,360 17, I 93.5 23,850.9 2.5
1,251.7 1,396.6 5.2

6,361.7 16,543.1 1.3
3,355.0 1,174.7 5.6

6,225.1 4,736.6 1.8

24.599

5,293

10,314

17,202

10,686.6 11,105.8

1,315.7 1,099.6

4,981.4
2,247.9
2,733.5

3.003.2
1,020.6
1,982.6

0.2

0.1

6.3
8.5
5.5

0-14.9 4.2

0-14.9 4.3
0-11 3.8

0-14.9 4.9
0-12 4.9

0-10 3.1
0-10 3.1

0-6.9 2.6
0-7 1.5

0-9 2.9

0-9 1.4

0-2 0.5

0-14 3.9
3.2-9 1.5
0-14 4.2

4,161.0 3,621.1 11.5 6.2-12 1.5

6,046.2 4.324.2 3.8 0-12 3.8

965.0 488.6 7.7

2,473.6 1.999.7 5.4

2,607.7 1,836.0 1.7
733.7 151.9 2.6

0-10 3.3
0-12 3.4

0-9
0-8

162.4 251.0 0.1 0-0.4 0.1

1,711.6 1,433.1 1.4

42,299
30,994
11,305

297,067

14,550.8
7,937.6
6,613.2

147,881.8

26,135.0
19,230.9
6,904.1

192,373.6

3.2
4.2
1.0
3.7

0-9 2.1

0-7
0-7

0-3.8
0-14

54,275 16,807.0 17,091.5 4.1

2,038.9 2,484.8 4.1

0-7

0-7

503.1 1,070.1 3.4 3.2-3.8 0.3

1,247.0 2,104.9 3.9 3.24.4 0.5

Table AV.2 (cont'd)
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ISIC Description Production Imports Exports MFN tariff
Code value Simple Dispersion Std.

average Range dev.

3819 Manufacture of fabricated metal
products n.e.s.

382 Non-electrical machinery incl.
computers

3821 Manufacture of engines and turbines

3822 Manuf.of agricultural machinery and
equipment

3823 Manuf.of metal & wood working
machinery

3824 Manuf.of special industrial mach. &
equipment

3825 Manuf. of office, computing,
accounting machinery

3829 Machinery & equipment excl.
electrical ri.e.s.

383 Electrical machinery

3831 Manuf. of electrical indus. mach. & apparatus

3832 Manuf. of radio, T.V. & communications equi

3833 Manuf. of elec. appliances and housewares

3839 Manuf. of elec. apparatus & supplies n.e.s.

384 Transport equipment

3841 Shipbuilding & repairing
3842 Manufacture of railroad equipment

3843 Manufacture of motor vehicles

3844 Manufacture of motorcycles and bicycles

3845 Manufacture of aircraft

3849 Manufacture of transport equipment
n.e.s.

385 Professional and scientific equipment

3851 Professional scientific & measuring
equip. n.e.s.

3852 Manufacture of photographic & optical
goods

3853 Manufacture of watches and clocks
39 Other manufacturing industries

39) Other manufactured products

3901 Manufacture of jewellery and related
articles

39C2 Manufacture of musical instruments

3903 Manufacture of sporting and athletic
goods

3909 Manufacturing industries n.e.s.

12,967.9 11,431.6 4.1 0-7 1.5

3,687 47,496.8 61.866.4 3.2 0-5.3 1.4

869.2 2,101.4 3.8
1,254.2 1,886.3 4.1

3.8 0.0
3.8-5.3 0.6

3,087.4 7,136.5 2.7 0-5.3 1.7

9,265.5 17.851.9 3.0 0-5.3 1.5

16.405.6 6,268.0 3.8 3.8 0.0

16,614.9 26,622.3 3.4 0-5.3 1.0

53,363 37,981.0
6,620.5

p. 21,745.3
1,820.3
7,794.9

92,501 32,586.3
5,786 871.7

352.9
24,025.1

956.5
6.213.7

166.4

41,647.5
6,207.7

27,895.2
2,356.4
5,188.2

59,709.1
2.213.1
642.7

51,801.6
253.2

4.464.9
333.7

4.4

4.0
4.1
4.5
5.1
3.9
2.0
3.5
5.7
4.5
0.0
2.3

0-14
3.8-4.9
0-6.5

3.2-13
0-14
0-7.7
0-3.8

3.24.4
0-7.7

0.7-5.1
o

0-3.8

13,236 13,010.8 12,059.1 3.1
9,395.7 10,917.8 3.5

0-12 1.6
0-12 1.8

2,988.8 1,029.8 2.8 0-3.8 1.4

6,117

626.3
4,793.2
4,793.2
536.8

220.5

756.3

111.5
1,740.7
1,740.7

39.0

2.5
3.3
3.3
1.9

55.6 2.9

544.3 4.2

04.9
0-14
0-14
0-7

0-5.1 2.2

0-14 3.3

3,279.7 1,101.9 3.2 0-12 2.3

Source: Government of SwedenCentral Bureau of Statistics, Board of Customs and National Board of Trade.

2.3
0.4
1.9
2.1
3.3
2.5
1.9
0.4

1.6
1.1
0.0
2.1

1.5
2.6
2.6
2.2


